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Georgia Power Company
333 Pitximont Avenue
Atlanta. Georgia 30308
Telephone 404 526-6526

Maitrng Addrew
Post Othce Box 4545
Atlanta, Georg:a 30302 b

Georgia Power
L T. Gucwa tne wuttnxn EM:nc system

Manager Nuclear Engineenng
and Chief Nuclear Engineer

PED-85-468
1793N

June 17, 1985

Director of Nuclear Reactor Regulation
Attention: Mr. John F. Stolz, Chief
Operating Reactors Branch No. 4
Division of Licensing
U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, D. C. 20555

NRC DOCKETS 50-321, 50-366
OPERATING LICENSES DPR-57, APF-5

EDWIN I. HATCH NUCLEAR PLANT UNITS 1, 2
TRANSMITTAL OF AMENDMENT 3 TO THE EDWIN I HATCH UNIT 1 AND UNIT 2

RESPONSE TO 10 CFR 50.48 AND APPEff)IX R

Gentlemen:

As a result of changes due to the installation of the Analog Transmitter
Trip System (ATTS), refinement of earlier calculations, and design changes
which allow greater flexibility in the operation of the plant in the event
of a fire, Georgia Power Company has found it necessary to amend its
" Response to 10 CFR 50.48 and Appendix R" document. Attached are five (5)
copies of " Amendment 3" to the subject document which was originally
submitted to PEC by our letter dated July 1,1982 for Hatch Units 1 and 2.
The changes incorporated by " Amendment 3" do not alter our commitment to
Appendix R requirements, but alter only some of the specific plant design
details used to meet the requirements of Appendix R.

The installation of ATTS has resulted in the renumbering of some
circuits and the elimination of the need to reroute or wrap other circuits.
It is possible that additional changes of this type will be identified in
the future when the ATTS design change packages are completed.

Reanalysis of earlier calculations has identified that in some cases
alternate pathways exist which provide a better design against damage due to
fire. In a limited number of situations, circuits have been identified
that, if protected, would allow the operator more flexibility in shutting
the plant down while enhancing overall plant safety after a fire. These

circuits have been included in this amendment.
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GeorgiaPower A

Director of Nuclear Reactor Regulation
Attention: Mr. John F. Stolz, Chief
Operating Reactors Branch No. 4
June 17, 1985
Page two

An example of the type of design changes that would allow greater
flexibility in the operation of the plant in the event of a fire would be
those made to the crywell pneumatic systems. The design of the drywell
pneumatic systems (P70/2P70) was changed to allow manual operation of all
the S/RVs as opposed to just the ADS valves. Previous evaluations had taken
credit for only the ADS valves.

Because the changes discussed herein have resulted in revisions to many
of the pages in the subject document, it was decided to reissue the entire
document to avoid the confusion of having to replace the individual pages.
As before, the changes are identified with change bars. Since this is a
complete document, the old document should be discarded.

Please be advised that verification reanalysis is currently in progress
and may identify additional modifications to be performed to meet the
requirements of Appendix R.

Should you have any questions in this regard, please contact this office.

Sincerely yours,

f.C M -m

L. T. Gucwa

JAE/PDG/mb

Enclosure

xc: J. T. Beckham, Jr.
H. C. Nix, Jr.
Senior Resident Inspector
J. N. Grace (NRC-Region II)

700775



Soutnem Company Seryces, Inc.
Post Offee Box 2623
Bemingham, Alabama 35202
Tetephone 205 8706011

A

Southem CompanyServices
the Southern electfC system

June 14, 1985

Edwin I. Hatch Nuclear Plant-Units 1 and 2 GLH-NS-657

Response to 10 CFR 50.48 and Appendix R Amendment 3 HII-P.07.01
EWO: 3188-LL

Mr. L. T. Gucwa
Georgia Power Company
Atlanta, Georgia

Dear Mr. Gucwa:

Amendment 3 to Hatch's " Response to 10 CFR 50.48 and Appendix R" is attached.
Due to the extensive number of pages which changed, the entire manual is being
reissued. The old Appendix R submittal should be discarded.

Inside the front cover is the transmittal letter to the NRC for this
amendment. For your information, the manuals now have control numbers so that
subsequent updates (if required) can be made in a more efficient manner.

If you have any questions or comments, please contact me at extension 7994.

Sine rely,

P. D. Gr som

Appr ,oved by:..

u-
.1) . l. / ,it tN /

L. B. Long, General Manager
Nuclear Safety and Fuel

PDG/caa
Attachment
xc: Manual Distributation

0
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Georgta P0wP CCrr0aav
333 Percet AveNe
A : art 3 Gec'g a 3C303
Te'echore 404 52 4 6526

Ma trg A3Jress.
.~_ Pc;t o't ce 90 4545-

Atarta. Gearg:a 30302
v

Georgia Power
L T. Gucwa %t ,.e... < + ,

Manager Nuc: ear Engneenng
and Ch.el Nciear Eng;reer

PED-85-468
1793N

June 17, 1985

Director of Nuclear Reactor Regulation
Attention: Mr. John F. Stolz, Chief
Operating Reactors Branch it. 4
Division of Licensing
U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, D. C. 20555

NRC 00CKETS 50-321, 50-366
OPERATING LICENSES DPR-57, NPF-5

EDWIN I. HATCH NUCLEAR PLANT UNITS 1, 2
TRANSMITTAL OF AMENDMENT 3 TO THE EDWIN I HATCH UNIT 1 AND UNIT 2

PESPONSE TO 10 CFR 50.48 AND APPENDIX R
,,

'
Gentlemen:

As a result of changes due to the installation of the Analog Transmitter
Trip System (ATTS), refinement of earlier calculations, and design changes
which allow greater flexibility in the operation of the plant in the event
of a fire, Georgia Power Company has found it necessary to amend its
" Response to 10 CFR 50.48 and Appendix R" document. Attached are five (5)
copies of " Amendment 3" to the subject document which was originally
submitted to NRC by our letter dated July 1,1982 for Hatch Units 1 and 2.
The changes incorporated by " Amendment 3" do not alter our commitment to
Appendix R requirements, but alter only some of the specific plant design
details used to meet the requirements of Appendix R.

The installation of ATTS has resulted in the renumbering of some
circuits and the elimination of the need to reroute or wrap other circuits.
It is possible that additional changes of this type will be identified in
the future when the ATTS design change packages are completed.

Reanalysis of earlier calculations has identified that in some cases
alternate pathways exist which provide a better design against damage due to
fire. In a limited number of situations, circuits have been identified
that, if protected, would allow the operator more flexibility in shutting
the plant down while enhancing overall plant safety after a fire. These

circuits have been included in this amendment.
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Q GeorgiaPowerd I

01 rector of Nuclear Reactor Regulation
Attention: Mr. John F. Stolz, Chief
Operating Reactors Branch No. 4
June 17, 1985
Page two

An example of the type of design changes that would allow greater i

flexibility in the operation of the plant in the event of a fire would be
| those made to the drywell pneumatic systems. The design of the drywell

pneumatic systems (P70/2P70) was changed to allow manual operation of all
the S/RVs as opposed to just the ADS valves. Previous evaluations had taken
credit for only the ADS valves.

| Because the changes discussed herein have resulted in revisions to many !

of the pages in the subject document, it was decided to reissue the entirel

document to avoid the confusion of having to replace the individual pages.
As before, the changes are identified with change bars. Since this is a

.

complete document, the old document should be discarded.

Please be advised that verification reanalysis is currently in progress
and may identify additional modifications to be performed to meet the
requirements of Appendix R. t

Should you have any questions in this regard, please contact this office.
|

| Sincerely yours,

I.#, / T a ;'- S.

L. T. Gucwa

JAE/POG/mb
|

Enclosure
!-

xc: J. T. Beckham, Jr. ;

H. C. Nix, Jr.
'

Senior Resident Inspector |

J. N. Grace (NRC-Region II)
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December 20, 1983

NED-83-625
Director of Nuclear Reactor Regulation
Attention: Mr. John F. Stolz, Chief
Operating Reactors Branch No. 4
Division of Licensing
U. S. Nuc1 car Regulatory Commission
Washington, D. C. 20555

NRC DOCKETS 50-321, 50-366
OPERATING LICENSES DPR-57, NPF-5

ETMIN I. IIATCII NUCLEAR PLANT UNITS 1, 2
REVISION TO REQUESTS FOR EXINITION

FRCN 10 CFR 50.48 AND 10 CFR 50 APPENDIX R

Gentlemen:

O Purusant to discussions with members of the NRC staff, Georgia Power
',) Company (GPC) hereby withdraws from review our requested exemption from the

~

performance of an annual sprinkler /s sray system main drain test as specified
by National Fire Protection Assocuation (NTPA) Codes 13 and 15. This
exemption is not gennane to your consideration of GPC's submittial on
compilance with 10 CFR 50 Appendix R and 10 CFR 50.48. It will be
resubmitted under a more appropriate format, if future circumstances warrant
such consideration.

Enclosed are the appropriate revision pages for insertion into our July
1, 1982, " Response to 10 CFR 50.48 and Appendix R" as revised by our letters
of May 27, 1983 and November 30, 1983.

Should you have any questions regarding this letter or its enclosure,
please contact this office.

Yours very truly,

/T W
1,. T. Cucwa

WED/b1m
Fnclosure
'ec : J. T. Beckham, Jr.

,m it. C. Nix, Jr.

( ) J. P. O'Reilly
> Senior Resident Inspector-

.g$d.';L 3 0
K
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Georgia Power
L.T.Gucwa .. s ,e .c . . . :r . r,

Ms.n Nwe u Er f r ce es

m 6.ar,.c-ca s p v, NED-83-590
November 30, 1983

Director of Nuclear Peactor Regulation
Attention: Mr. John F. Stolz, Olief
Operating Reactors Branch No. 4
Division of Licensing
U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, D. C. 20555

NRC DOCKETS 50-321, 50-366
CPERATING LICENSES DPR-57, NPF-5

EDWIN I. HATCH NUCLEAR PLAW UNIls 1, 2
DETAILED CLARIFICATION OF REQUESTS FOR EXBIFTION

FROM 10 CFR 50.48 AND 10 CFR 50 APPENDIX R

O Gentlemen:
L]

Georgia Power Company's letter dated November 16, 1983, documented our
clarification of certain requests for exemption from the requirements of 10
CFR 50.48 and Appendix R. These clarifications provided additional
information to address the NRC staff's concerns with the requests for
exemption. The enclosure to this letter provides replacement pages to
reflect revised sections of our July 1,1982, " Response to 10 CFR 50.48 and
Appendix R".

Should you have any questions regarding this letter or its enclosure,
please contact this office.

Yours very truly,

hf Q_- ~ e_
L. T. Gucwa

RK/eb

Enclosure

xc: J. T. Beckham, Jr.
H. C. Nix, Jr.
J. P. O'Reilly
Senior Resident Inspector

-fi3 i A 0'aWLg'



Gsorgia Power Corroany
333 Piedrnont Avenue
Atlanta. Georgta 303C8
Telechone 404 526-6526

O Mashng Address-

Q Post othee Box 4545
Atlanta. Georg a 30302

Georgia Power
L.T.Gucwe the southern etectre system
Chief Nuc' ear Eng: nee'
Power Generation Department NED-83-318

May 27, 1983

Director of Nuclear Reactor Regulation
Attention: Mr. John F. Stolz, Chief
Operating Reactors Branch No. 4
Division of Licensing
U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, D. C. 20555

NRC DOCKETS 50-321, 50-366
OPERATI?C LICENSES DPR-57, PPF-5

EDWIN I. HATCH NUCLEAR PLANT UNITS 1, 2
DETAILED CLARIFICATION OF REQUESTS FOR EXEMPTIONS

FROM 10 CFR 50.48 AND APPENDIX R
,

Gentlemen:

p Georgia Power Company's letter dated April 28, 1983, documented our
i supplemental commitments related to certain requests for exemptions from 10

CFR 50.48 and Appendix R. Those commitments reflected our understanding of
an acceptable compliance method provided by the NRC staff in a March 30,
1983, meeting. As noted in our April 28, 1983, letter, the NRC staff
requested in the March 30, 1983, meeting that within twenty-eight days we
submit a revision to our July 1,1982, document, " Response to 10 CFR 50.48
and Appendix R". Since twenty-eight days did not allow sufficient time for
development of the revision, an agreement was reached with the NRC Hatch
Licensing Project Manager that a, response supplemental to the April 28, 1983
letter of commitment would be provided by May 30, 1983. That response was to
be in the format of a revision to the July 1,1982, document and developed
to the same level of detail as the original requests for. exemption.
revision is enclosed herein. ~ .That

The revision fully and accurately reflects those positions which, as a
result of our March 30, 1983, meeting with the NRC staff, we understand to
be acceptable compliance with 10 CFR 50.48 and Appendix R and responsive to
the concerns raised in the NRC's draft Safety Evaluation Report transmitted
by your letter dated January 20, 1983. If for any reason, our July 1,1982, -

" Response to 10 CFR 50.48 and Appendix R", as revised by the enclosure to
this letter, along with our commitments contained in the April 28, 1983,
letter, do not support the granting of the requested exemptions, we then
hereby request a meeting with NRC management prior to the issuance of any
denial of the requested exemptions.

O

_.g.3 M O 3 0 2 T 3 ^
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h GeorgiaPowerb
,

.

Director of Nuclear Reactor Regulation
Attention: Mr. John F. Stolz, Chief
Operating Reactors Branch No. A
May 27, 1983
Page Two

.

.

'

Should you have any questions regarding this letter or its enclosure,
) please contact this office.
,

! Yours very truly,
:

Y, , . . ...

f L. T. Gucwa
.

WEB /mb
Enclosure :

xc: J. T. Beckham, Jr.-

H. C. Nix, Jr.'

J. P. O'Reilly (NRC - Region II)
Senior Resident Inspector
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Date Issued: June 17, 1985

1. W. F. Garner 30. Senior Resident Inspector
2. G. D. McGaha Plant Hatch
3. G. D. McGaha 31. R. E. Conway
4. G. D. McGaha 32. L. T. Gucwa
5. S. R. Sisson 33. J. R. Jordan
6. 3. R. Sisson 34. W. E. Burns
7. S. R. Sisson 35. J. A. Edwards
8. S. R. Sisson 36. D. B. Cochran
9. S. R. Sisson 37. S. C. Hart
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RESPONSE TO 10 CFR 50.48 AND APPENDIX R

REVISION STATUS

June 1985

Date Issued

Chapter 1 July 1982
.

Chapter 2 June 1985

Chapter 3 June 1985

Chapter 4 June 1985

Chapter 5 June 1985
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f- SUBMITTAL REVISION SUMMARY
g

Section Affected Reason

Enclosure 2, page 1 Editorial change to heading
Enclosure 2, page 15 Editorial change to heading, schedule

change
Enclosure 3, Table of Reflect revision of enclosure
Contents
Section 2.4 Schedule change-

Section 2.5 Repair of cable not required to
achieve cold shutdown

Section 2.6 Schedule change, noted possibility
for future exemption requested

Section 3.1 Editorial to reflect design change
Section 3.2 Clarification
Section 3.2.1 Editorial to reflect design change
Section 3.2.2 Editorial to reflect design change
Tables 3-1, 3-2, 3-3, ATTS and low-low set MPL number
& 3-4 changes, reevaluation
Section 4.1.1.2 Editorial!

Section 4.1.2 Heading Editorial
Section 4.1.2.2 Editorial
Section 4.1.2.3.1 Editorial to reflect design change
Section 4.1.2.3.2 Reevaluation, ATTS DCR

' q Section 4.1.2.4 Reevaluation
| V Section 4.1.3.2 Editorial

Section 4.1.4.2 Editorial'

Section 4.1.5.1.2 Clarification of commitment
Section 4.1.5.1.7 Editorial
Section 4.1.5.2.2 Editorial,

Section 4.1.5.4 Clarification of commitment,
editorial, ATTS DCR

Section 4.1.5.5 Editorial
| Section 4.1.6.1.2 Clarification of commitment
i Section 4.1.6.1.4 Editorial .

Section 4.1.6.3 ATTS DCR
Section 4.1.7.2 Editorial

| Section 4.1.8.2 Editorial
| Section 4.1.9.2 Editorial
! Section 4.1.10 Reevaluation
I Section 4.2.1.2 Editorial
| Section 4.2.1.3.2 Editorial
i Section 4.2.1.4 Editorial .

Section 4.2.2.2 Editorial
| Section 4.2.3.1 Editorial
'

Section 4.2.3.2 Clarification, Editorial
Section 4.2.3.3.2 Reevaluation
Section 4.2.3.4 Reevaluation
Section 4.2.3.5 Editorial
Section 4.2.4.2 Editorial

'

~N Section 4.2.4.3.2 Editorial, reevaluation(b
'

_ .- _ _ . - . _ _ . . - - . - _
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(~S Section Affected Reason
V

Section 4.2.4.3.3 Editorial
Section 4.2.4.4.4 Reevaluation
Section 4.2.5.2 Editorial
Section 4.2.5.3.1 Reevaluation
Section 4.2.5.4 Reevaluation
Section 4.2.6.1.1 Editorial
Section 4.2.6.1.2 Editorial
Section 4.2.6.1.3 Editorial

- Section 4.2.6.2.2 Editorial
Section 4.2.6.3.1 Reovaluation
Section 4.2.6.3.2 Reevaluation
Section 4.2.6.4 Reevaluation
Section 4.2.7.1.5 Editorial
Section 4.2.7.2.2 Editorial
Section 4.2.7.2.6 Editorial
Section 4.2.7.3.1 Reevaluation
Section 4.2.7.3.2 Reevaluation, ATTS
Section 4.2.7.4 Reevaluation, ATTS
Section 4.2.8.1 Editorial
Section 4.2.8.2 Editorial
Section 4.2.8.3 Editorial
Section 4.2.9.2 Editorial
Section 4.2.9.3 Reevaluation, ATTS
Section 4.2.9.4 Reevaluation, ATTS
Section 4.2.10.1 Clarification

'\ Section 4.2.10.2 Editorial
Section 4.2.10.3.2 Reevaluation, ATTS
Section 4.2.11.2 Editorial
Section 4.2.12 Clarification, editorial
Section 4.2.13.2 Editorial
Section 4.2.14 Clarification, editorial
Section 4.2.15.2 Editorial
Section 4.3.1.1 Clarification
Section 4.3.1.4 Editorial
Section 4.3.2.2 Editorial
Section 4.3.2.3.1 Editorial, ATTS

'

Section 4.3.2.4 Editorial, ATTS
,

Section 4.3.3.2 Editorial
Section 4.3.3.3 Reevaluation, ATTS
Section 4.3.4.2 Editorial
Section 4.3.4.3 ATTS
Section 4.3.4.4 Reevaluation, ATTS
Section 4.3.5.2 Editorial
Section 4.3.6.1 Editorial
Table 4-1, 4-2, 4-3, Editorial

4-4, 4-6
Table 4-8, 4-9, 4-10 Editorial

4-11, 4-12
Table 4-14, 4-15, 4-17 Editorial

4-18

( Table 4-20, 4-21, 4-23 Editorial



Section Affected Reason

O Figure 4-2 Editorial
Figure 4-15 Editorial
Figure 4-16 Editorial
Section 5.0 Editorial
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ENCLOSURE 1

RESPONSE TO ENCLOSURE 1 SECTION 8

OF THE

U.S.N.R.C. FEBRUARY 20, 1981 LETTER

ON THE SUBJECT OF

FIRE PROTECTION RULE 45 FR 76602, NOV. 19, 1980

(Generic Letter 81-12)
SUPPLEMENTAL TO THE

MAY 18, 1981 SUBMITTAL

I

i

!
!

!

i
t

|

|

I July 1, 1982

0
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,,_ UNIT 1 RESPONSE

()
8(a) Proposed Modifications - To provide for improved remote

shutdown capability it is proposed that the following
equipment be added to the Remote Shutdown System and
controlled through the Remote Shutdown Panels:

(1) E11-F017B LPCI Injection Valve

(2) E11-F007B LPCI Min. Flow Valve,

(3) E11-N021B LPCI Min. Flow Switch

UNIT 2 RESPONSE

Proposed Modifications - To provide for improved remote
shutdown capability it is proposed that the following
equipment be added to the Remote Shutdown System and
controlled through the Remote Shutdown Panels:

(1) 2E11-FOO7B LPCI' Min. Flow Valve

(2) 2E11-N021B LPCI Min. Flow Switch

O
UNIT 1 RESPONSE

8(c) Remote Shutdown Panel H21-P175 has appropriate seismic
qualification. Document C-S-100.0 is available for your
review.

UNIT 1 AND 2 RESPONSE

8(j) Proposed Technical Specification Changes - The Technical
Specifications will be revised to allow for testing of the
remote shutdown equipment from the Remote Shutdown
Panels. The frequency of testing will be auch that every
third scheduled test is performed from the Remote Shutdown
Panel.

-
,,.

O
1
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RESPONSE TO ENCLOSURE 2 SECTION 1 ,

i
'

t

! OF THE
1

U.S.N.R.C. FEBRUARY 20, 1981 LETTER i

ON THE SUBJECT OF
i

4 FIRE PROTECTION RULE 45 FR 76602, NOV. 19, 1980 !
!
J

i (Generic Letter 81-12) f
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i

p SECTION I. ALTERNATIVE SHUTDOWN INFORMATION

O
UNIT 1 RESPONSE (SHEET 1 OF 3)

.

A. Remote Shutdown B. Essential Cables
Equipment and In Fire Areas
Instrumentation.

4 E11-FOO4B R24-SO12-ES8-C27A
E11-FOO6B R24-S012-ES8-C29A
E11-F024B R24-S012-ES8-C47A, R24-S012-ES8-C47B
E11-F027B R24-S012-ES8-C51A, R24-S012-ES8-C51B
E11-F048B R24-S012-ES8-C57A, R24-S012-ES8-C57B
E11-F028B R24-S012-ES8-C53A, R24-Gd12-ES8-C53B
E11-F015B R24-S018-ES8-C07A, R24-S018-ES8-C07B,

R24-SO18-ES8-C07C, R24-S018-ES8-C07D
E11-F008 R24-S022-ES8-C18A, R24-SO22-ES8-C18B
E11-F009

, c R24-S011-ES7-C29A, R24-S011-ES7-C29B,
R24-S011-ES7-C29C

E11-C001B i R22-S007-ES8-C01, R22-S007,ES8-C01A
i E11-COO 1D s R22-S007-ES8-C02, R22-S007-ES8-C02A,

E11-C002B R22-S007,ES8-C05, R22-S007-ES8-C05A,
R22-S007-ES8-C05K

E51-F045 R24-SO21-ES7-C16A, R24-SO21-ES7-C16B
/"N E51-F046 R24-SO21-ES7-C15A, R24-SO21-ES7-C15B.

E51-F013 R24-SO21-ES7-C1Gn, R24-SO21-ES7-C10B
E51-F008 R24-S021-ES7-C11At R24-SO21-ES7-C11B,

R24-SO21-ES8-C11C
E51-F007 R24-S012-ES8-C17M, R24-S012-ES8-C17R,-

R24-S012-ES8-C17N, R24-S012-ES8-C17P
(E51-C002-TTT) R24-SO21-ES7-C21A
E51-C002-1 R24-S021-ES7-C05, R24-S021-ES7-C05A
E51-COO 2-2 R24-S021-ES7-CO6, R24-S021-ES7-C06A
B31-F023B R24-S018-ES8-C13A
B21-F013D H11-P602-ES7-C148, H11-P628-ES7-C048
B21-F013G H11-P602-ES7-C149, H11-P628-ES7-C009
B21-LIT-N070 No Cables in Fire Area
B21-LI-RO70 No Cables in Fire Area
C32-PT-N070 No Cables in Fire Area
C32-PI-R070 No Cables in Fire Area
R23-S003-FR7M R23-S003-ES7-C14
R22-S006-FR6(ACB 135912) H11-P652-ESB-C23, H11-P652-ESB-C23H
R22-SOO6-FR8 R22-SOO6-ES8-C06, R22-S006-ES8-C06A
R22-S007-FR2 R22-S007-ES8-C01A
R22-S007-FR3 R22-S007-ES8-C02, R22-S007-ES8-C02A
R22-S007-FR4 R22-S007-ES8-CO3
R22-S007-FR7 R22-S007-ES8-C05,.R22-S007-ES8-C05A,

R22-S007-ES8-C05K
R22-S007-FR6(ACB 135913) H11-P652-ESC-C28
R22-S007-FR7(ACB 135719) H11-P652-ES8-C32

O R23-S004-FR9(ACB 135814) H11-P652-ES8-C30, H11-P652-ES8-C30A
V

:

1
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g3 UNIT 1 RESPONSE (SHEET 2 OF 3)
i i
V

A. Remote Shutdown B. Essential Cables
Equipment and In Fire Areas
Instrumentation

R23-S004-FR8T No Cables in Fire Area
R23-S004-FR8M No Cables in Fire Area
R23-S004-FR8B No Cables in Fire Area
R23-S004-FR6M R23-S004-ES8-C14,

R22-S017-FR4T No Cables in Fire Area
R22-S017-FR4B No Cables in Fire Area
R22-S017-FR2T R22-S017-ES8-C26
R24-S018B-FR18A R24-S018-ES8-C44
R23-S004-FR3M No Cables in Fire Area
R25-S037-BRKR14 No Cables in Fire Area
R22-S017-FR3M No Cables in Fire Area
R22-S016-FR3M No Cables in Fire Area
R23-S003-FR3M No Cables in Fire Area
R25-S036-BRKR15 No Cables in Fire Area
* Ell-F017B R24-S018-ES8-C04A, R24-sol 8-ES8-C04B,

R24-S018-ES8-C04D
* Ell-F007B R24-S012-ES8-C31A, R24-S012-ES8-C31C
* Ell-NO21B H11-P618-ES8-C007
Ell-FT-N070 No Cables in Fire Area

q Ell-FI-R070 No Cables in Fire Area
t / E51-FT-N070 No Cables in Fire Areav

E51-FI-R070 No Cables in Fire Area
P41-C001B R22-S007-ES8-CO3
Cll-COOlA R22-S005-ES7-C06, R22-S005-ES7-C06A
C11-C001B R22-S006-ES8-C06, R22-SOO6,ES8-C06A
T47-TE-N070 No Cables in Fire Area
T47-TI-R070 No Cables in Fire Area
T47-TE-N071 No Cables in Fire Area
T47-TI-R071 No Cables in Fire Area
T47-TE-N072 No Cables in Fire Area
T47-TI-R072 No Cables in Fire Area
2T47-TE-N073 No Cables in Fire Area
2T47-TI-R073 No Cables in Fire Area
T48-TE-N072 No Cables in Fire Area
T48-TI-R072 No Cables in Fire Area
T48-TE-N073 No Cables in Fire Area
T48-TI-N073 No Cables in Fire Area
T48-LT-N070 No Cables in Fire Area
T48-LI-R070 No Cables in Fire Area
T48-PI-R071 No Cables in Fire Area
T48-PT-N071 No Cables in Fire Area
Ell-FT-N071 No Cables in Fire Area
Ell-FI-R071 No Cables in Fire Area

(S * Note: These components to be added as proposed in Section 8(a)
(.h of this enclosure.

2
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r's UNIT 1 RESPONSE (SHEET 3 OF 3)
%]

A. Remote Shutdown B. Essential Cables
Equipment and In Fire Areas
Instrumentation

R22-SOO5-FR5(ACB 135911) H11-P652-ESA-CO8, H11-P652-ESA-C088
R22-S005-FR10(ACB 135717) H11-P652-ES7-C01
R22-S005-FR8 R22-S005-ES7-C06, R22-S005-ES7-C06A-

R23-S003-FR2M(ACB 135811) H11-P652-ES7-C04, H11-P652-ES7-C04A
R23-S003-FR6B No Cables in Fire Area
R23-SOO3-FR6M No Cables in Fire Area
R23-S003-FR6T No Cables in Fire Area
R22-sol 6-FR4T No Cables in Fire Area
R22-sol 6-FR2B No Cables in Fire Area

v

t'
(w
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UNIT 2 RESPONSE (SHEET 1 OF 3)
'

O I

A. Remote Shutdown B. Essential Cables
'

Equipment and In Fire Area
Instrumentation

2 Ell-C002B EAE888C06, EAE888C04, EAE888C05
2 Ell-FOO4B EAE844C01, EAE844C04 |

2E11-F006B EAE846C01, EAE846C04
2E11-F047B EAE848C01'

2E11-F026B EAE854CO2, EAE854C01 >

I
2E11-FOllB EAE855CO2, EAE855C01
2E11-F024B EAE851CO2, EAE851C01
2 Ell-F016B EAE057CO2, EAE857C01 l

2E11-F027B EAE952CO2, EAE852C01 !

2 Ell-FOO3B EAE849C01
2 Ell-F048B EAE856CO2, EAE856C01 ,

2E11-F015B EAE858C04, EAE858CO3, EAE858C01,
EAE858CO2

2E11-F017B EAE861C04, EAE861CO3, EAE861C01
2E11-F023 AAE717C01, AAE706C01, AAX717COS
2E11-F073B EAE880C01
.2 Ell-F028B EAE853CO2, EAE853C01
2E11-FOO6D EAE847C01, EAE847C04
2 Ell-F008 AAE823C01, AAE823CO2, AAX823COS

O 2E11-F006A EAE720C01, EAE720C04
2E11-F006C EAE721C01, EAE721C04
2E11-COO 1B EAE884CO2, EAE884C07
2E11-C001D EAE886CO2, EAE886C07
2E11-F091B EAE871C01, EAE871CO2
2E51-F007 EEE805C14, EEE805C13, EEX805C12
2E51-FOO8 EEE706CO3, EEE706C01, EEX706CO2
2E51-F010 EEE708C01, EEE708CO2
2E51-F019 EEE716CO3, EEE716CO2, EEE716C01
2E51-F029 EEE714C01
2E51-F022 EEE717CO2, EEE717CO6, EEE717 col
2E51-F012 EEE709C01, EEE709CO2
2E51-F013 EEE710C01, EEE710CO2
2E51-F045 EEE712C01, EEE712CO2
2E51-F046 EEE713C01, EEE713C02
2E51-F031 EEE711C01
2E51-C002-TTT EEE715C01, EEE701C16

-2E51-COO 2-2 EEE719C01, EEE719CO2
2E51-C002-1 EEE720C01, EEE720CO2
2E51-COO 2-B EEE918C23, EEE718C21, EEE718C26,

EEE918C17, EEE918C18, EEE918C12,
EEE918CO6, EEE718M02, EEE918C24,
EEE918C13, EEE718M01, EEE718C25,
EEE718C19, EEE918C07, EEE918C08,
EEE918C09, EEE918C10, EEE918C11,
EEE918C04, EEE918CO3, EEE918CO2,
EEE918C05

4
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UNIT 2 RESPONSE (SHEET 2 OF 3)

A. Remote Shutdown B. Essential Cables
Equipment and In Fire Area
Instrumentation

2B31-F023B BHX815C01
-2B21-F013D BCE708CO2, BCE702C06
2B21-F013F BCE708CO2, BCE704C01
2B21-F013G BCE708CO2, BCE707C01,

2C82-LT-N005 No Cables in Fire Area
2C82-LI-R005 No Cables in Fire Area
2C82-PT-N006 No Cables in Fire Area
2C82-PI-R006 No Cables in Fire Area
2C82-FI-ROO4 No Cables in Fire Area
2C82-FT-N001 No Cables in Fire Area
2C82-R003' No Cables in Fire Area
2C82-R001 No Cables in Fire Area
2P41-COO 1B PUE836C13
2C11-COO 1B CBX806C11, CBX806C05
2T47-TE-NO70 No Cables in Fire Area
2T47-TI-R070 No Cables in Fire Area
2T47-TE-NO71 No Cables in Fire Area
2T47-TI-R071 No Cables in Fire Area
2T47-TE-NO72 No Cables in Fire Area
2T47-TI-RO72 -No Cables in Fire Area

-O 2T47-TE-NO73 No Cables in Fire Area
2T47-TI-RO73 No Cables in Fire Area
2T48-LT-NO70 No Cables in Fire Area
2T48-LI-RO70 No Cables in Fire Area
2T48-PT-NO71 No Cables in Fire Area
2T48-PI-R071 No Cables in Fire Area
2T48-TE-N072 No Cables in Fire Area
2T48-TI-R072 No Cables in Fire Area
2T48-TE-N073 No Cables in Fire Area
2T48-TI-RO73 No Cables in Fire Area
2E11-FT-NO71 No Cables in Fire Area
2E11-FI-R071 No Cables in Fire Area

i- 2R22-S006-FR9 CBX806C11, CBX806C05
2R22-S006-FR7(ACB 135570) RTED01C17
2R22-S007-FR2(ACB 135556) RHE802C04
2R22-SOO7-FR3 EAE884CO2, EAE884C07
2R22-SOO7-FR7(ACB 135540) RUE 801C09
2R22-5007-FR4 EAE886CO2, EAE886C07
2R22-S007-FR8 EAE888C04, EAE888COS

'2R22-SOO7-FR5 PUE836C13
2R23-S003-FR3M RIE706C01
2R23-SOO3-FR8M(ACB 135674) RIE701C05, RIE701C01
2R22-SOO5-FR2(ACB 135536) RHE701C04
'2R23-S004-FR4T RIE810C01
2R23-SOO4-FR2M(ACB 135684) RIE803C04, RIE803C01
2R23-S004-FR3T No Cables in Fire Area0 2R23-S004-FR3M. No Cables in Fire Area

5
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UNIT 2 RESPONSE (SHEET 3 OF 3)p
%)

A. Remote Shutdown B. Essential Cables
Equipment and In Fire Area
Instrumentation

2R23-SOO4-FR3B No Cables in Fire Area
2R22-SO17-FR1M RXE802C01
2R22-sol 7-FR2T No Cables in Fire Area

! 2R22-sol 7-FR3M No Cables in Fire Area
2R24-sol 8B-FR4 RXE804C01
2R22-sol 6-FR2B No Cables in Fire Area
2R22-sol 6-FR2T No Cables in Fire Area
*2 Ell-FOO7B EAE859 col

'

*2 Ell-NO21B EAE859CO2, EAE808C10
2R22-SOO5-FR6(ACB 135530) RSE701C09
2R23-SOO4-FR7M No Cables in Fire Area
2R25-SO37-BRKR16 No Cables in Fire Area
2R22-sol 7-FRlT No Cables in Fire Area
2R23-SOO3-FR7T No Cables in Fire Area
2R23-SOO3-FR7M No Cables in Fire Area
2R23-SOO3-FR7B No Cables in Fire Area
2R23-SOO3-FR2M No Cables in Fire Area
2R25-SO36-BRKR15 No Cables in Fire Area

O

>

O' * Note: .These components are to be added as proposed in section
8(a) of this enclosure.

6
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C. Associated Circuits

s> 1. Associated circuits of the Plant Hatch Units 1 and 2
alternative shutdown system were defined as those
circuits that enter the cable spreading room or control
room and:

a. Have a common power source with equipment controlled
during alternative shutdown operation and which are
not electrically protected from the circuits of
concern by coordinated breakers or fuses. The
circuits listed by this concern are derived from the
essential distribution cabinets that contain molded
case circuit breakers, which power control circuits
of the alternative shutdown equipment.

b. The misoperation of which could adversely affect the
operation of the alternative shutdown system.
Circuits listed by this concern include the power
system breaker control circuits and equipment control
circuits other than that controlled from the
alternative shutdown system.

2. Circuits which share common raceways outside of the cable
spreading room or control room with alternative shutdown
circuits are not listed as associated circuits based on
the following:

a. Cables used at the Plant Hatch units will not
propagate a fire from the fire area to the raceways
outside the area.

b. The cable spreading room and control room are
separated from other areas by 3-h firewalls, doors,
and penetration seals.

Ov
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UNIT 1 RESPONSE (SHEET 1 OF 3)

3. Associated Cables

R25-S001-ES7-M04 R25-S065-ES8-M04
R25-S001-M05 R25-SO65-M05
R25-S001-RP3A-M06 R25-S065-ES8-M06
R25-S001-M07 R25-S065-ES8-M08
R25-S001-MO8 R25-S065-M10
R25-S001-M09 - R25-S065-ES8-M11
R25-S001-M10 R25-S065-ES8-M13
R25-S001-ES7-M12 R25-SO65-M14
R25-S001-M13 R25-SO65-ES8-M15
R25-S001-ES7-M14 R25-S065-ES8-M16
R25-S001-M15 R25-S065-ES8-M18
R25-S001-ES7-M17 R25-SO65-ES8-M21
R25-S001-ES7-M19 R25-S065-M22
R25-S001-ES7-M20 R25-S065-M23
R25-S001-M21 R24-S011-ES7-C98A
R25-S001-ES7-M22 R24-S012-ES8-C98A
R25-S001-ES7-M23 R24-SO21-ES7-C08B
R25-S001-ES7-M24 H11-P602-ES7-C033
R25-S065-ES8-M26 R24-SO21-ES7-C03A
R25-S001-M26 R24-S021-ES7-C17A
R25-S001-M28 R24-SO21-ES7-C07B
R25-S001-ES7-M29 H11-P621-ES7-C006s

- R25-S001-ES7-M31 H11-P621-ES7-C016
R25-S001-ES7-M35 H11-P621-ES7-C008
R25-S001-M36 H11-P621-ES7-C019
R25-S064-M01 R24-S012-ES8-C59B
R25-S064-M02 H11-P623-ES8-C001
R25-S064-M03 H11-P614-ES9-C087
R25-5064-ES7-M05 H11-P614-ES9-C103
R25-S064-ES7-M07 H11-P614-ES9-C389
R25-S064-M08 H11-P614-ES9-C097
R25-S064-M10 H11-P614-ES9-C121
R25-S064-M14 H11-P614-ES9-C093
R25-5064-ES7-M18 H11-P614-ES9-C117
R25-S064-ES7-M19 H11-P614-ES9-C107
R25-S064-ES-M20 H11-P614-ES9-C127
R25-S064-M21 H11-P614-ESO-C113
R25-S064-ES7-M22 H11-P614-ESO-C125
R25-SC64-ES7-M24 H11-P614-ESO-C115
R25-S064-ES7-M25 H11-P601-ES8-C116
R25-5064-M28 R24-S012-ES8-C55A
R25-S064-M29 R24-S012-ES8-C61A
R25-S064-ES7-M30 R24-S012-ES8-C63B
R25-5064-M31 R24-S012-ES8-C49B
R25-S064-ES7-M32 R24-S012-ES8-C37B
R25-S064-ES7-M35 R24-S012-ES8-C40A
R25-S064-M36 R24-S012-ES8-C22C
R25-S065-M01 R24-5011-ES7-C98B() R25-S065-M03

8
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r's UNIT 1 RESPONSE (SHEET 2 OF 3)
! )
G

3. Associated Cables

R24-S012-ES8-C98B H11-P623-PCIIA-C048
R2a-S021-ES7-C08A H11-P623-PCIIA-C050
R24-S021-ES7-C03B R24-S011-ES7-C81A
R24-SO21-ES7-C12A R24-SO22-ES8-C18A
R24-S021-ES7-C07C H11-P617-ES7-C074
R24-S021-ES7-C07A R24-5022-ES8-C20A'

H11-P621-ES7-C020 R24-S011-ES7-C29B
H11-P621-ES7-C007 R24-S018-ES7-C25A
H11-P621-ES7-C009 R24-SO18-ES7-C25C
H11-P654-ES8-C052 H11-P617-ES7-C011
H11-P623-ES8-C003 H11-P617-ES7-C029
H11-P623-ES8-COO 2 H11-P617-ES7-C076
H11-P614-ES9-C088 H11-P618-ES8-C010
H11-P614-ES9-C106 H11-P618-ES8-CO24
H11-P615-ES9-C090 H11-P618-ES8-C080
H11-P614-ES9-C098 H11-P626-ES7-COO 4
H11-P614-ES9-C122 H11-P626-ES7-COO 6
H11-P614-ES9-C094 H11-P627-ES8-C006
H11-P614-ES9-C118 H11-P601-ES7-C112
H11-P614-ES9-C108 R24-S011-ES7-C27A
H11-P614-ES9-C128 H11-P654-ES8-C018

G H11-P614-ESO-C114 H11-P622-PCIA-C043
) H11-P614-ESO-C126 H11-P622-PCIA-C045

H11-P614-ESO-C116 H11-P622-PCIA-C047
R24-S012-ES8-C35A H11-P622-PCIA-C049
R24-S012-ES8-C25A H11-P622-PCIA-C051
R24-S012-ES8-C63A H11-P622-PCIA-C053
R24-S012-ES8-C49A H11-P622-PCIA-C055
R24-S012-ES8-C37A H11-P622-PCIA-C057
R24-S012-ES8-C40B H11-P623-PCIIA-C037
R24-S012-ES8-C22 H11-P623-PCIIA-CO39
R24-S012-ES8-C91A H11-P623-PCIIA-C041
H11-P601-ES7-C111 H11-P623-PCIIA-C043
R24-S011-ES7-C21A H11-P623-PCIIA-C045
R24-S011-ES7-C95A H11-P623-PCIIA-C047
H11-P622-PCIA-C042 H11-P623-PCIIA-C049
H11-P622-PCIA-C044 H11-P623-PCIIA-C051
H11-P622-PCIA-C046 R24-S011-ES7-C81B
H11-P622-PCIA-C048 R24-S022-ES8-C18B
H11-P622-PCIA-C050 H11-P601-ES7-C058
Hil-P622-? CIA-C052 R24-SO22-ES8-C20B
H11-P622-PCIA-C054 R24-S011-ES7-C29A
H11-P622-PCIA-C056 R24-S018-ES7-C25B
H11-P623-PCIIA-CO36 H11-P617-ES7-C010
H11-P623-PCIIA-CO38 H11-P617-ES7-CO24
H11-P623-PCIIA-C040 H11-P617-ES7-C075
H11-P623-PCIIA-C042 H11-P618-ES8-C009

(3 H11-P623-PCIIA-C044 Hil-P618-ES8-C019
(- H11-P623-PCIIA-C046 H11-P618-ES8-C079

9
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,e UNIT 1 RESPONSE (SHEET 3 OF 3)

3. Associated Cables

H11-P626-ES7-C003 H11-P652-ESC-C36
Hil-P626-ES7-C005 R25-S065-ES8-M27
H11-P627-ES8-C005 R25-S065-ES8-M28
Hll-P627-ES8-C007 R25-S065-M31
Hil-P627-ES8-C008 R25-S065-M32
Hil-P617-ES7-C025 R25-S065-M34
Hil-P601-ES7-C135 R25-S065-ES8-M35
H11-P601-ES8-C059 R25-S065-M36
H11-P601-ES8-C136 R25-S002-ES8-M04
R24-S018-ES8-C07B R25-S002-ES8-M06
R24-S011-ES7-C69A R25-S002-RP3B-M08
R24-S011-ES7-C69C R25-S002-M09
H11-P626-ES7-C002 R25-S002-ES8-M10
H11-P626-ES7-C009 R25-S002-ES8-M14
H11-P626-ES7-C012 R25-S002-ES8-M15
H11-P627-ES8-C004 R25-S002-ES8-M16
Hil-P627-ES8-C010 R25-S002-ES8-M21
Hll-P627-ES8-C013 R25-S002-ES8-M22
H11-P601-ES8-C018 R25-S002-M23
R24-S012-ES8-C71B R25-S002-M24
R24-S011-ES7-C43A R25-S002-ES8-M25

O R24-S022-ES8-C17A R25-S002-M26
H21-P002-C003 R25-S002-ES8-M29
R24-S014-C11A R25-S002-M34
Hil-P652-ESA-C02 R25-S002-M36
H11-P652-ESC-C33 R25-S064-M09
H11-P652-ESA-C10 R25-S065-M25
H11-P652-ESB-C22 R25-S002-M01
H11-P618-ES8-C020 R25-S002-ES8-M02
Hil-P601-ES7-C117 R25-S002-ES8-M30
H11-P618-ES8-C077
H11-P601-ES8-C118
R24-S018-ES8-C07A
R24-S018-ES8-C07C
R24-S011-ES7-C69B
Hil-P626-ES7-C001
H11-P626-ES7-C007
H11-P626-ES7-C010
Hil-P627-ES8-COO 3
H11-P627-ES8-C009
H11-P627-ES8-C011
H11-P627-ES8-C020
R24-S012-ES8-C71A
R24-S012-ES8-C71D
R24-S011-ES7-C43B
R24-S022-ES8-C17B
Hil-P602-C053

f R24-S014-C13A
N H11-P652-ESA-C11

Hil-P652-ESB-C17

10
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UNIT 2 RESPONSE (SHEET 1 OF 2)
.x)

3. Associated Cables

CJE715MO2 PEE 701M01 BBE005C16
EAE701M01 EAX713MO3 BBX904C17
SDX703M01 NBX799M01 BBE904C18
CMX743M01 BBE706M01 BBXOOSC17
SEX 704M01 EAE739M01 BBE005C18
CHX705M01 EAE713MO2 EEE701C05'

SDX703M02 AAX714M01 EEE701CO6
EEE701M01 CAX701M01 EEE701C09
NEX723M01 BGX711M01 EEE802COS
NBX702M01 PDE711M01 EEE802CO3
AAE729M01 AAE712M01 BBX904C07
BBE707M01 NBX7ADM01 BBX901C29
EAE773M01 CJE715M01 BBE901C30
CCX703M01 AAE706M09 BBX904C09
RGX703M01 DAX801M01 BBE904C10
CME 739M01 TBE802M01 BBX901C25
EBE701M01 LDX802M19 BBE901C26
RNX701M24 PME802M01 BBX904C11
BCE702M01 LAX 821M01 BBE904C12
RSE703M01 BAE803M01 BBX901C27
EEE718M01 EAE813MOS BBE901C28

O PME706M01 TDX801M01 EEE701CO8
SGX811M01 RKX802MO8 EEE703C10
EAE807M01 DAX803M04 EEE722C01
EDE802M01 THX801MO2 EEE722CO2
CMX844M01 PEE 802M01 EEE823C01
EDE807M02 AAE807MO6 EEE823CO2
CJE814M02 AAX805M01 AAE819C01
AAE830M01 CJE814M01 ZAE804C01
BBE807M01 EAX813M01 ZAE815C01
CCX803M03 CAX805M01 ZAE815CO3
EBE802M01 EAE862M01 ZAE714C01

| EEE703M01 AAX831M01 ZAE714CO3
CME 840M01 GEX809MO3 PC1A02CO6'

EDE807M01 DAX805M01 PC1A02CO3
RUE 802M01 BHX811M01 PC1A02C07

i BEX701M01 BBE806M01 PC1A02C04
NVX708M01 PDE812M01 PC1A02C18
RSE722M01 PUX817COS PC2A02CO6

~PME707M01 TBE806C01 PC2A02CO3
AAE712M01 TBE806CO2 PC2A02CO8

| CBX701M01 PUE856C01 PC2A02C10
TBE701M01 EAE865C01 PC2A02C04
RKX701MOS EEE701C15 PC2A02C12

i DAX703M05 EEE802C04 PC2A02COS
THX701M01 BBEOO5C14 EFE703C01
RKX701MO7 BBX904C15 EFE804C01

- [ RKX701MO9 BBE904C16 AAE706C01
\ PUX739M01 BBX005C15 AAE709CO2'
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UNIT 2 RESPONSE (SHEET 2 OF 2)

3. Associated Cables

AAE808C01 EAE892C04 RSE708C04
AAE808CO2 EBE704C01 RSE704CO6
AAE717C01 EBE704CO2 RUE 807C04
AAE823C01 EBE701C01 RUE 803C06
AAE823CO2 EBE701CO2 RTED04C05
BBX904C13 EBE701C12 RSE714C04*

AAE824CO2 EBE701C13 RUE 813C04
BBE904C14 EBE701C14 RTEDO9COS
TBE810C01 EBE701C15
BBXOO5C13 EBE802C01
TBE810CO2 EBE802CO2
EAE736C01 EBE802C12
EAE736CO2 EBE802C13
EAE701C01 EBE802C14
EAE701CO2 EBE802C15
EAE701C05 EBE712CO3
EAE701C06 EBE712COS
EAE701C17 EBE807C01
EAE701C18 EBE807CO2
EAE701C19 EBE813CO3
EAE807C01 EBE813C05

/- EAE807CO2 AAE715C01
. EAE807C05 AAE720C01

EAE807CO6 AAE808C01
EAE807C17 AAE818C01
EAE807C18 GEXOO9C12
EAE807C19 GEX801C01
EBE701CO3 EGE733C01
EBE701C04 EGE731C01
EBE701COS EGE732C01
EBE701C16 EGE733CO2
EBE802CO3 EGE733CO3
EBE802C04 EGE729C01
EBE802C05 EGE730C01
EBE802C16 EGE733C04
EAE734CO2 EGE810C01
EAE734CO3 EGE814C01
EAE734C04 EGE811C01
EAE791CO3 EGE815C01
EAE791C04 EGE812C01
EAE860C01 EGE816C01
EAE860CO2 EGE813C01
EAE858CO2 EGE817C01
EAE858CO3 RSE706COS
EAE858C04 RUE 805C05
EAE892CO3 RTED05CO3

O
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UNIT 1 AND 2 RESPONSE
O

D.

Fire induced failures of the cables listed in sections B and
C will not prevent operation or cause maloperation of the
Reniote Shutdown system. These cables fall into one of the
following four categories:

j 1. Cables that are switched out upon actuation of the
transfer switches of the Remote Shutdown Panels.
(Section B)

2. Cables that control circuit breakers for which a'

procedure for manually operating the circuit breakers>

will be included in the remote shutdown procedures
HNP-1-1908 and HNP-2-1908. (Section C)

e

3. For cables that share a common power source and are not
electrically protected by coordinated circuit breakers, a
procedure for manually disconnecting these cables by
tripping their circuit breakers at the distribution
panels and resetting the feeder breaker will be included
in the remote shutdown procedures HNP-1-1908 and
HNP-2-1908. (Section C)

4. Cables associated with equipment whose spurious operation
could adversely affect the remote shutdown operation.
These cables will be accounted for by procedures to
manually trip out the spuriously operated components.
(Section C)

O
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. (' UNIT 1 AND 2 RESPONSE

E.

A marked-up set of drawings showing how each cable identified-
in item B; i.e., essential cables in fire area; is isolated.
from the fire area is provided. These cables are highlighted
in yellow and assigned a number code as described in section
D and repeated here:

1

1. Cable is switched out of control circuit upon actuation
of the transfer switch.

2. Cable controls circuit breaker but are eliminated by
manually operating the circuit breaker.

O

|

O
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SECTION II. HIGH PRESSURE-LOW PRESSURE INTERFACES-s

I :

G1
The February 20, 1981, NRC letter introduces the issues of a
potential intersystem loss-of-coolant accident (LOCA) caused by
a fire. Georgia Power Company has agreed to investigate the sepa-
ration of cables in those areas where redundant electrically-
operated isolation devices are utilized for high pressure system
to low pressure system isolation.

The high pressure-low pressure system boundaries have been
identified for the Hatch systems. In those cases in which one
of the isolation valves is a check valve, the effects of a fire
on the motor-operated valve are mitigated by the check valve.
In those cases in which one of two electrically-operated valves
is required to maintain pressure integrity, Georgia Power Company
proposes the isolation of the valve from its power feed during
plant operation. This isolation may be accomplished by install-
ing isolation switches, racking out existing breakers during
power operation, lifting electrical leads, or other means as
appropriate for the valves of concern.

Preliminary investigation of the safety and operational aspects
of isolation of electrical power has indicated that this approach
may not be applicable to certain valves. If the isolation of
these valves is not feasible, Georgia Power Company will propose

gy modifications consistent with those proposed for the protection
() of the safe shutdown pathways under Appendix R.

The determination of exactly which valves will require isolation
and how isolation can best be accomplished is not yet complete.
These data will be available by October 1, 1982. In any event,
Georgia Power Company anticipates the completion of the physical
and procedural modifications required to provide isolation of the
high pressure-low pressure boundary valves from their power
feeds during power operation by November 30, 1986. Other modi- |
fications that may be necessary will be accomplished on the same
schedule as the Appendix R modifications for the affected fire
areas.

While no significant potential exists for adverse impact to public
health and safety from fire induced (or other cause) intersystem
LOCAs, the investigation of this potential accident will continue
separate from 10 CER 50.48 or Appendix R. Georgia Power Company
does not, therefore, consider the application of the Appendix R
prescriptive measures to be mandatory to this aspect and the pro-
posed isolation of power feeds to the interface valves does not
constitute a request for an exemption from Appendix R. Similarly,
Georgia Power Company does not consider any proposed changes to
the physical plant or plant procedures for this purpose to be sub-
ject to the schedular requirements of Appendix R. Therefore,
whereas the proposed schedule for implementation of modifications

(~)N
to meet Appendix R is itself an exemption request, no such

(_ exemption request is required for the high pressure to low
pressure interface protective measures.

15
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1.0 INTRODUCTION

1.1 PURPOSE

This report has been prepared pursuant to paragraph (c)(6) of
10 CFR 50.48 and has two purposes. The first purpose of the
report is to provide technical justification for.the granting of
exemptions from the requirements of III.G.2 of Appendix R to
10 CFR 50.48 including schedular exemptions. The second purpose
of this report i s to provide a commitment to make certain modifi-
cations that will bring Hatch Nuclear Plant into compliance with
Appendix R in certain areas and provide a technically sound alter-
native to Appendix R in other areas.

1.2 SCOPE

This report contains four chapters. Chapter 2 of the report con-
tains a summary of the previous fire protection analyses and
submittals and.provides other information of a general nature.
Chapter 3 describes the methodology used by Georgia Power Company
in determining the components that require protection under the
criteria of paragraph III.G.2 of Appendix R.

Chapter 4 contains the fire area analyses for those areas of the
/~ plant for which an exemption from the requirements of Appendix R
(_T/ is requested and for those areas requiring specific modifications

to achieve compliance with Appendix R. The descriptions of spe-
ific-exemption requests were prepared utilizing the guidance of
enclosure 3 to reference 1. Specifically, the following general
criteria apply:

e The alternative to Appendix R assures that one train of
equipment necessary to achieve hot shutdown from either
the control room or locally is free of fire damage.

e The alternative assures that fire damage to at least one
train of equipment necessary to achieve cold shutdown is
limited such that it can be repaired within a reasonable
time (minor repairs with components stored onsite).

e tire retardant coatings are not used as fire barriers on
cables.

e Modifications required to meet Section III.G would not
enhance fire protection safety above that provided by
either existing or proposed alternatives.

e Modifications required to meet Section III.G would be
detrimental to overall facility safety.

O
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To facilitate staff review of these proposed exemptions from the
detailed requirements of paragraph III.G.2, a summary description
and analysis of each affected fire area is included. These area
descriptions and analyses were prepared in accordance with the
guidance provided by enclosure 3 to reference 1.

.

O
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- 2.0 GENERAL

\/

2.1 BACKGROUND

After the March 1975 fire at the Browns Ferry Plant, the Nuclear
Regulatory Commission (NRC) and the nuclear industry began to
closely evaluate the adequacy of fire protection systems at
nuclear power plants. Hatch Nuclear Plant was analyzed under
the requirements of Branch Technical Position (BTP) APCSB 9.5-1,
Appendix A, issued in August 1976. In October 1978 the NRCi

issued an approved safety evaluation for the Hatch Nuclear Plant
fire protection program. In that report the NRC stated:

"Our overall conclusion is that a fire occurring in any
area of the Edwin I. Hatch Nuclear Plant will not prevent
either unit from being brought to a controlled safe cold
shutdown, and further, that such a fire would not cause the
release of significant amounts of radiation."

Georgia Power Company committed in the analysis to make certain
modifications to the plant. These modifications, which provided
the basis for the quoted NRC conclusion, have been completed and
include physical changes such as the addition of fire detection
and suppression systems, fire barriers and doors, and penetration
sealing as well as administrative control changes.

(N/~
,/ With the completion of these modifications a high degree of fire

protection safety has been attained at Hatch Nuclear Plant. The
protection of the plant against fires is based upon a defense
in-depth approach. Protective measures are designed to prevent
fires from starting, to rapidly detect and extinguish fires that
do start, and to limit the amount of damage a fire can cause to
equipment that is needed to attain and maintain safe cold shutdown
conditions.

In November 1980 the NRC issued a new fire protection rule in the
form of a new section to 10 CFR 50. After issuance of the new
rule, the NRC issued a letter dated February 20, 1981 (reference 2)
to all licensees of operating nuclear plants. The letter included
a staff position on safe shutdown capability as an enclosure and
a request for additional information as a second enclosure.

Georgia Power Company letter dated March 19, 1981 (reference 3),
provided a partial response to the information request. In the
letter Georgia Power Company noted that Hatch Nuclear Plant
is affected by only sections III.G, III.J, and III.O of Appendix R.
Commitments were made to achieve compliance with sections III.J
and III.O; this compliance has been achieved. Georgia Power Com-
pany addressed section III.G in the letter by noting the need for
additional analysis time.
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Two specific technical exemptions were requested in the Georgia
Power Company letter of March 19, 1981. The first of these dealt
with the river water intake structure. Georgia Power Company has
not received an NRC opinior. concerning this request. One portion
of this report concerns the river intake structure and essentially
restates the previous exemption request and provides additional
information that should assist the staff in its evaluation of
the iequest. The second exemption concerns the omission of
sprinkler or other fixed suppression systems in the control
room. This request was granted by an NRC letter dated November 16,
1981.

Attached to the Georgia Power Company letter dated March 19, 1981,
was a description of the alternative shutdown capabilities at Hatch
Nuclear Plant. It was noted that the alternative shutdown system
is an existing system at Hatch Nuclear Plant. Because the system
is already installed and fully operational, the review of the
routing of cables and the location of alternative shutdown equip-
ment is not unique from the review of cable and equipment loca-
tions for equipment required for safe shutdown for other fire
zones.

Georgia Power Company followed the March 19, 1981, letter with an
additional submittal on May 18, 1981 (reference 4). That sub-
mittal provided the information requested in paragraphs 8.a
through S.1 of enclosure 1 to the February 20, 1981, NRC letter.
This information was intended to address staff concern about de-
sign modifications to meet the requirements of Section III.G.3 of |hAppendix R on remote shutdown.

2.2 EXEMPTION REQUESTS

On October 27, 1980, the NRC issued a new rule in the form of
an amendment to Part 50 (10 CFR 50.48) and a new appendix (Ap-
pendix R) codifying the requirements for nuclear power plant
fire protection.

Appendix R took a prescriptive approach towards fire protection
and issued rigid criteria for system separation. Notwithstanding
the approach taken in the rule, the NRC also recognized the
efficacy of alternative approaches.

..the Commission believes that the licensees should re-
examine those previously approved configurations of fire
protection that do not meet the requirements as specified
in Section III.G to Appendix R. Based on this reexamination
the licensee must either meet the requirements of Section
III.G to Appendix R or apply for an exemption that justifies
alternatives by a fire hazard analysis (reference 5).

O
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In explicitly establishing an exemption process and calling atten-
tion to its existence, the NRC clearly indicated that it recognizeds

the value and importance of the 1977 fire hazards analysis and
that a large number of exemptions were to be expected:

Satisfactory features and systems are already in place and
in operation in many plants. There is a reasonable degree
of uniformity among most of these approved features for all
facilities since they were reviewed against the same cri-
teria of Appendix A to BTP APCSB 9.5-1. In general, the
features previously approved by the NRC staff in its re-'

views of fire protection using the criteria of Appendix A
to BTP APCSB 9.5-1 provide an equivalent level of fire pro-
tection safety to that provided under the specific provi-
sions of Appendix R. Thus, the further benefit that might
be provided by requiring that previously approved features
be modified to conform to the specific language set forth
in Appendix R is outweighed by the overall benefit of the
early implementation of such previously approved features,
which in many cases are currently being installed.

Nevertheless, as a result of its continuing review of fire
protection matters, the NRC staff has indicated to the Com-
mission that there are requirements in three sections in
which the protection afforded by Appendix R over and above
that previously accepted, may be desirable. The Commission

('S has decided that these requirements should be retroactively
'

applied to all facilities. This decision is not meant to
reflect adversely on previous licensee or staff evaluations,
rather its purpose is to take fully into account the in-
creased knowledge and experience developed on fire protection
matters over the last several years (reference 5).

The definition of the exemption process and the NRC staff's cri-
teria for evaluating exemptions was further clarified by enclo-
sure 3 to reference 1. The enclosure indicates that the staff
requires a precise statement of the exemption requested from Ap-
pendix R and a description of certain parameters to allow the
staff to evaluate the exemption request. The guidance pre-
sented in the enclosure has been incorporated into the exemp-
tion requests. The enclosure specifically indicates that the
staff requires an area description, a description of safe shut-
down capability, a fire hazards analysis, and a description
of existing or committed fire protection features in each area
for which an exemption is requested. This data is included in
each exemption request and is presented in a summary table for
each request.

2.3 EQUIVALENT PROTECTION

The exemptions detailed in this report can be classified as

Os
equivalent protection exemptions. These exemption requests
represent departures from the specific requirements of paragraph -
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III.G.2 of Appendix R, but as the analyses indicate, provide a
level of protection of public health and safety that is equiva- hlent to that which would be provided by full compliance with
Appendix R. Therefore, the imposition of the Appendix R require-
ments would not enhance fire protection safety.

The previous NRC safety evaluation for Hatch Nuclear Plant has
noted that the plant already exhibits a high degree of fire safety.
As this high degree of safety exists at the present time it is
our contention that rigid adherence to the schedular require-
ments of 10 CFR 50.48(c) would not enhance fire protection safety.
Further, as certain areas are the subject of exemption requests,
and as such, may be subject to design changes should the staff
not approve the exemption request, Georgia Power Company contends
that these areas fall within the scope of " modifications requiring
prior NRC approval" per paragraph (c)(5) of 10 CFR 50.48. The
proposed schedule for the installation of these modifications is
predicated upon prompt NRC staff action and may be subject to re-
vision should such promptness not be forthcoming.

2.4 FIRE RECOVERY PROCEDURES

The modifications proposed in the various chapter 4 analyses were
based upon the utilization of manual operator action to accomplish
certain tasks. The operator action will be detailed in a set of
fire recovery p ocedures. These procedures will be developed for
those fire areas which require operator action to safely recover
from a serious fire.

The fire recovery procedures will be developed and implemented
by Georgia Power Company by November 30, 1986 to the maximum ex- gtent possible. Certain procedural actions will be based upon
the utilization of equipment that is to be installed as part of
the overall Appendix R implementation effort. The fire recovery
procedures for these areas cannot be implemented prior to comple-
tion of the equipment modifications. As the engineering effort
proceeds, these =reas will be iden+ ' t ied and Georgia Power Company
will provide this identification .: due NRC.

2.5 COLD SHUTDOWN REPAIRS

Deleted

2.6 MODIFICATION SCHEDULE

Georgia Power Company intends to accomplish all committed modifica-
tions to plant systems and procedures as quickly as reasonably
possible. The necessary engineering and field work on the pro-
posed modifications can not begin until NRC approval of our pro-
posed modifications is received. We anticipate that all physical
and procedural modifications can be completed by November 30, 1986.

2-4
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As noted in section 2.3, the previous Safety Evaluation for Hatch
.g Nuclear Plant concluded that the plant exhibits a high degree

of fire protection safety at this time. Any attempt to greatly
accelerate the implementation of the proposed modifications will
increase the probability of error that could degrade the overall
safety of the plant. Note that the importance is not sufficient
to warrant a special outage. Therefore, an exemption is requested
from the schedule requirements of 10 CFR 50.48 on the basis that
compliance with the rule's schedule would not enhance fire protec-
tion safety and would be detrimental to overall plant safety.

As future plant design modifications are initiated, they will be
evaluated against the criteria of 10CFR50.48 and Appendix R and
additional physical or procedural modifications developed as
required. Additional exemption requests will be submitted for NRC
approval if the requirements of 10CFR50.48 and Appendix R cannot be
met. A schedule for implementation of these additional
modifications will be negotiated with the NRC Project Management as
required.

O

O
-
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O 3.0 SAFE SHUTDOWN PATHWAY EVALUATION
|;-

3.1 GENERAL FIRE EVENT DESCRIPTION

A safe shutdown evaluation was performed for Hatch Nuclear Plant
Unit 1 and Unit 2. The objective of the analysis was to demon-,

strate the ability to safely shutdown the plant in the event of
: a fire in one area of the plant. For the purposes of the analysis,
1 the reactor is assumed to be operating at 102 percent (100-per-
! cent indicated) of rated power when a fire in a general area>

occurs. The fire is accompanied by a reactor scram, closure of
the main steam isolation valves (MSIVs), and loss of offsite
power (LOSP). LOSP results in the loss of inventory makeup from
the feedwater, reactor water cleanup, and control rod drive cooling
water systems since only systems equipped with emergency power are
operable. Isolation by closure of the MSIVs results in reactor,

pressurization, reactor inventory loss, and suppression pool heatup.
Thus, the reactor vessel, fuel clad, and containment are threatened
when LOSP and MSIV closure occur.

After the scram, the operator (s) must be able to achieve and main-
tain safe shutdown conditions in accordance with the following
criteria from Section III.L of Appendix R:

O-
1. The reactor shall be able to achieve and maintain sub-

critical (hot shutdown) conditions..

' 2. The reactor shall be able to achieve and maintain ~ cold
shutdown conditions within 72 h after the initiating
event.

3. There shall be no fuel clad damage experienced during
the shutdown.

4

4. Reactor pressure shall be maintained within design limits.

S. Containment pressure shall be maintained within design
limits.

6. The shutdown system (s) shall be capable of achieving
their functions independent of the availability of normal
offsite power.

7. All systems and components not affected by the fire may
;' be assumed to be available and function normally; i.e.,

application of the arbitrary single failure criterion is
not required.

s

To achieve these criteria, the equipment available to safely shut-
! down the plant following the event must perform the following
~ (} functions:

1
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Prevent excessive reactor pressurization.o

OProvide adequate makeup inventory.e

e Depressurize the reactor.

e Remove decay heat.

The available systems capable of performing the above functions
are as follows:

e Safety / relief valves (S/RVs).

e Reactor core isolation cooling (RCIC).

e High pressure coolant injection (HPCI).

e Low pressure core spray (LPCS).

e Residual heat removal (RHR) which can operate in modes of:

- Low pressure coolant injection (LPCI).

- Shutdown cooling (SDC).

- Suppression pool cooling (SPC).

hImmediately after scram and isolation, reactor pressure is con-
trolled by the S/RVs. Since the S/RVs are pilot-actuated Target
Rock valves, they operate automatically and are not affected by
LOSP. It is assumed that the fire does not affect the automatic
pilot actuation function of the S/RVs. Only the manual actuation
will be affected by the fire. There is no danger of reactor
overpressurization because the valves are designed to maintain
reactor pressure for a scram and isolation event.

The first task for the operator (s) is to inititate RCIC or HPCI
to achieve hot shutdown conditions. This is in accordance with
the emergency procedure guidelines (EPG) (reference 6). Once
RCIC or HPCI is initiated, reactor inventory will be maintained.
The steam turbine of RCIC or HPCI can be used to depressurize the
reactor. If only RCIC is available, one or more manually operated g
S/RVs are also required. If HPCI is operable instead of RCIC, the |reactor can depressurize by throttling the HPCI flow back to the
condensate storage tank (CST) through the HPCI test line (figure
3-1). If the HPCI test line is not available, a manually operable
S/RV is required for reactor depressurization.

If neither RCIC nor HPCI is operable early in the transient,
the reactor inventory makeup will be from either LPCI or LPCS.
The reactor must be depressurized in order for LPCI or LPCS to

O
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gs operate. According to procedures, the reactor is depressurized by() manual operation of one S/RV to approximately 150 psi below the
minimum S/RV setpoint to reduce S/RV cycling. The operator (s) |
will restart any available high pressure systems (RCIC, HPCI).
If the reactor water level reaches the top of active fuel (TAF) on
falling level, at least two S/RVs will be manually actuated.
Following the manual S/RVs, LPCI or LPCS is initiated to restore
reactor inventory.

If RCIC or HPCI is operable initially, LPCI or LPCS will be
; placed on standby to provide makeup inventory if reactor water

level cannot be maintained at low reactor pressure conditions.
This may occur when reactor pressure drops below the operation
limits of the HPCI or RCIC steam turbines. Attempted operation
of the high pressure systems beyond their design basis functional
time may also require LPCI or LPCS for inventory makeup. The
water source for makeup inventory of all systems is from the CST
or the suppression pool. The CST is the preferred water source.

Long-term decay heat removal will follow after the reactor inven-
tory is restored and the reactor is depressurized. The SDC mode
of RHR can be initiated when reactor pressure is lower than 135
psig. If SDC is not operable, decay heat is removed by an alter-
nate shutdown cooling method which cycles suppression pool water
through the reactor. The pool water is injected into the reactor
by LPCI or LPCS and the heated water is discharged through the
manually operated S/RVs. Heat from the suppression pool isO removed by suppression pool cooling (SPC) of RHR (figure 3-2).

3.2 DEVELOPMENT OF SAFE SHUTDOWN PATHWAYS

In order to facilitate the analysis of the safe shutdown cap-
ability, a list of the minimum amount of equipment necessary to
achieve and maintain cold shutdown was developed. Using the
EPGs developed by the General Electric / boiling water reactor
(GE/BWR) owner's group as a result of the Three Mile Island (TMI)
accident and GE NEDO-24372 dated October 1981 for input, two g
combinations of equipment or safe shutdown pathways were developed
from the list of the minimum equipment needed to achieve cold
shutdown. The piping and instrumentation diagrams for the systems
included in the safe shutdown pathways were reviewed to form a
list of all active or passive components required for successful
operation of the equipment in the safe shutdown pathways. For the
purpose of this analysis an active component was defined as one
which must operate or change position to achieve success of the
safe shutdown pathway. A passive component was defined as one
which does not operate or change position but whose operation
could prevent the successful operation of the safe shutdown
pathway. Successful operation of the safe shutdown pathway
equipment was defined as achieving and maintaining the reactor
subcritical with the reactor coolant temperature less than 212 F

(~} together with maintaining the fission product boundaries; i.e.,

(_/ fuel cladding, reactor vessel, and containment. Since LOSP is
assumed to occur concurrent with the fire for the purpose of

3-3
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Appendix R, all equipment contained in the safe shutdown pathways
is or will be equipped with emergency power capability as
appropriate.

3.2.1 SAFE SHUTDOWN PATHWAY 1

The combination of equipment in pathway 1 includes components
from the RCIC, RHR, S/RVs, and associated support systems. In gorder
to achieve cold shutdown, RCIC is initiated to maintain coolant
inventory. The reactor coolant system is depressurized by manual
actuation of one S/RV. One train of the RHR system would be used
in the suppression pool cooling (SPC) mode to remove the heat from
the torus resulting from RCIC operation and the actuation of one
S/RV. When the RCIC system can no longer maintain reactor vessel
level due to low pressure, the RHR system can be operated in the
LPCI mode to restore reactor vessel level following reactor system
depressurization. Shutdown cooling is initiated when the reactor
pressure is below 135 psig and the reactor water level is restored.
The components and systems required for safe shutdown pathway 1
are listed in table 3-1 for Unit 1 and table 3-3 for Unit 2.

3.2.2 SAFE SHUTDOWN PATHWAY 2

The combination of equipment in pathway 2 includes components
from the HPCI, RHR, LPCS, S/RVs, and associated support systems. |
In order to achieve cold shutdown, HPCI is initiated to restore
vessel inventory. The reactor may be depressurized by using HPCI
and throttling flow back to the condensate storage tank (CST)
through the HPCI test line. When the reactor is depressurized,
the LPCS is initiated to fill the reactor vessel. Water is al-
lowed to spill out of two or more S/RVs and flow to the torus.
The RHR system is operated in the SPC mode to remove the heat
from the torus resulting from HPCI operation. The reactor is
cooled by continuing to inject water into the reactor with the
LPCS system and removing decay heat with the RHR system until
shutdown cooling can be initiated. In the event that the S/RVs |
valves are not affected by the fire, they may be used as an
alternate means of depressurizing the reactor. The components
and systems required for safe shutdown pathway 2 are listed in
table 3-2 for Unit 1 and table 3-4 for Unit 2.

3.2.3 INVESTIGATION OF PATHWAYS

After the Safe Shutdown Pathways Components List was established
an extensive investigation into the operation of each individual
component took place. This investigation involved determining all
circuits that could affect the operation of the components. The
circuits were then investigated to determine the routing of the
circuits in raceways. These raceways were then walked down at
the jobsite to verify the location and/or separation of redundant

3-4
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i

'

pathways. After the walkdown and the establishment of fire areas,; (' ) analysis was performed on each area with the pathway circuits as
j determined by the actual physical location. The results of these

analyses is presented in chapter 4 of this report.

3.2.4 ATTS MODIFICATIONS

Portions of pathway 1 and pathway 2, specifically instrumentation,
required for operation of their respective paths was not walked
down or analyzed as part of this Appendix R evaluation. This1

.

instrumentation is in the process of being replaced by the instal-
lation of the analog transmitter / trip system (ATTS) in response
to the investigation of environmental qualification of electrical
equipment. When this instrumentation is replaced it will be
installed with Appendix R considerations taken into account. The
final list of instrumentation to be replaced per the ATTS modifi--

cation has not been finalized. For those instruments presently
i identified as ATTS, and not analyzed or walked down as part of this
i investigation, it will be verified that either the ATTS modifica-

tion or an Appendix R analysis is performed.
'

1

J

3.3 GENERAL ELECTRIC COMPANY CONFIRMATORY ANALYSIS

1

! 3.3.1 SYSTEM COMBINATIONS
i

General Electric Company was contracted to investigate methods;

using minimum equipment systems and to confirm the safe shut-
down component list (SSCL) previously developed to achieve safe
shutdown satisfying the requirements of Appendix R (reference 7).

j Although there exist various ways to shutdown the plant safely,
;

five minimum equipment systems were investigated. The following
basic systems were examined and are presented in table 3-5.

System I - S/RVs and one RHR loop with LPCI and SDC
i modes operable.

j System II - S/RVs and two RHR loops, one with LPCI and the
: other with SPC.

System III - S/RVs, LPCS, and one RHR loop with SPC.

System IV - S/RVs, RCIC, and one RHR loop with LPCI and
SDC.

System V - S/RVs, HPCI, and one RHR loop with SDC.

Systems I, II, and III are for the cases where no high pressure
makeup systems are available. These represent extremely degraded
events. The differences between Systems I, II, and III are as
follows- System I is for cases where SDC is available; System IIO is for cases where SDC is not available; and System III is for
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cases where one loop of RHR and SDC is lost. Systems IV and V
represent a less degraded event. RCIC is operable in System IV hand HPCI is operable in System V. Other system combinations are
possible but their shutdown capabilities would exceed one of the
five above systems. The performance of these five minimum equip-
ment shutdown systems is presented in the following discussion.

3.3.2 PERFORMANCE OF SHUTDOWN SYSTEMS

3.3.2.1 Analysis Bases

In view of the low probability and postulated severity of the
area fire with LOSP and isolation, the EPGs were followed. The
same realistic evaluation method used to develop the EPGs (re-
ference 6) is appropriate for analyzing this event. The key
inputs and assumptions are briefly described as follows:

e Realistic decay heat is modeled with the mean value of
1978 American Nuclear Society (ANS) decay heat.

e The S/RVs operate at nominal setpoints with American
Society of Mechanical Engineers (ASME)-rated nameplate
flow capacity.

e Initial reactor water level is at normal level.
Initial suppression pool volume and temperature, servicee

water temperature and flowrate, and RHR heat exchanger
capacity are assumed to be at the most limiting conditions
allowed by technical specifications.

Details and justification of the inputs and assumptions for the
realistic evaluation method are presented in reference 6. NRC
acceptance of these inputs for the derivation of EPGs is docu-
mented in references 8 and 9.

3.3.2.2 Shutdown by System I

System I assumes that only S/RVs and one RHR loop with LPCI and
SDC modes are available (table 3-5). Results for the shutdown per-
formance of System I are presented in table 3-6 and figures 3-3
through 3-5. Since no high pressure makeup systems are avail-
able, the reactor inventory will be reduced by S/RV activities.
The water level drops to TAF in approximately 1330 s (figure 3-3).
The reactor is then depressurized manually by three ADS valves
(figure 3-4). When the pressure drops below the LPCI shutoff head,
one RHR pump begins LPCI operations and refloods the core.
Table J-6 shows that the node having the peak cladding temperature
(PCT) is uncovered for approximately 428 s. The PCT is calculated
to be 1208 F. This temperature will not result in fuel cladding
perforation.
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y The suppression pool temperature increases due to S/RV activities.'

);# The initial pool temperature is assumed to be 95 F, the maximum
' allowable value per technical specifications.

Without SPC, the bulk pool temperature reaches 137 F prior to
ADS actuation. The maximum bulk pool temperature after blowdown
is approximately 156 F (figure 3-5). Consequently, the NRC 200 F
quenc.ker condensation limit is met although this is not specifi-
cally require _ in Appendix R. The maximum suppression pool
pressure is approximately 8 psig, which is well within the design
pressure limits of 62 psig for Unit 1 and 56 psig for Unit 2.

At approximately 2500 s (42 min), normal water level is restored
in the reactor. The reactor pressure is approximately 50 psig,
which is within the SDC operation limit of 135 psig. The operable
RHR will be switched to the SDC mode. Since the capacity of one
RHR heat exchanger with one RHR pump running is 187.1 x 10' Btu /h
(54.8 MW) and the decay heat at this time is approximately 38 MW,
the reactor can be brought to cold shutdown conditions by one
RHR heat exchanger. Initiation of SDC will also terminate all
S/RV activities.

In conclusion, System I is capable of achieving safe shutdown
during a postulated fire event.

r^ 3.3.2.3 Shutdown by System II

.J
System II has S/RVs, one RHR loop in LPCI and another loop in
SPC operable for shutdown. The results for core uncovery, core
recovery, and PCT are identical to those presented in paragraph
3.3.2.2 because identical equipment is used for core inventory
makeup.

The suppression pool temperature response is slightly different
because of the availability of SPC. SPC is assumed to be initiated
by the operator (s) within 10 min. With an initial pool tempera-
ture of 95 F, the pool temperature increases to approximately
123 F prior to ADS actuation. The maximum pool temperature (bulk)
after blowdown is approximately 153 E (figure 3-6). The maximum
suppression pool pressure is approximately 7 psig which is well
within design limit.

Long-term decay heat removal begins at approximately 2585 s when
reactor water level reaches the main steam lines. The decay
heat at this time is approximately 38 MW which is higher than
the RHR heat exchanger capacity of 44.7 x 10' Btu /h (13 MW).
Hence, the pool water temperature will continue to increase until
the RHR heat exchanger can remove the decay heat. The maximum
pool temperature can be obtained from an energy balance on the
pool (figure 3-2).

dT

() p dt V p y p R p p R(T -T) -W I IMC " -
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The definition of the nomenclature is given in figure 3-2. Assum-
ing that the reactor reaches a quasi-steady state, the reactor decay
heat is dissipated into the pool by flow through the S/RVs; hence,

=W C (T -T p) (3-2)o y p v

The stored energy in the suppression pool is extracted by the RHR
heat exchanger which derives cooling by service water,

~

RHR RHR p p R (3-3)

Q =K (T -Tsw) (3-4)RHR p

Hence, equation 3-1 can be rearranged to
dT .

MC 9=Q -K (T -Tsw) (3-5)p dt D p
Equation 3-5 can be solved numerically with the initial conditions
at 2585 s and service water temperature (T ) assumed at 95 F.
The maximum pool bulk temperature is 181 F at approximately 8.3 h
after the accident. The local pool temperature limit of 200 F
does not apply here because water, not steam is being discharged
through the S/RVs. The available net positive suction head (NPSH)
at 181 F is sufficient. Therefore, the pool temperature of 181 F
is acceptable and System II can achieve safe shutdown during a
postulated fire accident.

It should be noted that both RHR loops are required for System II.
It is not possible to maintain core inventory and remove decay
heat by switching modes of operation of a single loop from LPCI
to SPC. The decay heat will reduce core inventory from main
steam line level to TAF in approximately 3 h. During this period,
the SPC is only capable of removing the added decay heat to the
pool. Pool temperature is not reduced. Further operation of the
RHR pump without f?C will cause pump cavitation. Therefore,
System II requires continuous SPC operation and two loops of RHR.

3.3.2.4 Shutdown by System III

System III assumes that S/RVs, LPCS, and one RHR for SPC are
operable. Table 3-6 and figures 3-7 through 3-9 present the
shutdown performance of System III. The initial core response
(figures 3-7 and 3-8) is similar to that of System I (figures
3-3 and 3-4). At approximately 1330 s, the reactor level drops
to TAF and three ADS valves (S/RVs) are manually actuated. One
LPCS pump is initiated to restore core inventory. The shutoff
head of the LPCS pump is 265 psig which is higher than the
201-psig shutoff head of the LPCI pump. Consequently, the LPCS
pump can provide core inventory at an earlier time. This also
limits the inventory loss during blowdown. Thus, the total core
uncovered time is only 171 s in this case. The PCT calculated to g
be 1010 F is not predicted to cause any fuel cladding damage. W
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4

O - The higher LPCS shutoff head reduces core inventory loss relative
i to the LPCI case, and this, coupled with the SPC by one RHR pump
; reduces the pool temperature. Initiation of SPC is assumed at

10 min. The peak suppression pool temperature (bulk) before
'

reactor water level reaches the main steam line elevation is
approximately 147 F (figure 9). This temperature is based on
a 95 F initial pool temperature. The maximum suppression pool
pressure is approximately 7 psig which is well below design
limits.

*
I Long-term decay heat removal begins at approximately 2579 s

when reactor water level reaches the main steam line. The decay
heat at this time is approximately 38 MW which is higher than the
RHR heat exchanger capacity of 44.7 x 106 Btu /h (13 MW). Hence,
the pool temperature will increase initially. Using the same
calculational method described in paragraph 3.3.2.3, the maximum;

! pool bulk temperature is approximately 179*F at 9 h after the
accident. This bulk temperature is acceptable and available NPSH
is adequate for RHR and LPCS pumps to operate. Again, the local
pool temperature limit does not apply because water is being
discharged through the S/RVs. In conclusion, System III is also
an acceptable shutdown system for the postulated fire accident.,

|

! 3.3.2.5 Shutdown by System IV

'

System IV assumes that RCIC is operable along with S/RVs, one
loop of RHR in LPCI and SPC modes. The RCIC is used to maintain
the reactor in hot shutdown conditions. Steam consumed by the
RCIC operation includes steam to power the RCIC turbine and steam
being quenched by the RCIC injection flow (400 gal / min). The4

4
total amount of steam consumed is approximately 40 lb/s which
corresponds to approximately 27.4 MW of energy dissipation. Hence,
RCIC alone will not prevent relief valve discharge and cycling

3
'

until approximately 2 h after scram. Therefore, .per EPG, it is
necessary to prevent excessive S/RV cycling by manual actuation
of one S/RV to depressurize the vessel to approximately 150 psi
below the minimum S/RV setpoint.

,

The limiting event during a shutdown by System IV is a blowdown,

; of one S/RV concurrent with RCIC operation. The results of this
; limiting event are presented in figures 3-10 through 3-12. RCIC

and one S/RV are assumed to initiate when reactor water level drops,

; to level 2, the automatic trip leve,1 of RCIC. If the EPG is
'

followed, RCIC may be initiated prior to the level trip. Once
RCIC and one S/RV are initiated, the reactor pressure is reduced,

i rapidly (figure 3-10). However, the reactor water level remains
above the TAF through the transient (figure 3-11). This is because

; the RCIC flow exceeds the S/RV flow at approximately 1825 s.

I Without SPC, the peak pool temperature for this case is approxi-
mately 155 F (figure 3-12) which provides sufficient margin to the

O-
,

.

local pool temperature limit. The suppression pool pressure is
approximately 8 psig, which is well within design limits.

8
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At 4000 s, the reactor pressure is approximately 144 psig. The
depressurization rate is also very slow. The reactor water level his at 32 ft, which is below normal water level, but above the
fuel zone. Hence it is necessary to manually actuate an addi-
tional S/RV to allow operation of LPCI to restore reactor inven-
tory. SDC may be initiated when reactor pressure is below 135
psig and reactor water level is returned to normal or above.

The reactor water level will be lower and pool temperature and
pressure will be increased slightly if the blowdown occurs at a
later time. However, the operator (s) is instructed by EPG to
blow down when suppression pool temperature and reactor pressure
cannot be restored or maintained below the heat capacity limit.
Furthermore, prolonged manual S/RV cyclings are not recommended
because of the potential severity of the event. Therefore, the
results presented above are typical for System IV operation.
The results clearly demonstrate that safe shutdown can be achieved
by System IV.

3.3.2.6 Shutdown by System V

System V assumes that HPCI is operable along with S/RVs, and one
RHR loop in LPCI and SDC modes. The HPCI can restore the reactor
inventory very quickly by its 4250 gal / min injection flow. After
restoring inventory, HPCI is used to depressurize the reactor.
If the HPCI test line is available, the reactor may be depres-
surized by throttling HPCI flow via the test return line back to
the CST. This mode of HPCI operation is analyzed with the assump-
tions that HPCI is initiated at 10 ...in and the flow is immediately
throttled by the test return line. This is a limiting conserva-
tive assumption because the reactor inventory will be restored
first. Nevertheless, such HPCI operation is capable of removing
all decay heat, thereby depressurizing the reactor in approxi-
mately 2000 s (33 min) after scram. This is evident by the ab-
sence of S/RV activities after 2000 s (figure 3-13). The reactor
inventory is maintained because the throttled HPCI injection
flow is sufficient to replenish the inventory loss in operating
the HPCI turbine (figure 3-14). This mode of HPCI operation
depressurizes the reactor very slowly. Figure 3-12 shows that
at 9000 s (2.5 h) after scram, the reactor pressure is approxi-
mately 505 psig and is being reduced at a rate of 4.4 psi per
min. Optimistically, the reactor pressure may be reduced to below
135 psig to allow SDC operation in another 1.4 h. Realisti-
cally, such HPCI operation cannot be sustained without SPC. The
HPCI turbine steam exhaust alone will increase the pool tempera-
ture to approximately 153 F in 9000 s. Per EPG, the reactor
must be depressurized by manual ADS. In view of the high water
level and low pressure, one relief valve with the HPCI running
will be sufficient for depressurization and maintaining core in-
ventory.

O
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If the HPCI test line is not available, full HPCI flow is in-O jected into the reactor. The reactor is depressurized rapidly
for a short time (figure 3-15). The reactor inventory is also
restored quickly (figure 3-16). Since HPCI flow would be auto-
matically shut off when water level reaches level 8, the reactor
pressure remains above 900 psig. Other means of depressurizing
the vessel are required. This can be accomplished by opening an
S/RV manually and since this HPCI flow (4250 gal / min) is almost
five' times the flowrate of one S/RV, there is no threat to the
reactor inventory.

.

Long-term operation of the HPCI turbine also induces a suppres-
sion pool level rise concern if the water source is from the CST.
As noted in previous discussions, HPCI can operate for the long
term only if the test line and SPC are available. Assuming that
both the test line and SPC are available, HPCI will operate for
approximately 4 h to depressurize the vessel. Approximately
6900 ft3 of water will be transferred to the suppression pool
by the turbine exhaust. If blowdown occurs during the transient,
approximately 4800 fts of water will be dumped into the suppres-
sion pool via the S/RVs. Thus, the total added volume is 11,700
ft3 which corresponds to a water level rise of 1.24 ft in the
suppression pool. Hence, the water level rise will not cause
vacuum breaker submergence during long-term HPCI operation. Since
the HPCI turbine capacity is larger than that of the RCIC turbine,
the same conclusion is reached for long-term RCIC operation.

In view of the results presented above, System V is also capable
of achieving safe shutdown during a postulated fire event.

3.3.2.7 Shutdown Systems Conclusions

The analytical results presented in paragraphs 3.3.2.2 through
3.3.2.6 demonstrate that the five minimum equipment systems are
all capable of achieving safe shutdown. Of the five systems,
System I is the absolute minimum equipment system from the stand-
point of the numbers of components required.

Additional systems and components have been used in the safe
shutdown analysis resulting in safe shutdown pathways whose per-
formance characteristics are encompassed by the analysis presented
in paragraphs 3.3.2.2 through 3.3.2.6. Any analysis which uses
these shutdown paths or variations of the shutdown paths should
provide more than adequate shutdown capability.

In the case of safe shutdown pathway 1, the General Electric
Company analysis for System IV (table 3-5) applies directly. The
System III analysis applies to the safe shutdown pathway 2 ex-
cept that HPCI is used to maintain inventory and hot shutdown.
The reactor is then depressurized using HPCI and the HPCI test
line recirculating back to the CST. The reactor vessel is filled

O and water is spilled out of two S/RVs. The reactor is cooled by
circulating service water through the RHR heat exchanger.
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TABLE 3-1 (SHEET 1 OF 5)
Q(s

SAFE SHUTDOWN SYSTEMS AND COMPONENTS LIST - UNIT 1

Pathway 1 to Shutdown

Systems Required

1. RHR
t 2. RHR service water

|3. RCIC
4. S/RVs u
5. Plant service water
6. RHR and RCIC emergency room ventilation system
7. RPV level
8. Suppression chamber temperature
9. Suppression chamber level

10. Recirculation system
1. Drywell air supply

12. Diesel generator and associated equipment

System Components

1. and 2. RHR and RHR Service Water

Active Passive

E11-F043A Ell-FOl7A Ell-F065A'
Ell-F028A Ell-F015A Ell-F047A
Ell-F024A Ell-F008 Ell-FlO4A
E11-FOO7A Ell-FOO9 Ell-F003A
E11-F004A Ell-FOO6A Ell-F091A
Ell-S600A Ell-COO 2A Ell-F026A
Ell-F068A E11-N002 A' * * Ell-FOO6C |E11-R600A Ell-N007A'** E11-F073A
E11-NO15A'** Ell-R602A E11-F119A
Ell-R603A Ell-C001C Ell-FOllA
Ell-N082 A '' ' Ell-FOl6A |

O
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gy TABLE 3-1 (SHEET 2 OF 5)
V

3. RCIC

Active Passive

E51-N056A"' E51-F007E51-F045
E51-N056B"' E51-F008Trip and throttle valve
E51-N083"' E51-F104Governing valve
E51-N057A"' E51-F003E51-C001
E51-N057B"' E51-F022E51-C002

E51-C002-1 (cond. pump) E 51 -N08 5 A"', E51-F012
E51-N085B" E51-F105E51-C002-2 (vacuum pump)
E51-NO85C"'E51-F013

E51-F019 E 51-N08 5 D "'
E51-N051 * * > E51-N058A"3
E51-N050i * * E51-N058B"'
E51-N003'a> E 51 - N05 8C "'
E51-R613 E51-N058D"'
E51-F031 E21A-K364C"'
E51-F029 E21A-K364D"'
E51-F010 B 21 -N080 A "'

B21-N080B"'
E51-N061A"'
E 51 - N0 61 B "'

(~N
(_) 4. S/RVs

Active

B21-F013G*'
B21-F013H"'

5. Plant Service Water

Active Passive

P41-F310A P41-F380A |
P41-C001A P41-F317A g

P41-F040A P41-F067
P41-F037A P41-F313A

|P41-F039A P41-F312
P41-C001C

Service water discharge valve from P51-C001A

O
Lj
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TABLE 3-1 (SHEET 3 OF 5)-s

v

6. RHR and RCIC Emergency Room Ventilation

Active

T41-B002A
T41-B004A

7. RPV Level

Active

B21-R610"' B21-N091A"'
B21-R604A"' B21-N085 B "'

B21-N085A"'

8. Suppression Chamber Temperature

Active

T48-N009C
T47-R611

p T48-N009A
() T48-R630

.

9. Suppression Chamber Level

Active

T48-N070 T48-N010A
T48-R070 T48-R622A

10. Recirculation System

Acti_ve

B31 - F023A

11. Drywell Air

Method and systems required:

The Unit 1 nitrogen system will supply compressed nitrogen
to the S/RVs via P70-F001A, P70-D008A, and P70-D009A.

f-

_
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TABLE 3-1 (SHEET 4 OF 5)

Nitrogen system - Unit 1
Drywell pneumatic system (downstream of receiver P70-A001
only)
Service water system (cooling water to service air
compressor)

Active Passive
,

P70-F001A T48-F104
P70-F066 2T48-F112B
P70-F067 T48-F113

T48-F115

12. Diesel Generator

A. R43-S001 A, B, C (skid-mounted equipment)

1. Diesel relay terminal box
2. Engine overspeed switch (EOS)
3. Lube oil low pressure switch (OPLS)

~

4. Air vent solenoid
5. Air start solenoids (AS1, AS2)
6. Tachometer signal generator (TG)
7. TachometerO 8. Governor
9. Speed switch (SSW) diesels 1A, 1B, 1C

10. Lube oil pressure switch (OP1, OP2)
11. Push button switches (PB1, PB2, PB3)
12. Selector switches
13. Relays

B. Local control panel R43-P001A, B, C

1. Manual voltage control switch (CS)
2. Automatic voltage control switch (SI)
3. Exciter reset pushbutton switch (R)
4. Voltage shutdown pushbutton (VSD)
5. Ammeter switch (AS)
6. Voltmeter switch (VS)
7. Motor-operated potentiometer (OP)
8. Motor-operated transformer (OT)
9. High voltage chassis (HV)

10. Low voltage chassis (LV)
11. Voltage regulator assembly

O
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.

:

;

I TABLE 3-1 (SHEET 5 0F 5)
,

|

C. Air start system

| 1. Air compressors (R43-C001A, B, C, D, E, F)
j 2. Pressure switches (R43-N001A, B, C, D, E, F)

D. Fuel oil system

! ! 1. Fuel oil pumps (YS2-C001A, B, C, Y52-C101A, B, C)
i 2. Day tank level switches (R43-N501 through N503)
i

! E. Lube oil system

! 1. Lube oil pump
; 2. Lube oil heater (R43-B002A, B, C)
!

; F. Jacket coolant system
.

I 1. Jacket coolant pump
| 2. Jacket coolant heater
|

| G. DC power system
:

! 1. 125 V-dc cabinet (R25-S001 and S004)

H. Local panels H21-P200, P201, P202, P230, P231, P232,
: P303, P304, and P305
|

1. Relays

I. Control room panel H11-P652

' 1. Relays
. 2. Control switches
!

4

i

!
.

; -

i

I
i
i

a. Will be replaced by ATTS.;

! b. Will be replaced by Low-Low Set Logic.
1

i

i

!
i

i

!
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y TABLE 3-2 (SHEET 1 OF 5)
-

SAFE SHUTDOWN SYSTEMS AND COMPONENTS LIST - UNIT 1

Pathway 2 to Shutdown

Systems Required

1. RHR system
2. RHR service water
3. RHR room coolers
4. Plant service water
5. RPV level
6. Suppression chamber temperature
7. Suppression chamber level

|8.

9. Drywell air
10. Diesel generator and associated equipment
11. HPCI
12. LPCS
13. S/RVs

System Components
,

,

,) 1. and 2. RHR System and RHR Service Water',

Active Passive

Ell-COO 2B E11-F065D, B
Ell-C002D E11-F004D, B
Ell-F007B Ell-F006D, B
E11-F048B Ell-F047B

|E11-F104B
Ell-N015B"' Ell-F003B
Ell-R603B Ell-F091B
Ell-F017B E11-F026B
E11-F015B Ell-F011B
Ell-F068B Ell-F049
E11-N002B48 Ell-F016B
Ell-R6008 E11-F023
Ell-C001B, D Ell-F073B
Ell-N007B48 Ell-F119B
Ell-R602B E11-F027B
Ell-S600B
Ell-F028B
Ell-F024B
Ell-NO82B"3 |

(~l
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TABLE 3-2 (SHEET 2 OF 5)O..

3. RHR Room Cooler

Active

T41-B003B

4. Plant Service Water
f

Active Passive

P41-F310B P41-F380B
P41-COOlB P41-F066
P41-F037B P41-F317B
P41-F037D P41-F313B
P41-F036B

5. RPV Level

Active

B21-NO27
B21-R605
B21-N091B
B21-R604B

6. Suppression Chamber Temperature

Active

T48-N009B
T48-N009D
T47-R612

7. Suppression Chamber Level

Active
'

...

T48-N0 LOB
T48-R622B

8.

I

O
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TABLE 3-2 (SHEET 3 OF 5)
Ur^s -

9. Drywell Air

Method and systems

The Unit 2 nitrogen system will supply compressed nitrogen
to the S/RVs via T48-F013A, T48-F013B, P70-FOO1B, P70-FOO4,
P70-DOO9B, and P70-FOO5.

;

Nitrogen system - Unit 2
Drywell pneumatic system (downstream of receiver P70-AOO1
only)

Active Passive

T46-F013A T48-F112B
T48-F013B 2T48-F112A
P70-FOOlB 2T48-F104
F70-FOOS T48-F118A
E70-FOO4 T48-Fil8B

|2T48-F322
2T48-F327
T48-F112A

g- 10. Diesel Generator

A. R43-S001 A, B, C (skid-mounted equipment)

1. Diesel relay terminal box
2. Engine overspeed switch (EOS)
3. Lube oil low pressure switch (OPLS)
4. Air vent solenoid
5. Air start solenoids (AS1, AS2)
6. Tachometer signal generator (TG)
7. Tachometer
8. Governor
9. Speed switch (SSW) diesel 1A, 1B, 1C

10. Lube oil pressure switch (OP1, OP2)
11. Pushbutton switches (PB1, PB2, PB3)
12. Selector switches
13. Relays

O
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;

TABLE 3-2 (SHEET 4 OF 5)
,

! B. Local control panel R43-P001A, B, C

1. Manual voltage control switch (CS)
: 2. Automatic voltage control switch (SI)
| 3. Exciter reset pushbutton switch (R)
! 4. Voltage shutdown pushbutton (VSD)
l 5. Ammeter switch (AS)

' 6. Voltmeter switch (VS)!
7. Motor-operated potentiometer (OP)
8. Motor-operated transformer (OT)
9. High voltage chassis (HV)

10. Low voltage chassis (LV)
i 11. Voltage regulatory assembly

C. Air start system

I 1. Air. compressors (R43-C001A, B, C, D, E, F)
2. Pressure switches (R43-NOO1A, B, C, D, E, F)

| D. Fuel oil system

! 1. Fuel oil pumps (YS2-C001A, B, C, Y52-C101A, B, C)
' 2. Day tank level switches (R43-N501 through N503)

E. Lube oil system
:

1. Lube oil pump (R43-COO 8)
| 2. Lube oil heater (R43-B002A, B, C)

F. Jacket coolant system

1. Jacket coolant pump (R43-C012)
2. Jacket coolant heater (R43-B007)

| G. DC power systems

'
1. 125 V-dc cabinet (R25-S001 and S004)

H. Local panels H21-P200, P201, P202, P230, P231, P232,
P303, P304, and P305

1. Relays

I. Control room panels H11-P652
1

1. Relays
2. Control switches

;

l

|-
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TABLE 3-2 (SHEET 5 0F 5).m,

'

11. HPCI

Active Passive

E41-F001 E21 A-K3 61C (*) E41-F002
Turbine stop valve E21A-K361D('8 E41-F003
Turbine control valve E21 A- K3 62 C ('' E41-F111
E41-C002 E21 A- K3 62D (*) E41-F104
E41-C002-1 E41 -N05 6 B (*) E41-F007

(Condensate pump) E41-N056D(*3
E41-C002-2 E41 -N058 A(*3

(Vacuum pump) E41-N058B(*)
E41-F004 E41-N058C(*3
E41-F006 E41 -N0 5 8D ('8
E41-F042 E41-N057A(*3
E41-F041 E41 -N057 B(''
E41-COOL E41-N055A(*)
E41-F059 E 41 -N0 5 5 B (*)
E41-F012 E41-N055C(')

E41-N055D(*I
E41-F008
E41-F0ll
E41-F051

p E 41 -N062 B ('8
i / E41 -N0 62 D (*)

E41-N070A('8
E41-N070B('8
E 41 - N071 A (*)
E 41 -N071B (*)

12. Core Spray

Active Passive

E21-C001B E21-F019B
E21-F031B E21-F001B
E21-F005B E21-F015B
E21-NO51B('8 E21-F004B
E21 - N003 B(*)
E21 - R 601 B(''

i13. S/RVs

Active

B21-F013K
B21-F013L

a. Will be replaced by ATTS.p
U b. Will be replaced by Low-Low Set Logic.
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TABLE 3-3 (SHEET 1 OF 5)

SAFE SHUTDOWN SYSTEMS AND COMPONENTS LIST - UNIT 2

Pathway 1 to Shutdown

Systems Required

1. RHR and RHR service water
2. Recirculation3

3. RCIC
4. S/RVs |
5. Plant service water
6. Emergency room coolers
7. RPV level
8. Suppression chamber temperature
9. Suppression chamber level

10. Drywell air
11. Diesel generator and associated equipment

,

System Components
~

1. RHR and RHR Service Water

Active Passive

2 Ell-COO 1A 2E11-F065A
2 Ell-COO 1C 2E11-F047A
2E11-F068A 2E11-FOO3A
2E11-R602A 2E11-F073A
2 Ell-NOO7A 2E11-F104A
2 Ell-FOO4A 2E11-F091A
2 Ell-FOO6A 2E11-F026A-
2 Ell-COO 2A 2E11-F011A
2 Ell-FOO7A 2E11-FOl6A
2 Ell-NO21A 2E11-F027A
2E11-F048A 2E11-FOO6C
2E11-S600A 2 Ell-F119A
2 Ell-R600A 2E11-FOO6D |2 Ell-NOO2A 2 Ell-FOO6B g
2E11-NO15A
2 Ell-R603A
2E11-F028A
2 Ell-F024A
2 Ell-F017A
2 Ell-F015A
2E11-FOO8
2E11-FOO9
2E11-F201A
2E11-F201C

O 2 Ell-NOl7A
2E11-NOl7C
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TABLE 3-3-(SHEET 2 OF 5)O
2. Recirculation

~

Active

2B31-F031A

3. RCIC
I

Active Passive

2E51-F045 2E51-FOO7
Turbine trip and throttle valve 2E51-FOO8
Turbine governing valve 2E51-F104
2E51-F010 2E51-F105
.2E51-F031 2E51-FOO3
2E51-F029 2E51-F012
2E51-F046 2E51-F022 |2E51-COO 2-1 (cond. pump)
2E51-COO 2-2 (vacuum pump) |
2E51-F019
2E51-NOO2
2E51-NO2O
2E51-NOO3

O 2E51-K601
V 2E51-R613

2E51-F013
2E51-NOO3
2B21-NO17A'**
2B21-NO17C'*'
2B21-NO31A'''
2B21-NO31B'''
2B21-NO31C '' '
2B21-NO31D'* *
2E51-NOO6 ' * *

i2E51-NO12A *''
2E51-NO12B'''
2E51-NO12C'''
2E51-NO12D'''
2 E51-NO 17 ' ' '
2E51-NO18''*
2E51-NO19A'''
2 E51-NO19B ' ' '
2 E 51-NO 19 C ' ' '
2 E51-NO19D '' ',

2E51-NO23 A' * * i

2E51-NO23B''' d

2E51-NO25A''*
2 E51-NO2 5B ' ' '
2E51-N060 1

( 2E51-N061
2E51-N062A
2E51-N062B
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i
!

;

i
4

ji - TABLE 3-3 (SHEET 3 OF 5)f
,D

~

{ Active

2E51-NO25Ctd
,i 2E51-NO25D W
j 2E51-NO26A m
: 2E51-NO27A m
I 2E51-NO26Bm

2E51-NO27Cm;,

! 2E51-NO27Bm
i 2E51-NO26Cm
| 2E51-NO27DW
; 2E51-NO26DW
1

4. S/RVs
!

Active

j 2B21-F013B, F
,

5. Service Water
,

i
Active Passivep

t 2P41-COO 1A 2P41-F315A
2 2P41-COO 1C 2P41-F312A
| 2P41-F303A 2P41-F066
; 2P41-F316A- 2N71-F012
g 2P41-F339A 2N71-F013
1 2P41-F040A
'

2P41-F037A
"

: 2P41-F039A
2P41-N303A-

2P41-R601A,

. 2P41-F319A
| 2P41-F319C

2P41-COO 2
2P41-F340

3

t 2P41-N304A
P41-F313D

,

.
6. Emergency Room Coolers '

)

$ Active
i

i

{ 2T41-BOO 4A
2T41-BOO 3A

! 7. RPV Level

Active

2B21-NO36 f
2B21-R615
2B21-NO26C '
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TABLE 3-3 (SHEET 4 OF 5),c

.-J

8. Suppression Chamber Temperature

Active -

2T47-R626
2T48-N009A and C

9. Suppression Chamber Level <

^1ctive

2T48-N010A
2T48-R622A

10. Drywell Air
J

Systems Required:

Nitrogen system - Unit 2
Drywell pneumatic system (downstream of receiver 2P70-A001
only)

Method:
t' n
(j The Unit 2 nitrogen system will supply compressed nitrogen

~

to the S/RVs valves via 2P70-F001A, 2P70-D008A, 2P70-D009A,
2P70-F004, and 2P70-FOO5.

A. Nitrogen system
,

2T48-F026 - Passive 2T48-F118A - Passive
2T48-F027 - Passive 2T48-F118B - Passive
T48-F013B - Passive 2T48-F113 - Passive
T48-F112B - Passive 2T48-F115 - Passive '

'

B. Drywell pneumatic system

2P70-FOO1A - Active
2P70-F004 - Passive
2P70-FOO5 - Passive

x._,/

,
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TABLE 3-3 (SHEET 5 OF 5)
0y

111. Diesel Generator and Associated Electrical Equipment

Active

2R43-S001A 2R23-S003-4B
2R43-P001A 2R23-S003-SM

< 2R22-S005 2R23-S003-6B
2R23-S003 R43-S001B
2R24-S009 2R22-S006
2R24-S011 2S11-S009
2R24-S011A 2S11-S012
2R24-SO25 2R24-SO48
2R44-S001 R24-SO26
2R25-S063 R42-SO42B
2R25-S036 R42-S002B
2R26-M002 R25-S005
2R25-S064 2R22-S006-12
2H21-P317 2R22-S006-13
2R42-S008 R24-S026-5
2R42-S032A 2R22-S016
2R26-M032A 2R42-S001A
2H21-P198 2R44-S002

m 2R25-S004 2R24-S018A
( 2H21-P291 2R24-SO21

2R42-S002A 2R25-S001
2R23-SOO3 2R22-S016-1M
2R11-SO41 2R22-S016-2M
2R11-SO43 2R22-sol 6-2B

' .
2R23-S003-2M 2R24-S018A-4
2R23-S003-3M 2R22-S016-2T
2R23-S003-5B 2R42-S026
2R23-S003-7T 2R42-S027
2R23-S003-7M 2R26-M031B

'

2Y52-C001A 2R26-M031A
2R43-N001A YS2-C001B
2YS2-C101A R43-80B1
2R43-N003A YS2-C101B

R43-80B2

a. Will be replaced by ATTS.

O
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e-) TABLE 3-4 (SHEET 1 OF 5)
~

SAFE SHUTDOWN SYSTEMS AND COMPONENTS LIST - UNIT 2

Pathway 2 to Shutdown

Systems Required
i

1. RHR and RHR service water
2. Emergency room coolers-

3. Plant service water
4. RPV level
5. Suppression chambers temperature
6. Suppression chamber level
7. Drywell air ,

8. HPCI
9. Diesel generatorf 'and associated electrical equipment

10. LPCS
11. S/RVs |
System Components

1. RHR and RHR Service Water

'

b("%
Active Passive'

i

2E11-COOlB ! 2E11-F119B g
2 Ell-COO 1D ^ 2E11-F065B u
2E11-F068B 2E11-FOO4B

|.2 Ell-NOO7B; a

2E11-R602B 2E11-F047B
2 Ell-NOO2B 2E11-FOO3B
2E11-R600B 2 Ell-F104B
2E11-S600B
2E11-FOO7B V 2 Ell-F073B |

'

2E11-NO21B 2E11-F091B
2E11-F048B 2E11-F026B

'

2 Ell-COO 2B 2E11-F011B
2E11-NO15B 2E11-F049
2 Ell-R603B 2E11-FOl6B
2E11-E201B 2 Ell-F023
2E11-F201D 2E11-F027B
2E11-F024B 2E11-F015B
2 Ell-F028B
2E11-NO17B |
2E11-NO17D' g

2. Emergency Room' Cooler

Active
n

k_) 2T.41-BOO 2B '

2T41-BOO 5B
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b

|

- TABLE 3-4 (SHEET 2 OF 5)

3. Plant-. Service Water

Active Passive

2P41-N304B 2P41-F310
2P41-COO 1B 2P41-F312B
2P41-F316B 2P41-F315B -

2P41-F339B 2N71-F012
i

,

2P41-F037B 2N71-F013
'

2P41-F036B
2P41-N303B
2P41-R601B
2P41-F319B
2P41-F035B
2P41-F303B |P41-F313C

i

4 .. RPV Level ,

!

Active

2B21-NO27
2B21-R605
2B21-N026B-

.O. 2B21-R604B

5. Suppression Chamber Temperature

Active ,

.2T47-R627
2T48-N009B
2T48-N009D

6. _ Suppression Chamber Level

Active

=2T48-N010B
2T48-R622B

7. Drywell Air

I
Systems-Required:

I '

Nitrogen system - Unit 1 |
Drywell pneumatic system (downstream of receiver A001 only)

'

O
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TABLE 3-4 (SHEET 3 OF 5),

'

Method:

The Unit I nitrogen system will supply compressed nitrogen
to the S/RVs via T48-F013A, T48-F013B, 2P70-F001B,
2P70-DOO8B, 2P70-DOO9B, 2P70-F066, and 2P70-F067.

A. Nitrogen system
,

Active Passive

T48-F013A T48-F104
T48-F013B T48-F112A

2T48-F026
2T48-F027
T48-F325
T48-F321
2T48-F112B
2T48-F112A
2T48-F104

B. Drywell pneumatic system

Active Passive

- 2P70-FOO1B 2P70-F066
~

2P70-F067

8. HPCI

Active Passive

2E41-FOO1 2E41-FOO2
Turbine stop valve 2E41-F003
Turbine control valve 2E41-F007
2E41-COO 2 2E41-F051
2E41-COO 1 2E41-F104
2E41-FOO4 2E41-F111
2E41-FOO6
2E41-F012
2E41-F041
2E41-F042
2E41-F059

O
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TABLE 3-4 (SHEET 4 OF 5),

Active

Condensate pump 2E41-R613
Vacuum pump 2E41-N006
2E41-F008 2E41-NO27
2E41-F011 2E41-N003
2E41-N015B 2E41-N015A

4 2B21-N017B'** 2E41-N002
2B21-N017D' ' ' 2E41-N074
2B21-NO31 A" *
2B21-NO31B" *
2B21-NO31C'"
2 B21-NO31D " '
2E11-N011A'''
2 Ell-N011B' * *
2E11-N011C'*'
2E11-N011D" *
2E41-N001A'**
2E41-N001B" *
2E41-N001C' * *
2E41-N001D'**
2E41-N004'''
2 E41-N005 " *
2E41-N010'''

( 2E41-N012A'**
2E41-N012B'**
2 E41-N012C" *
2 E41-N012D " *
2 E41-N017 A" *
2E41-N017B'**
2E41-NO30A''*
2E41-NO3 0B' * *
2E41-N046A'**
2E41-NO46B'**
2E51-N02 5C' * *
2E51-NO25D " *
2E51-N026C'**-

2E51-NO2 6D " '
2E51-N027C'**
2E51-N027D'**

9. Diesel Generator and Associated Electrical Equipment

Active

2R22-S017 2R24-S012B
2R42-S001B 2R24-S010
2R44-S003 2R25-S037
2R25-S002 2R25-S065
2R24-S018B 2R42-S002C'
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(m. TABLE 3-4 (SHEET 5 OF 5)
LJ

Active

2R24-SO22 2R42-S032C 2Y52-C001C
2R22-SO17-1T 2R26-M032C 2R43-N001C
2R22-sol 7-1M 2H21-P199 2Y52-C101C
2R22-SO17-3M 2R25-S006 2R43-N003C
2R24-sol 8B-4 2H21-P293
2R43-SOO1C 2R23-S004-4T1

2R22-S007 2R33-S004-7M
2R23-SOO4 2R23-S004-7B
2R24-SO27 2R23-S004-8B
2R24-SO12 2R26-M004
2R24-SO12A 2R22-S017-2T
2R23-S004-3T 2R42-S029
2R23-SOO4-3M 2R42-S030
2R23-SOO4-2M 2R26-M031C
2R26-M031D

10. Core Spray

Active Passive

2E21-C001B 2E21-FOl9B
2E21-F031B 2E21-F001B(~'}Q 2E21-N003B 2E21-FOO4B
2E21-R601B 2E21-F015B
2E21-N006B
2E21-F005B

11. S/RVs

2B21-F013D
2B21-FOl3E
2B21-F013G

a. Will be replaced by ATTS.

g
Lj
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TABLE 3-5

MINIMUM EQUIPMENT FOR SAFE SHUTDOWN

Equipment Equipment Equipment l'quipment Eq u i pmen't Equipment
to Control to Maintain for to to Remove to Remove
Reactor Hot Depressur I Haintain Suppression

Reactor ['ISys_Lem __ P re s su re Shutdowd*3 Iiration* inventory Decay Hea Pool Heat _ RemSrks

i All S/RVs - 3 S/RVs 1 RHR pump PHR pump - SDC and LPCI pro by the
(LPCI) (SDC) same RHR pump

RHR heat
exchanger

il All S/RVs - 3 S/RVs 1 RHR pump RHR pump 1 RHR pump LPCI and SPC a re in dir-
(LPCI) (LPCI) (SPC) re ren t RHR 1 cops

3 S/RVs 1 RHR heat Same RHR pump in 2 LPCI
exchanger ope ra t i ons.

til All S/RVs - 3 S/RVs 1 LPCS pump LPCS pump 1 RHR pump Same LPCS pump in 2 dir-
+ 3 S/RV (SPC) f o rent operat ions.

1 RHR heat
exchanger

IV All S/RVs RCIC + RCIC + RCIC + RHR pump - SDC and LPCI a re by same
1 S/RV 2 S/RVs 1 RHR pump (SDC) RHR pump

(LPCI) RHR heat
exchanger

V All S/RVs HPCI HPCI + HPCI RHR pump
1 S/RV (SDC)

RHR heat
exchanger

a. ADS runction required for S/RV.
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TABLE 3-6

SHUTDOWN SYSTEM ANALYSIS RESULTS

Core Core Peak Peak Pool
Total Co re Cladding BulkUncoverg Recoveg Uncove red T ime *3 Tempe ra tt.re Tempe ra tu r el p3

Time Time
Syiism fsl isi (5) ('F1 f*f1

i 1556 1984 428 1208 156

Ii 1556 1984 428 1208 153'"
#

iIi 1537 1708 171 1010 147

155IV -- -- -- --

V -- -- -- -- 153

a. Based on portion of fuel exposed that re ches the highest PCT.

b. Peak temperature evaluated before long-term decay heat removal.

c. Peak tempera ture during long-term decay heat removal is 181*F.

d. Peak temperature during long-term decay heat removal is 179'F.

. - - _ _ _ _ _ _ - - _ . - - __
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() 4.0 SAFE SHUTDOWN ANALYSIS

The design of a nuclear power plant provides certain barriers to
the spread of fire. These barriers are provided by separate
buildings and rooms within the buildings. The concept of
divisional separation of redundant safety-related equipment is
also used in nuclear power plant design. This separation serves
to reduce the probability of a malfunction in both divisions of
safety-related equipment as a result of'any postulated event.
Divisional separation for electrical cables is also provided.
Separation by distance or barriers follows the approved criteria
as set forth in the Final Safety Analysis Report (FSAR).

In the investigation of the selected safe shutdown pathways,
only buildings and areas containing safe shutdown components or
circuits affecting those components were walked down and
analyzed. In this report, only those areas which do not
presently meet the requirements of Appendix R, Section III.G,

are described. Other areas not included in this report fall
into one of the following categories:

A. No safe shutdown equipment is contained in the area.

B. Only one pathway of redundant equipment is contained in
the area.

C. No modifications are required for the area to meet
Appendix R requirements.

Section 4.1 contains the analyses related to Unit 1 components
only. Section 4.2 contains the analyses related to Unit 2
components only. Section 4.3 contains the analyses of areas
common to Units 1 and 2 which contain safe shutdown components
for both units.

O
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4.1 SAFE SHUTDOWN ANALYSES FOR UNIT 1

0
4.1.1 4160-V TRANSFORMER ROOM - UNIT 1

4.1.1.1 Area Description

This area contains approximately 250 ft of open area on el
130 ft. (See figure 4-1.) The room contains one 4160/600-V
switchgear transformer which is enclosed by walls constructed
for a minimum 2-h fire resistance on all four sides to separate
the area from adjacent safety-related switchgear rooms.

The east wall of the room contains a doorway opening protected
by a 3-h rated sliding fire door to separate the area from the
control building corridor. Ventilation duct penetrations in the
north wall are provided with 3-h rated fire dampers which are
designed to close automatically upon sensing high temperatures
within the duct. Combustible loading in the area consists of
cabling in conduit and fire retardant-type transformer oil for a
negligible fire loading. A summary of this area is contained in
table 4-1.

4.1.1.2 Fire Protection Sy_ stems

Early warning fire detection is installed to provide prompt fnotification of fire within the area. Primary fire suppression
is provided by hose stations for fire brigade use. In addition, |
CO hose stations are provided in the corridor near the area for2
secondary fire suppression. In the event of a single piping
failure in the fire water supply system, supplemental hose lines
can be supplied from remote hose stations located throughout the
plant. Flooding is of no concern for this area since electrical
equipment is pad mounted above floor level.

4.1.1.3 Safe Shutdown Analysis

4.1.1.3.1 For this area, it was assumed that all safe shutdown
components in pathway 1 were lost in a fire and pathway 2
components would be used for cold shutdown. The pathway 2
systems which may be affected by a fire in this area are as
follows:

e Residual heat removal (RHR).

e Reactor recirculation system.

4-2
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('') 4.1.1.3.2 The following raceway, circuits, and affected
'd component must be protected or repaired to attain hot or cold

shutdown as listed below:

Component Circuits Raceways Required for

R24-S018B R25-S065-ES8-M02 ESS-II-477 Hot shutdown
R25-S065-ES8-M09

4.1.1.4 Modifications

Protect conduit ESS-II-477 with a 1-h barrier.

4.1.1.5 Exemptions to Appendix R

An exemption from the requirement for an automatic suppression
system is requested due to the low combustible loading in the

The proposed 1-h fire barrier ensures the availability ofarea.
the pathway 2 components.

An exemption is also requested from the separation criteria of
paragraph III.G.2 for the 2-h area boundaries. These boundaries
are commensurate with the combustible loading for the area.

O

O
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4.1.2 WEST 600-V SWITCHGEAR ROOM - UNIT 1

0
4.1.2.1 Area Description

This area contains approximately 600 ft of floor space on el2

110 ft. (See figure 4-1.) This area contains one safety
division of 600-V switchgear (R23-S003). The area is enclosed
on the north side by a 3-h fire barrier separating this area
from the Unit 1 condenser bay. The east, west, and south walls
are constructed for a minimum 2-h fire resistance and separate
the area from the east 600-V switchgear room, the oil
conditioner room, and the west de switchgear room,
respectively. The doorway opening in the south wall is provided
with a 3-h rated sliding fire door to separate this area from
the control building corridor. Ventilation ducts penetrate the
east, west, and south walls. Each duct penetration is provided
with a 3-h rated fire damper which is designed to close
automatically upon sensing high temperature within the duct.
The combustible loading within the room consists of 25,533

2
Btu /ft for cable insulation. A summary of this area is
contained in table 4-2.

4.1.2.2 Fire Protection Systems

Early warning fire detection is installed at ceiling level to

|hprovide prompt notification of fire conditions within the room.
Primary fire suppression capability for this area is provided by
hose stations for fire brigade use. In addition, CO hose2
stations are provided for secondary protection of the area. In
the event of a single piping failure in the fire water supply
system, supplemental hose lines can be supplied from remote hose
stations located throughout the plant. Floor drains are not
provided for this area; however, flooding is of no concern for
the area.

4.1.2.3 Safe Shutdown Analysis

4.1.2.3.1 For this area, it was assumed that all of the safe
shutdown components in pathway 1 were lost in a fire and pathway
2 components would be used for cold shutdown. The pathway 2
systems which may be affected by a fire in this area are as
follows:

o Suppression chamber temperature elements.

o Reactor pressure vessel (RPV) level indication.

o Suppression chamber level indication.

O
4~4
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gS e Plant service water.

O
e Safety Relief Valves (S/RVs).

4.1.2.3.2 The following raceways, circuits, and affected
components must be protected or repaired to attain hot or cold
shutdown:

Raceway Circuit Component

ESS-II-477 R25-S065-ES8-M02 R24-SO18B
R25-S065-ES8-M05

4.1.2.4 Modifications

The following raceways will be protected with a 1-h fire barrier:

ES-II-477 |
The 2-h west wall will be upgraded to 3 h to provide adequate
separation from the oil conditioner room.

4.1.2.5 Exemptions to Appendix R

An exemption from the requirement for an automatic suppression
\ system is requested due to the low combustible loading in the

area. The proposed 1-h fire barrier will ensure the
availability of the pathway 2 components.

An exemption from the 3-h separation requirement is also
requested for the 2-h concrete block walls. The 2-h minimum
wall rating is commensurate with the combustible loading in the
area.

O
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4.1.3 ANNUNCIATOR ROOM - UNIT 1

0
4.1.3.1 Area Description

This area contains approximately 250 ft of area on el 1302

ft. (See figure 4-1.) Both safety divisions of cabling are
routed through the room. One safety division of cabling is
protected with a fire retardant ceramic fiber blanket designed
to provide a 1-h fire resistance rating. All four walls of
this room are 3-h fire resistive barriers separating the area
from the control building corridor, health physics offices, and
reactor protection system (RPS) room. The combustible loading
within the room consists of cable insulation for a fire loading
of 81,852 Btu /ft'. A summary of this area is contained in
table 4-3.

4.1.3.2 Fire Protection Systems

Early warning fire detection is installed within the room to
provide prompt notification of fire conditions within the
area. Fire suppression capability is provided by the standpipe
system for fire brigade use. Hose stations are provided for
protection of the area. In the event of a single piping
failure in the fire water supply system, supplemental hose
lines can be supplied from remote hose stations located
throughout the plant. In addition, CO hose reels are provided h2
in the corridor near the room. Flooding is not of concern for
equipment in this area since all electrical components are
mounted above floor level.

4.1.3.3 Safe Shutdown Analysis

4.1.3.3.1 For this area, it was assumed that all of the safe
shutdown components in pathway 1 were lost in a fire and
pathway 2 comportents would be used for cold shutdown. The
pathway 2 systems which may be affected by a fire in this area
are as follows:

o Plant service water.

e RPV water level.

e RHR.

e High pressure coolant injection (HPCI).

O
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('T 4.1.3.3.2 The following raceways, circuits, and affected
components must be protected or repaired to attain hot or cold
shutdown as listed below:4

Raceway Circuit Component
c

ESS-I-307 R25-S064-ES7-M25 B21-N027
TEN 7-01 B21-R605

(RPV level
element and
indicator)

ESS-I-308 R25-S064-M08 B21-N026B
TEN 7-01 B21-R604B

(RPV level
element and
indicator)

ESS-I-308 R25-S064-ES7-M22 E41-N602A
TEN 7-01 E41-N610A

(HPCI room
AT element)

4.1.3.4 Modifications

() The power circuits for the above instrumentation will be routed
from an instrument bus isolated from the pathway 1 circuits in this
room.

4.1.3.5 Exemptions to Appendix R

None.

O
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4.1.4 CONTROL BUILDING WORKING FLOOR el 112 ft - UNIT 1

0
4.1.4.1 Area Description

2This area contains approximately 9000 ft of floor area on el
112 ft. (See figure 4.2.) The area contains three air
compressors each for both Units 1 and 2 located on the north and
south sides of the area, respectively. Each air compressor
contains 6 gal of oil. Cable trays containing one safety
division of cabling are installed near ceiling level in this
area. In addition, vertical cable trays extend downward from
the floor of the 130-ft elevation and contain one safety
division of cabling from the RPS vertical cable chase above.

The area is enclosed by reinforced concrete or masonry walls on
all four sides. All walls are constructed for 3-h fire
resistance except for the elevator shaft and stairwell enclosure
in the northwest corner of the area which is constructed for 2-h
fire resistance. Doorway openings, except watertight doors,
separating this area from station and RPS battery rooms, vital
ac inverter rooms, and oil storage rooms are provided with 3-h
rated fire doors. The doors on the entrances to the elevator
and stairwell are 1 1/2-h rated fire doors. All ventilation
duct penetrations between this area and safety-related battery
rooms and oil storage rooms are provided with 3-h rated fire
dampers designed to close automatically upon sensing high
temperature within the duct. Access to the west cableway is
provided through a 3-h rated fire door on the west wall and
access to the east corridor is provided through 3-h rated double
swinging doors on the east wall. In addition, access to all
elevations of the control building is provided through the
freight elevator and enclosed stairway in the northwest corner
of the area.

Five cylinders of compressed gas are located on the south side
of this area immediately outside the Unit 2 station battery
rooms. The cylinders are secured with chains and consist of two
cylinders of propane, one cylinder of oxygen, one cylinder of
hydrogen, and one cylinder of nitrous oxide. The gas from these
cylinders is transported through welded tubing and is used for
instrumentation in the health physics laboratory directly above
the 130-ft elevation.

The combustible loading for this area consists of 34,799
2 2

Btu /ft for cable insulation, 1160 Btu /ft for flammable gas
potential, and a negligible fuel loading for lube oil. A
summary of this area is contained in table 4-4.

4.1.4.2 Fire Protection Systems

Localized closed head, water spray protection is provided for
the safety-related cables from the RFS vertical cable chase nea;

4-8
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;

(' the center of the area. Early warning fire detection is |
\ installed throughout the area to provide prompt notification of

fire conditions within the area.

Fire suppression capability for general zone protection is
provided by the standpipe system for fire brigade use. Hose
stations are provided for protection of the area. In the event
of a single piping failure in the fire water supply system,
supplemental hose lines can be supplied from remote hose
stations located thoughout the plant. Floor drains near
oil-containing equipment are normally closed; however, flooding
is of no concern for this area due to the large floor area and
concrete pads provided for electrical equipment. The relatively
open nature of the area should aid in smoke dilution.

4.1.4.3 Safe Shutdown Analysis

4.1.4.3.1 For this area, it was assumed that all of the safe
shutdown components in pathway 1 were lost in a fire and pathway
2 components would be used for cold shutdown. The pathway 2
systems which may be affected by a fire in this area are as
follows:

o Containment atmosphere cooling system.

e Containment atmospheric control system.

o Service water system.

4.1.4.3.2 Raceway R25-S037-ES4-M14 contains circuit
R25-S037-ES4-M14 and connects R25-S037, 120/208-V ac essential
cabinet 1B, to R25-S065, 120/240-V ac 1B instrument bus. Loss
of this circuit would affect operation of hot shutdown
components T48-N009D, T47-R612, P41-F066.

4.1.4.4 Modifications

Raceway R25-S037-ES4-M14 will be protected with a 3-h fire rated
barrier to assure availability of pathway 2 components.

4.1.4.5 Exemptions to Appendix R

Appendix R, paragraph III.G.2.A, requires a 3-h barrier between
redundant shutdown paths. The elevator shaft and stairwell
walls are 2-h rated with 1 1/2-h rated doors. An exemption is
req 2ested for these walls based upon the very low combustible
loadings inside the stairwells and elevator shaf t which minimize

() the possibility of a fire spreading beyond the area via the
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stairs or elevator. The control building station battery rooms
1A and 1B utilize watertight doors which are not fire rated. An
exemption from the requirements for 3-h rated fire doors is
requested based upon the necessity to protect the battery rooms
from a circulating water system flood accident. Room 1A
contains only shutdown pathway 1 equipment while room 1B
contains only pathway 2 equipment. The combustible loadings for

2these rooms are approximately 26,000 Btu /ft for cable
2insulation, 3. 6 Btu /f t /h for hydrogen gas, and 2450 Btu /ft'

for battery casings. The replacement of the watertight doors
with fire rated doors would degrado overall plant safety as fire
rated watertight doors are not available.

O

O
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/~ 4.1.5 UNIT 1 REACTOR BUILDING NORTH OF COLUMN LINE R7b}
4.1.5.1 Area Description

The Unit 1 reactor building is divided into two fire areas. The
dividing line is approximately along column line R7. The areas
are separated from each other by a combination of existing
concrete walls, the drywell, and a proposed water curtain
system. The north fire area was analyzed for fire hazards as
seven fire zones, one for each level of the building, two
diagonal rooms, and the HPCI room on the lower level and the
upper levels above el 185 ft.

4.1.5.1.1 Working Floor el 153 ft and Heating, Ventilation, and
Air-Conditioning (EVAC) Room el 164 ft

2This zone contains approximate 1.y 5200 ft of high bay floor
area. (See figure 4-3.) The RPS instrument rack (H21-P004) and
a remote shutdown panel (C82-POO2) are located in this zone.
Division II cabling is routed through the zone.

The east wall and east half of the north wall are noncombustible
and separate the zone from the outside. The remainder of the
north boundary and the west boundary are 3-h constructed walls.

(-) The south boundary consists of the drywell, cleanup phase
separators walls, existing sprinkler system in the HVAC room,
and a proposed sprinkler system along column line R7 between the
reactor water cleanup (RWCU) pump room and the east wall of the
area.

An open stairwell in the northeast corner of the area provides
access to el 130 ft and 185 ft. No safe-shutdown related
equipment is located on elevation 185 ft; the portion of
el 130 ft reached via the open stairway is a part of this same
fire area.

The combustible loading in the working floor of the zone
consists of 13,635 Btu /ft* for cable insulation and a
concentration of clean health physics supplies along the east
wall. The combustible loading for the HVAC room consi sts of

2 835,000 Btu /ft for cable insulation and 107,000 Btu /ft for
charcoal filters. A summary of this zone is contained in
table 4-5.

4.1.5.1.2 Control Rod Drive (CRD) Accumulators and Working
Floor el 130 ft

2This zone contains approximately 7500 ft of floor area. (See
figure 4-4.) This zone contains Division II cable, Division II

() CRD accumulators, Division II monitors and temperature
recorders, and safe-shutdown related motor control center (MCC)
R24-S012.
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Safe-shutdown related instrument panel H21-P173 and de MCC panel
IB (R24-S022) are also located in the zone. All of these
components are safe-shutdown pathway 2 items. The only pathway
1 items in the zone are certain pathway 1 cables.

The west wall of the zone is constructed for 3-h fire resistance
and separates the zone from the control building. The west half
of the north wall is constructed for 3-h fire resistance and
separates the zone from the radwaste building. The remainder of
the north wall and the entire east wall of the zone consist of
reinforced concrete walls which separate the zone from the
outside. The south boundary consists of the drywell, the main
steam chase, a proposed water curtain system along column line
R7, and a proposed water curtain system at the main steam chase
north ent7ance. Access to other levels of the reactor building
is provided through two open stairways to el 87 ft and 158 ft.
In addition, several ceiling level penetrations communicate with
the HVAC room on el 164 ft. The zone communicates with the
torus room through the open shafts of the pipe penetration room
on the east side of the zone.

The floor level of the eastern half of the zone is open and is
used as a laydown and working area. Five-deep tray stacks of
Division II cabling are routed in trays along the north wall.
Most cabling in the east portion of the zone is routed in
conduit. Division II cabling in the east portion is wrapped
with a ceramic fiber blanket rated for 1-h fire resistance. The
combustible loading within the zone consists of 105,262 |2
Btu /ft for cable insulation. Clean health physics materials
are stored in the northeast corner of the zone. A summary of
this zone is contained in table 4-6.

4.1.5.1.3 Torus Room Below el 130 ft

This zone contains approximately 6700 ft of high bay area
surrounding the drywell below el 130 ft. (See figure 4-5.) The
ceiling height is approximately 40 ft. The zone contains the
safety-related pressure suppression chamber at el 87 ft which is
a relatively open area with adequate access throughout the
room. The intermediate level within the zone contains a grated
walkway around the drywell and is congested above the grated
walkway with safety-related piping and valves. Few cable trays
are located within the zone. Most safety-related cabling is
routed in conduit.

The zone is enclosed on three sides by reinforced concrete walls
which separate the zone from the corner rooms. Mechanical and
electrical penetrations in these four walls are not all sealed.
The south boundary of the zone consists of the drywell and
proposed water curtain systems on the east and west sides of the
drywell. The only personnel access to the zone consists of one
small hatch on the north side of the drywell on the el 130-ft

hworking floor and direct access from the south torus fire zone.
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.

O The combustible loading within the zone consists of cable
2insulation for a fire load of 47,968 Btu /ft . A summary of

]
this zone is contained in table 4-7.

4.1.5.1.4 Northeast Corner Room Below el 130 ft

2This zone contains approximately 700 ft of congested floor
area on each of three levels below el 130 ft. (See figure
4-5.) The zone contains one safety division of core spray pumps

i and associated cabling and two safety-related residual RHR

| pumps.

Reinforced concrete walls surround the zone and separate it from
the HPCI room and torus room. Electrical and mechanical
penetrations in the north and southwest walls are unsealed.
Access from the el 130-ft working floor is provided through a

; single open stairway which serves as the only personnel access
'

-to the zone. The combustible loading within the zone consists
j of 44,947 Btu /ft: for cable insulation and 9191 Btu /ft for

lube oil (13.25 gal in each of the three pumps).
i

4.1.5.1.5 Northwest Corner Room Below el 130 ft
;

i 2This zone contains approximately 700 ft of congested floor
area on each of three levels below el 130 ft. (See figure

,

,~ 4-5.) This zone contains the CRD pumps. The north and west

| walls of the zone consist of 3-h rated fire barriers separating
the zone from the radwaste building and turbine building,'

respectively. The southeast wall is a reinforced concrete
barrier with unsealed wall per.etrations between this zone and,

' the torus room. Access to the el 130-ft working floor is
,

provided through an open stairwell which provides the only
personnel access to the zone. The combustible loading within

2the zone consists of 39,067 Btu /ft for cable insulation and-

less than 2 gal of lube oil in each of the CRD pumps for an
2: additional 468 Etu/ft .

1.

4.1.5.1.6 HPCI Room Below el 130 ft

2This room contains approximately 1700 ft of high bay floor
area on el 87 ft. (See figure 4-5.) The room contains the HPCI
pump and turbine and associated cabling. The only personnel
access to this area is through the 3-h rated fire door and
double door entrance in the southeast corner of the room on the
118-ft 0-in. elevation. The north and west walls of this room
are of ~-h fire resistance construction and separate the area
from the outside and from the radwaste building, respectively.
The east and south walls consist of reinforced concrete barriers
separating the room from the outside and northeast corner room,

O respectively. Numerous penetrations in the south wall are
unsealed. The combustible loading within the room consists of
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155 gal of lube oil in the HPCI pump and turbine (14,800
Btu /ftz) and cable insulation (9322 Btu /ft2) for a total fire

2loading of 24,122 Btu /ft

4.1.5.1.7 Upper Levels Above el 185

2Elevation 185 ft contains approximately 11,000 ft of
relatively open area. (See figure 4-15.) The zone contains
nonessential equipment systems including the RWCU equipment and
sample systems, the fan room for the reactor building air supply
system, the decontamination room, and a semi-open working area.

The 203 ft elevation contains the standby liquid control
equipment and reactor building closed cooling water (RBCCW),
surge tank, heat exchangers, an open working floor, and a fan
room associated with the refueling floor air-handling system.

No safe-shutdown related equipment is located on the upper
elevations.

This zone communicates with the north and south zones on
el 158 ft via open stairwells, an open hatchway, and unsealed
floor penetrations.

4.1.5.2 Fire Protection Systems

O
4.1.5.2.1 Working Floor el 158 ft and HVAC Room el 164 ft

Fire suppression capability within the zone consists of the
standpipe system for use by the fire brigade. Hose stations are
provided for protection of the zone. In the event of a single
piping failure in the fire water supply system, supplemental
hose lines can be supplied from remote hose stations located
throughout the plant. Floor drains are provided for this zone;
however, flooding is not of concern for equipment in this zone

,

due to the large floor area and open stairways. The relative
open nature of the zone and the open stairwell and equipment
hatch would assist in smoke dilution, if nececsary.

Primary fire suppression capability for the HVAC room protection
consists of a closed head preaction sprinkler system with
sprinklers installed at ceiling level throughout the room.
Where congestion due to cable trays, piping, and ventilation
ducts obstructs the water distribution pattern from the ceiling
level sprinklers, additional sprinklers have been installed
below the obstructions (primarily in the northern half of the
zone). Prompt detection of fires within the zone is provided by
product-of-combustion detectors of the ionization type located
at ceiling levelagiroughout the HVAC room. These detectors also
serve to automatically actuate the preaction sprinkler system.

hIn addition to the general zone protection, localized water
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/' i deluge systems are provided for protection within individual
s_) charcoal filter units. Prompt detection of fire within the

filter units is provided by thermal devices located within each
cabinet.

4.1.5.2.2 CRD Accumulators and Working Floor el 130 ft

Early warning fire detection is installed at ceiling level to |
provide prompt notification of fire conditions throughout the
zone. Fire suppression capability is provided by the standpipe
system for fire brigade use. Hose stations are provided for
protection of the zone. In the event of a single piping failure
in the fire water supply system, supplemental hose lines can be
supplied from remote hose stations located throughout the
plant. The large floor area, open stairwell, and provision of
floor drains eliminate any concern regarding flooding of the
zone. The large volume of the zone and the open hatch and open
stairwells would assist in general smoke dilution, if
necessary.

4.1.5.2.3 Torus Room Belo' 21 130 ft

Fire suppression capability is provided by the standpipe system
for fire brigade use. Hose stations are provided for protection

7
( ) of the zone. In the event of a single piping failure in the

fire water supply system, supplemental hose lines can be''

supplied from remote hose stations located throughout the
plant. Floor drains are provided; however, flooding is not of
concern for this zone. Excessive water in this zone would not
affect other areas since the only access is from the el 130-ft
working floor.

4.1.5.2.4 Northeast Corner Room Below el 130 ft

Fire suppression capability is provided by the standpipe system
for use by the fire brigade. Hose stations are provided for
protection of the zone. In the event of a single piping failure
in the fire water supply system, supplemental hose lines can be
supplied from remote hose stations located throughout the
plant. Floor drainage is provided; however, flooding is not of
concern for equipment in this zone since the pumps are mounted
on concrete pads above floor level.

4.1.5.2.5 Northwest Corner Room Below el 130 ft

Fire suppression capability is provided by the standpipe system
for fire brigade use. Hose stations are provided for protection
of the zone. In the event of a single piping failure in the

7s
( ) fire water supply system, supplemental hose lines can be

supplied from remote hose stations located throughout the''
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plant. Floor drainage is provided; however, flooding is not of
concern for equipment within the zone.

4.1.5.2.6 HPCI Room Below el 130 ft

Primary fire suppression capability consists of the wet pipe
sprinkler system installed at ceiling level to provide general
area protection. A closed head, wet pipe water curtain system
is also provided at several elevations along the south wall for
protection of the unsealed penetrations. Fire detection within
the area is provided by operation of the thermal elements on
each individual sprinkler head and water spray nozzle.
Secondary suppression capability consists of the standpipe
system for use by the fire brigade. Hose stations are provided
for protection of the zone.

Floor drains are provided within the room; however, flooding is
not of concern for equipment in the room. The room
configuration prevents flooding of adjacent areas since the only
personnel access is at the ll8-ft elevation.

4.1.5.2.7 Upper Levels Above el 185 ft

Fire suppression capability for this zone is provided by the
standpipe system for fire brigade use. Hose stations are
provided for protection of the zone. In the event of a single
piping failure in the fire water supply system, supplemental
hose lines can be supplied from remote hose stations located
throughout the plant. Floor drains are provided for this zone;
however, flooding is not of concern for this zone due to the
large floor area and open stairwells. The open nature of the
zone and the existence of the open stairwells and equipment
hatch would assist in smoke dilution, if necessary.

4.1.5.3 Safe Shutdown Analysis

The north half of the reactor building primarily contains
components and cable of safe shutdown pathway 2. In the event
of a fire in the area (at any elevation) the loss of the
pathway 2 components is assumed.

For a fire north of column line R7, pathway 1 will be used to
bring the reactor to cold shutdown. The following components
require protection and are located north of R7.

O
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158-ft and 164-ft elevations:

Raceway Circuit Component

ESS-I-3595 H11-P621-ES7-C013A B21-N017A
ESS-II-3599 R24-5012-E58-C17H E51-F007
RDC8-04
RDC8-03
RDC8-02
RDC8-01

130 ft-elevation:

Raceway Circuit Component

ESS-II-3801 H11-P614-ESO-C116 E51-N602B
RAAO-01 H11-P614-ESO-C116 E51-N602B
RDA8-02 R24-S012-E58-C17H E51-F007
RDA8-01
ESS-II-3651

Below 130-ft elevation:

Raceway Circuit Component

ESS-II-3295 H11-P614-ESO-C116 E51-N602B
ESS-I-3614 H11-P657-ES9-C233 T48-N009A(%

(_) ESS-I-3613 H11-P657-ES9-C233 T48-N009A
ESS-I-3617 H11-P657-ES9-C234 T48-N009C

Remote shutdown panel C82-P002 is located north of column R7 and
contains circuits which affect valve E51-F007. The water
curtain will be extended to protect this panel.

Temperature element T48-N009A & C in the torus will require
protection.

4.1.5.4 Modifications

Four principal types of modifications are proposed for the
reactor building. These are a water curtain system for
definition of the fire area boundaries, the wrapping of circuits
to provide 1-h protection, the rerouting of circuits to resolve
conflicts, and the addition of new fire detection systems.

Except for the el 185-ft and el 130-ft sprinkler systems, the |
water suppression systems to be utilized to separate the fire
areas will cover the areas of the building in which two trains of
redundant safe shutdown equipment are located. The coverage area
will extend from the east-west centerline of the reactor building
into each fire area to a distance of 20 ft beyond the last
redundant opposite train component - for instance, from the east-

O west centerline northward (into the pathway 2 area) a minimum of
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20 ft beyond the redundant pathway 1 component that extends
farthest into the area. The shutdown panels are not considered
in the selection of the " opposite train equipment" as they are
not utilized for shutdown following a reactor building fire. In
those areas where the system serves only as an area boundary and
no opposite train equipment exists, the area of coverage shall
be at least 20 ft wide. The sprinkler systems will not cover
the electrical switchgear and panels that could be damaged by
inadvertent actuation of the sprinklers. To limit the spread of
smoke across the area boundary prior to system initiation, draft
curtains will be installed at the ceilings as required, or
existing large structural girders will be utilized if possible
to limit the spread of smoke.

The present intent is to separate the entire building into a
minimum number of fire areas, such that open hatchways between
floors will not constitute penetrations of fire area
boundaries. Should it be determined by analysis to be necessary
to utilize a floor as a fire area boundary, a water suppression
system may be proposed to provide the fire area definition at
the hatchway.

The water curtain criteria is proposed to be met on el 185-ft by
a closed head sprinkler system south of column line R7. Except
for the decontamination room, the entire area south of R7 will
be sprinkled on this elevation.

On el 130-ft, the fire area separation criteria is proposed to
be met around the pipe chase area by a closed head sprinkler
system in the area just outside the main steam chase and in the
main steam chase labyrinth.

The possibility of an inadvertent actuation of the water curtain
has been investigated by Georgia Power Company (GPC). The
potential problems associated with such an incident include
local flooding, a backlog of water to be processed by radwaste,
and possible unit shutdown to complete radwaste processing of
the water. Since a closed head sprinkler system will reduce the
potential for inadvertent actuation, GPC intends to utilize a
closed head sprinkler design.

GPC has analyzed the impact of a closed head system with respect
to three concerns expressed by the Nuclear Regulatory Commission
(NRC) staff:

A. The ability of electrical cables to withstand elevated
temperatures prior to sprinkler head opening.

B. The effect of smoke on opposite train equipment.

C. The effect of smoke from the fire area on the ability
of plant operators to take required action in the
adjacent area.

4-18
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Regarding the effect of heat on the cables, the temperature at
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(''T The effect of smoke on opposite train ejuipment'will not be
'( / significant because the potentially sensitive equipment is

located in metal cabinets or is similar to equipment that is
part of the environmental qualification program under NRC I&E
Bulletin 79-01B. The smoke protection afforded by these

'

cabinets is substantial and is judged to be superior to that
which would be afforded by a radiant heat barrier which would be
employed in the wrapping alternative as proposed by the NRC
staff in the March 30, 1983, meeting.

,

The metal cabinets which house potentially sensitive equipment4

are not ' airtight; however, the cabinets do provide some barrier
to the passage of smoke. The cabinets are not fan ventilated,
but rely on convective flow with the air entering near the
bottom of the cabinet and exiting near thegtop.. The placement
of the cabinets on the floors will tend to' limit smoke intrusion
as most smoke will accumulate near the' ceilings. The equipment

i in the cabinets is not particularly sensi* ive to smoke. No
computer cards or similar equ'ipment is present. The pot'entially
sensitive electrical components are heavy duty switches,Icircuit
breakers, relays, motor controllers, and other equipment. While
smoke damage to such hetvy duty components is possible, the
likelihood of the, occurrence of such damage within the time
required to extinguish a fire and vent.the smoke is extremely<

small.

/~T The operator actions for plant shutdown following a fire in the
(_/ reactor building are primarily taken from the control room.

Those manual valve operations which may be required are either
,

not needed for a period of several hours after, unit trip or thei

manual action is taken#outside the reactor building. While GPC
acknowledges that obscuration 3due to smoke is a potential
problem, the portable smoke removal equipment already provided
as part of our response to APCSS'.9.5-1, Appendix A, will be
adequate for smoke' removal prior to entry in.to the area by an
operator. .} i,

Both acceptable a_lternatives ouilined by th,e NRC staf0 require>

the, utilization of an early warning fire detectiorr system (smoke'
detection [ Georgic Power Company proposes to installna partial
ea,rly warning fire detection system (smoke detection) pn the
153-f t elevation. The-system will cover the entire area covered
by 'the proposed sprinkler system and will include detch bors on4

both sides of the proposed ~ draft curtain. [

'A fire detection system 15 proposed for the two sprinklyred
areas of the torus room. The proposed system will extenda

throughout the sprinklered areas and into the N.E. diagonal.
3,

' Those circuits listed in paragraphs 4..l.5.3 and 4.1.6.3 as
requiring protection will be wrapped with a 1-h barrier
material. The wrapping will provide che required protection
.throughout the, analyzed. fire aret. The wrapping will extend

s

beyond the water curtain boundary of the fire area for a
' ,

!
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distance of 20 ft past the area boundary (column line R7).
Additionally, in the coverage area of the water curtain, all
safe-shutdown related circuits will be wrapped.

The following circuits will be rerouted in the reactor
building:

Component Circuit Present Location

E51-F007 R24-S012-ES4-M17 130 ft north of R7
E51-F007 R24-S012-ES8-C17K 130 ft and 158 ft north of R7
E51-F007 R24-S012-ES8-C17J 130 ft and 158 ft north of R7
E51-F007 R24-S012-ES8-C17 130 ft north of R7 3
E51-F007 R24-S012-ES8-C17H 130 ft and 158 ft north of R7

E41-F002 R24-S011-ES3-M75 130 ft south of R7
E41-F002 R24-5011-ES7-C75 130 ft south of R7
E41-F002 R24-S011-ES7-C75A 130 ft south of R7

B21-N026A H11-P603-ESO-C047 130 f t and 158 f t north of R7-

Reroute {ADj from the single penetration.,

Relocate control and transfer switches for E51-F007 from panel
C82-P002 to panel C82-P001 1

Relocate cables for E51-F007 from panel C82-PCO2 to panel C82-P001

4.1.5.5 Exe(^tions to Appendix R

An exemption from the separation criteria of paragraph III.G.2
of Appendix R is requested for the fire area boundary between
the north and south halves of the reactor building. The
proposed water curtain system and the proposed wrapping of both
safe shutdown trains in the water curtain portion of the floors
will assure that a fire in one area of the reactor building will
not affect the safe shutdown equipment in the other fire area.
Further, the proposed and existing early warning fire detection 3

systems will provide reasonable assurance that any fire will be
detected early and will be extinguished by prompt fire brigade
action.

The separation exemption also extends to el 185 ft. The
sprinkler system on el 185 ft will assure that any fire
propogating upward from the lower elevations or originating on
el 185 ft will not be able to cross from one half of the reactor
building to the other via the upper levels.

O
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walls on el 130 ft and 158 ft. These walls are at least 3 ft
(,. thick but are not presently rated due to the presence of

unsealed penetrations. The heavy walls and relatively small
penetrations ensure that a fire will not propogate past these
walls prior to its detection by the proposed detection systems.
Sealing these penetrations would not materially enhance fire
protection safety.

An exemption from the requirement of paragraph III.G.2 of
Appendix R for an area wide automatic fire suppression and
detection system for the reactor building is requested. The
relatively low combustible loading in the area poses only a
minimal fire hazard. Further, the presence of electrical
components and hydraulic control rod drive units that could be
damaged or disabled by inadvertent actuation of a water system
indicates that the installation of such a system throughout the
area would degrade overall plant safety,

o

O
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4.1.6 UNIT 1 REACTOR BUILDING SOUTH OF COLUMN LINE R7

0
4.1.6.1 Area Description

The south reactor building fire area was analyzed for fire
hazards as five fire zones, one for each level of the building
and two diagonal rooms on the lower level.

4.1.6.1.1 Working Floor el 158 ft and HVAC Room el 164 ft

This zone contains approximately 5200 ft of high bay floor2

area. (See figure 4-3.) Reactor protection system instrument
rack (H21-P005) and a remote shutdown panel (C82-P001) are
located in the zone. Division I cabling is routed through the
zone.

The east wall is noncombustible and separates the zone from the
outside. The south wall is a 3-h fire resistive wall separating
the zone from the adjacent motor generator (MG) set rooms. All
penetrations in the south wall have been sealed with silicone
foam to prevent the spread of smoke or flames. The west wall is
a 3-h fire resistive wall except for the blowout panels that are
installed to allow steam venting during a steam line break
accident.

hThe north boundary of the zone consists of the drywell, a
concrete shield wall south of the cleanup phase separators, an
existing sprinkler system in the HVAC room, and a proposed
sprinkler system along column line R7 between the RWCU pump room
and the east wall.

This zone is separated from the southwest stairwell enclosure by
a 3-h fire resistive barrier with a 3-h rated fire door on the
opening. A 20-ft square open equipment hatch location in the
southeast corner of the zone provides access to both el 130 ft
and 185 ft.

The combustible loading in the working floor of the zone
2consists of 13,635 Btu /ft for cable insulation and a

concentration of clean health physics supplies along the east
wall. The combustible loading for the HVAC room consists of

235,000 Btu /ft for cable insulation and 107,000 Btu /ft for
charcoal filters. A summary of this zone is contained in
table 4-5.

4.1.6.1.2 CRD Accumulators and Working Floor el 130 ft

This zone contains approximately 7500 ft of floor area. (See2

figure 4-4.) The zone contains Division I cables, Division I
CRD accumulators, Division I monitors and temperature recorders,
and safe-shutdown related MCCs (R24-S011, R24-S018A, and
R24-S018B).
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The west and south walls of the zone are constructed for 3-hs

- fire resistance and separate the zone from the control building
and Unit 2 reactor building, respectively. The east wall of the
zone consists of reinforced concrete walls which separate the
zone from the outside. The north boundary consists of the
drywell, the main steam chase, a proposed water curtain system
along column line R7, and a proposed water curtain system at the
main steam chase south entrance. Access to other levels of the
reactor building is provided through open stairways to el 87 ft
and 158 ft. In addition, a 20-ft square open equipment hatch to
upper levels of the reactor building is located in the southeast
corner of the zone and several ceiling level penetrations
communicate with the HVAC room on el 164 ft. The zone
communicates with the torus room through the open shafts of the
pipe penetration room and the main steam pipe chase on the east
and west sides of the zone, respectively.

The floor level of the eastern half of the zone is open and is
used as a laydown and working area. Seven-deep tray stacks of
Division I cabling are routed in trays along the south wall of
the zone. Most cabling in the east portion of the zone is
routed in conduit. Division II c abling in the east portion is
wrapped with a ceramic fiber blanket rated for 1-h fire
resistance. The combustible loading within the zone consists of

2105,262 Btu /ft for cable insulat..on. Clean health physics
_ materials are stored in the southwest corner of the zone. A() summary of this zone is contained in table 4-6.

4.1.6.1.3 Torus Poom Below el 130 ft

This zone contains approximately 6700 ft: of high bay area
surrounding the drywell below el 130 ft. (See figure 4-5.) The
ceiling height is approximately 40 ft. The zone contains the
safety-related pressure suppression chamber at el 87 ft which is
a relatively open area with adequate access throughout the
room. The intermediate level within the zone contains a grated
walkway around the drywell and is congested above the grated
walkway with safety-related piping and valves. Few cable trays
are located within the zone. Most safety-related cabling is
routed in conduit.

The zone is enclosed on three sides by reinforced concrete walls
which separate the zone from the corner rooms. Mechanical and
electrical penetrations in these walls are not all sealed. The
north boundary of the zone consists of the drywell and proposed
water curtain systems on the east and west side of the drywell.

The only personnel access to the zone is one small hatch on the
south side of the drywell on the el 130-ft working floor and
direct access from the north torus fire zone. The combustible
loading within the zone consists of cable insulation for a fire,s

j load of 47,968 Btu /ft2 A summary of this zone is contained
in table 4-7.
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4.1.6.1.4 Southeast Corner Room Below el 130 ft

This zone contains approximately 700 ft of congested floor2

area on each of three levels below el 130 ft. (See figure
4-5.) The zone contains one safety division of core spray pumps
and associated cabling and two essential RHR pumps.

Reinforced concrete walls enclose the zone and separate it from
the Unit 2 reactor building and the torus room. Electrical and
mechanical penetrations in the worthwest wall separating the
zone from the torus room are unsealed. Access from the el
130-ft working floor is provided through a single open stairwell
which serves as the only personnel access to the zone. The
combustible loading within the room consists of 61,803 Btu /fta

2for cable insulation and 9191 Btu /ft for lube oil (13.25 gal
in each of the three pumps).

4.1.6.1.5 Southwest Corner Room Below el 130 ft

This zone contains approximately 620 ft of congested floor
area on each of two levels below el 130 ft. (See figure 4-5.)
This zone contains the RCIC pump and turbine associated cabling
and emergency cooling units. Also located on the west wall of
the zone is the RCIC control panel.

The south and west walls of thic zone consist of 3-h rated fire
barriers separating the zone from the Unit 2 reactor building
and control building, respectively. The northeast wall consists
of reinforced concrete with unsealed penetrations in the wall
separating the zone from the adjacent torus room. Access to the
el 130-ft working floor is provided through a single open
stairway which opens into a stairway and elevator enclosure on
el 130 ft. The combustible loading within the zone consists of

2 253,937 Btu /ft for cable insulation and 1320 Btu /ft for the
5 gal of lube oil in the RCIC pump and turbine.

4.1.6.2 Fire Protection Systems

4.1.6.2.1 Working Floor el 158 ft

See paragraph 4.1.5.2.1.

4.1.6.2.2 CRD Accumulators and Working Floor el 130 ft

See paragraph 4.1.5.2.2.

O
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4.1.6.2.3 Torus Room Below el 130 ft

See paragraph 4.1.5.2.3.

4.1.6.2.4 Southeast Corner Room Below el 130 ft

See paragraph 4.1.5.2.4. .

4.1.6.2.5 Southwest Corner Room Below el 130 ft

Primary fire suppression capability consists of a wet pipe
sprinkler system installed at ceiling level to provide general
zone protection. Fire detection is provided by actuation of the
thermal elements on each individual sprinkler nozzle. Secondary
suppression capability consists of the standpipe system for use
by the fire brigade. Hose stations are provided for protection
of the zone. Floor drainage is provided; however, flooding is
not of concern for equipment within this zone.

4.1.6.3 Safe Shutdown Analysis

The south half of the reactor building primarily contains
components and cable of safe shutdown pathway 1. In the event
of a fire in the area (at any elevation) the loss of pathway 1

A-- components is assumed.

For a fire south of column line R7, pathway 2 will be used to
bring the reactor to cold shutdown. The following components
require protection and are located south of column R7.

130-ft elevation:

Raceway Circuit Component

ESS-II-3645 R44-S003-ES4-M01 R24-S018B
ESS-II-3648 R24-S018-ES8-C44 R24-S018B
ESS-II-3648 R25-S065-ES8-M09 R24-S018B
ESS-I-3838 H11-P657-ES9-C233 T48-N009A
ESS-I-3838 H11-P657-ES9-C234 T48-N009C

O
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Below 130-ft elevation:

Raceway Circuit Component

ESS-I-3838 H11-P657-ES9-C233 T48-N009A
ESS-I-3838 Hil-P657-ES9-C234 T48-N009C
H11-P657-ES9-C233 H11-P657-ES9-C233 T48-N009A
ESS-I-3835 H11-P657-ES9-C234 T48-N009C
ESS-I-3836 H11-P657-ES9-C234 T48-N009C

MCC R24-S018B is located south of R7 and contains safe shutdown
circuits.

4.1.6.4 Modification

See paragraph 4.1.5.4.

4.1.6.5 Exemptions to Appendix R

See paragraph 4.1.5.5. In addition to the exemptions listed in
paragraph 4.1.5.5, an exemption from the 3-h boundary
requirement is requested for the steam blowout panels in the
HVAC room. These panels are necessary to mitigate the
consequences of a steam line break accident. The removal of the
panels or installation of fire resistive coatings would degrade
overall plant sarety. Further, the sprinkler system in the HVAC hroom would limit any fire spread into the area from a turbine
building fire, so modifying the panels would not enhance overall
fire protection safety.

It should be noted as clarification that MCC R24-S018B is
located approximately 10 ft south of R7 and is a component in
the shutdown pathway generally located in the north end of the
reactor building. However, this MCC is contained within the
sprinklered area.

O
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[") 4.1.7 WEST de SWITCHGEAR ROOM - UNIT 1
-

4.1.7.1 Area Description

2This area contains approximately 300 ft of floor area on
el 130 ft. (See figure 4-1.) The area contains one division of
125/250 V-dc switchgear which is enclosed by a minimum 2-h rated
fire walls on the north, east, and south sides to separate the
area from the 600-V switchgear room and the control building
corridor. The west wall will be upgraded to 3-h fire resistance
and separates the area from the oil conditioner room. The
doorway opening on the south wall is provided with a 3-h rated
sliding fire door to separate the area from the control building
corridor. The single ventilation duct penetration through the
west wall is provided with a 3-h rated fire damper which is
designed to close automatically upon sensing high temperature
within the duct. The redundant division of de switchgear is
located in a separate enclosure on the same elevation. The

2combustible loading within the area consists of 47,520 Btu /ft
for cable insulation.

4.1.7.2 Fire Protection Systems

Early warning fire detection is installed at ceiling level to |
7_s
( provide prompt notification of a fire within the area. Primary'

'/ fire suppression capability for this area is provided by hose
reels for fire brigade use. In addition, CO hose stations are |2
provided for secondary protection of the area. In the event of
a single piping failure in the fire water supply system,
supplemental hose lines can be supplied from remote hose
stations located throughout the plant. Flooding is of no
concern for the area since electrical equipment is pad mounted
above floor level.

4.1.7.3 Safe Shutdown Analysis

For this zone it was assumed that all safe shutdown components
in pathway 1 were lost in a fire and pathway 2 components would
be used for cold shutdown. There are no pathway 2 components
located in this area that require protection.

4.1.7.4 Modifications

Upgrade wall between this area and the oil conditioner room to a
3-h barrier.

.<~N'
)

-
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4.1.7.5 Exemptions to Appendix R

Appendix R, paragraph III.G.2.A, requires a 3-h barrier between
redundant shutdown pathways. The north, east, and south walls
of this fire area have a minimum 2-h rated fire wall. An
exemption is requested for these walls based upon the very low
combustible loading inside the area.

O

O
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4.1.8 EAST de SWITCHGEAR ROOM - UNIT 1
.O

4.1.8.1 Area Description

2This area contains approximately 300 ft of floor area on
el 130 ft. (See figure 4-1.) The area contains one division of
125/250 V-dc switchgear and is enclosed by 3-h rated fire walls
on the east and south sides separating the area from the east
cableway and health physics area, respectively. The north and
west walls are rated for a minimum 2-h fire resistance and
separate the area from the 600-V switchgear and the control
building corridor, respectively. The doorway opening on the
west wall is provided with a 3-h rated sliding fire door. The
single ventilation duct penetration through the north wall is
provided with a 3-h rated fire damper which is designed to close
automatically upon sensing high temperature within the duct.
The redundant division of de switchgear is located in a separate
enclosure on the same elevation. The combustible loading within

2the area consists of 41,870 Btu /ft for cable insulation.

4.1.8.2 Fire Protection Systems

Early warning fire detection is installed at ceiling level to
provide prompt notification of a fire within the area. Primary

O fire suppression capability for this area is provided by the
hose reels for fire brigade use. In addition, CO hose stations2
are provided for secondary protection of the area. In the event
of a single piping failure in the fire water supply system,
supplemental hose lines can be supplied from remote hose
stations located throughout the plant. Flooding is of no
concern for the area since electrical equipment is pad mounted
above floor level.

4.1.8.3 Safe Shutdown Analysis

For this area it was assumed that all safe shutdown components
in pathway 2 were lost in a fire and pathway 1 components would
be used for cold shutdown. There are no pathway 1 components
located in this area that require protection.

4.1.8.4 Modifications

None.

O
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4.1.8.5 Exernptions to Appendix R

Appendix R, paragraph III.G.2.A, requires a 3-h barrier between
redundant shutdown pathways. The north and west walls of this
fire area have a minimum 2-h rated fire wall. An exemption is
requested for these walls based upon the very low combustible
loading inside the area.

O

O
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(} 4.1.9 EAST 600-V'SWITCHGEAR ROOM - UNIT 1

4.1.9.1. Area Description

2This area contains approximately 600 ft of floor area on
el 130 ft. (See figure 4-1.) This area contains one division
of 600-V switchgear. The area is enclosed on the north and east
by 3-h rated fire barriers separating the room from the Unit 1
condenser bay and east cableway, respectively. The west and
south walls are rated for a minimum 2-h fire resistance and
separate the area from the west 600-V switchgear room, east de
switchgear room and the 4160-V transformer room. The doorway
opening in the south wall is provided with a 3-h rated sliding
fire door to separate the area from the control building
corridor. Ventilation ducts penetrate the west and south
walls. Each duct penetration is provided with a 3-h rated fire
damper which is designed to close automatically upon sensing
high temperature within the duct. The combustible loading

8 for cablewithin the room consists of 21,384 Btu /ft
insulation.

4.1.9.2 Fire Protection Systems

Early warning fire detection is installed at ceiling level to |
_() provide prompt notification of fire conditions within the room.

The primary fire ruppression capability for this area is
provided by the hose reels for fire brigade use. In addition, |
CO hose stations are providad for secondary protection of the2
area. In the event of a single piping failure in the fire water
supply system, supplemental hose lines can be supplied from
remote hose stations located throughout the plant. Floor drains
are not provided for this area; however, flooding is of no
concern for the area.

4.1.9.3 Safe Shutdown Analysis

For this area it was assumed that all safe shutdown components
in pathway 2 were lost in a fire and pathway 1 components would
be used for cold shutdown. There are no pathway 1 components
located in this area that require protection.

4.1.9.4 Modifications

None.

O
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4.1.9.5 Exemptions to Aypendix R

OAppendix R, paragraph III.G.2.A, requires a 3-h barrier between
redundant shutdoin pathways. The west and south walls of this
fire area have a minimum 2-h rated fire wall. An exemption is
requested for these walls based upon the very low combustible
loading inside the area.

O
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4.1.10 OIL CONDITIONER ROOM - UNIT 1
(v}

4.1.10.1 Area Description

2The fire area contains approximately 2100 ft of open area on
el 130 ft (See figure 4-1). This room contains the
electrohydraulic and turbine lube oil reservoir and conditioner
equipment and is enclosed by reinforced concrete walls rated for
3-h fire resistance except the wall on the east side which is at
least 2-h fire resistant and is being upgraded to 3-h.
Personnel access to the room is provided through the opening in
the south wall which is provided with a sliding fire door of 3-h
fire resistance rating. The west wall of this area separates
the zone from the outside. The north wall separates the room
from the Unit 1 condenser bay. The east and south walls
separate this area from the safety-related switchgear rooms and
control building corridor, respectively. A metal equipment
hatch in the ceiling provides access to the turbine operating
floor on el 164 ft.

Ventilation ducts in the east wall are provided with 3-h rated
fire dampers which are designed to close automatically upon
sensing high temperature within the duct. A 1-in. hydrogen line
(enclosed by a 2-in. guard pipe) passes through the width of the
room near the west wall from the condenser bay into the control,,

(/) building corridor. The combustible loading within the area
\- consists of turbine lube oil (6400 gal in the oil reservoir and

895 gal in te oil conditioner) for a total fire loading of
558,006 Btu /ft2 In addition, approximately 895 gal of fire
retardant oil (flash point 455 F) is contained in the
electrohydraulic unit.

4.1.10.2 Fire Protection Systems

Primary fire suppression capbility within this area is provided
by the automatic sprinkler system installed throughout the
room. Actuation of the sprinkler system is through operation of
the individual thermal elements on each sprinkler nozzle.
Secondary suppression capability is provided by the standpipe
system for fire brigade use. Hose stations are provided for
protection of the zone. In the event of a single piping failure
in the fire water supply system, supplemental hose lines can be
supplied from remote hose stations located throughout the
plant. Floor drains for this room are blocked. Flooding is not
of concern for this zone, except as it relates to preventing the
spread of burning oil into the adjacent control building
corridor where both safety divisions of electric cabling are
routed. The concrete curb and ramp provided at the doorway is
approximately 18-in, high and is designed to contain all oil
within the room.,_

( )v
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4.1.10.3 r te shutdown Analysis

4.1.10.3.1 For this area, it was assumed that all safe shutdown
components in pathway 1 were lost in a fire and pathway 2
components would be used for cold shutdown. The pathway 2
systems which may be affected by a fire in this area are at
follows:

o Residual heat removal (RHR).

o Reactor recirculation system.

4.1.10.3.2 The following raceway, circuits, and affected
component must be protected or repaired to attain hot or cold
shutdown as listed below:

Component Circuits Raceways Required for

R24-S01ea R2s-s065-Ese-M02 Ess-11-477 Hot shutdown
R25-S065-ES8-M02

s

4.1.10.4 Modifications

Protect conduit ESS-II-477 with a 1-b barrier.

OThe wall between the oil conditioner room and the west de and
600-V switchgear rooms will be upgraded to 3-h fire resistance
construction.

4.2.10.5 Exemp_ tion to Appendix R
_

None.
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4.2 SAFE SHUTDOWN ANALYSES FOR UNIT 2

4.2.1 CONTROL BUILDING ANNUNCIATOR ROOM - UNIT 2

4.2.1.1 Area Description

2This area contains approximately 250 ft of area on el 130
ft. (See figure 4-1.) All four walls of this room are in 3-h
fire resistive barriers separating the area from the control
building corridor, health physics offices, and reactor
protection systems (RPS) rooms. The south wall contains
ventilation duct penetration which is provided with a 3-h rated
fire damper and a 3-h rated sliding fire door. The damper is
designed to close automatically upon sensing excessive heat.
The combustible loading within the room consists of cable

2insulation for a fire loading of 81,852 Btu /ft . A summary of
this area is contained in table 4-8.

4.2.1.2 Fire Protection Systems

Early warning fire detection is installed to provide prompt |
notification of fire conditions within the area. Fire
suppression capability for this area is provided by the

O standpipe system for fire brigade use. Hose stations are
provided for protection of the area.

In the event of a single piping failure in the fire water supply
system, supplemental hose lines can be supplied from remote hose
stations located through the plant. In addition, carbon dioxide
(CO2) hose reels are provided in the corridor near the room.
Flooding is of no concern for electrical equipment in this area
which is pad mounted above floor level.

A fire within this area could damage equipment and cabling
within the room but would not be expected to spread beyond the
area.

4.2.3.1 Safe Shutdown Analysis

4.2.1.3.1 For this area it was assumed that all of the safe
shutdown components of pathway 1 were lost in a fire and pathway
2 components would be used for shutdown. The pathway 2 system
which may be affected by a fire in this area is the residual
heat removal (RHR) system.

O
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4.2.1.3.2 The following raceway, circuit, and components of
pathway 2 must be protected:

Raceway Circui_t uomponent

2CVA801 EAE813MOS 2 Ell-N015B |
2 Ell-R603B

4.2.1.4 Modif_ications

Reroute circuit EAE813MOS to remove it from this area. |

4.2.1.5 Exemptions _to Append _ix_R

None.

O

,
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,'] 4.2.2 CONTROL BUILDING HEALTH PHYSICS AREA - UNIT 2
'

_

4.2.2.1 Area Description

This area contains approximately 3400 fta of floor area on el
130 ft. (See figure 4-1.) This area is subdivided using
noncombustible partitions into numerous offices and laboratories
for use by the health physics department. All walls of the area
are constructed for 3-h fire resistance and separate the area
from the control building corridors, RPS rooms, annunciator
rooma, and the east cableway of both units. The doorway opening
in the east wall is protected by a 3-h rated fire door.
Ventilation ducts which penetrate 3-h rated fire barriers are
provided with 3-h rated fire dampers designed to close
automatically upon sensing high temperature within the ducts.
Fire loading in the area consists of 5160 Btu /fta. A summary
of this area is contained in table 4-9.

4.2.2.2 Fire Protection Systems

Early warning fire detection is installed throughout the area to |
provide prompt notification of fire conditions within the area.
Fire suppression capability is provided by the standpipe system
for fire brigade use. Hose stations are provided for protection7_s

(' ) of the area. In the event of a single piping failure in the
- fire water supply system, supplemental hose lines can be

supplied from remote hose stations located throughout the
plant. In addition, two CO hose reels are provided in the2
corridor near this area. Floor drains are provided; however,
flooding is of no concern for equipment in this area.

4.2.2.3 Safe Shutdown Analysis

4.2.2.3.1 For this zone it was assumed that all of the safe
shutdown components of pathway 1 were lost in a fire and
pathway 2 would be used for shutdown. The pathway 2 systems
that may be affected by a fire are:

e Diesel generator 2C and power distribution.

e RilR .

(3
N - I
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e High pressure coolant injection (HPCI),

e Plant service water.

4.2.2.3.2 The following raceways, circuits, and components of
pathway 2 must be protected:

Raceway Circuit Component

2CQA801 R1E803C01 2R23-S004
2CQA801 R1E803E02 2R23-S004
2CQA801 R1E809C01 2R23-S004
2CQA801 R1E810C01 2R23-SOO4
2CQA801 RlE812C01 2R23-S004
2CRA801 EAE807M01 2R25-5002
2CRA801 EDE802M01 2R25-S002
2CRA801 EDE807M01 2R25-S002
2CRA801 EDE807M02 2R25-S002
2CRA801 PUE836C13 2P41-C001B
2CRA801 PUE856M01 2R25-S037
2CRA801 PUX817C05 2P41-F310
2CRA801 R1E803M01 2R25-S002
2CRA801 R1E827M01 2R25-S002

4.2.2.4 Modifications

The modifications proposed are the extension of the sprinkler
system in the corridor area to cover trays 2CQA801 and 2CRA801
and the extension of the cable chase sprinkler to cover tray
2CUA701.

4.2.2.5 Exemptions to Appendix R

An exemption is requested from the requirement of paragraph
III.G.2 of Appendix R for full area sprinkler coverage. The
existing and proposed sprinklers provide complete coverage for
the safe-shutdown related cables. The area is generally free of
combustibles except for the cable trays. The pathway 1 and
pathway 2 cables needed for safe shutdown will be neparated by
approximately 40 ft with sprinklers over the pathway 1 and
pathway 2 trays. Therefore, the installation of a full
sprinkler would not enhance fire protection safety.

O
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4.2.3 CONTROL BUILDING SWITCHGEAR HALLWAY - UNIT 2

4.2.3.1 Area Description

2This area contains approximately 400 ft of floor area on
el 130 ft. (See figure 4-1.) This corridor contains both

| safety divisions of electrical cabinets 2R25-S001 and 2R25-S002
(separated by approximately 15 ft). The east, west, and south
walls of the area are 2-h constructed, reinforced concrete with
3-h rated fire doors on the openings. These walls separate the
area from safety-related switchgear and transformer rooms. The
east portion of the north walls is reinforced concrete and
separates the area from the health physics offices. The west
portion of the north wall is open to the control building south
co.riior. The control building south corridor is equipped with
early warning fire detectors and a closed head area wide
sprinkler system which will act as a water curtain to separate
the control building switchgear hallway (pathway 2) from the
control building common corridor (pathway 1). The combustible
loading within the area consists of 333,799 Btu /ft for cable
insulation. A summary of this area is contained in table 4-10.y

4.2.3.2 Fire Protection Systems

/\

( >) Early warning fire detection is installed throughout the area
near the ceiling to provide prompt notification of fire'

conditions within the area. There is a closed head proaction
sprinkler system in the south end of the control building
corridor common just outside the switchgear hallway. Fire
suppression capability is provided by the standpipe system for
fire brigade use. Hose stations are provided for protection of
the area. In the event of a single piping failure in the fire
water supply system, supplemental hose lines can be supplied
from remote hose stations located throughout the plant. In
addition, two CO hose reels are provided for protection of this2
area. Floor drains are provided throughout the area; however,
flooding is of no concern.

4.2.3.3 Safe Shutdown Analysis

4.2.3.3.1 For this area it was assumed that all of the pathway
2 components were lost in a fire and pathway 1 components would
be used for shutdown. The pathway 1 system that may be affected
by a fire in this area is the instrument air system.

(3
>

is
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4.2.3.3.2 The pathway 1 raceway, circuit, and component that must be
protected are:

Raceway Circuit Component

2CSA701 EAE70lM01 2R25-S001
2CSA701 EBE701M01 2R25-S001
2CSA701 EEE701M01 2R25- S001
2CSA701 EEE718M01 2R25-S001

2E12009 BCE702M01 2R25-S001
2E12009 EEE703M01 2R25-S001
2E12009 NWX718M01 2R25-S001
2E12009 PME706M01 2R25-S001

2E12010 EAE701M01 2R25-S001
2E12010 EBE701M01 2R25-S001
2E12010 EEE701M01 2R25-S001
2E120lO EEE718M01 2R25-S001

2CTA701 EEE703M01 2R25-S001
2CTA701 NWX718M01 2R25-S001
2CTA701 PME706M01 2R25-S001

2E12406 RNE501M15 2R25-S001

O

O
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4.2.3.4 Modifi_ cations

Reroute circuits RNE501M15, PME706M01, NWX718M01, EEE718M01,
BCE702M01, EAE701M01, EBE701M01, EEE701M01, and EEE703M01 to
remove them from this zone.

The analog trip transmitter system (ATTS) modification design
calls for the installation of two new dc distribution cabinets
to supply power for the new ATTS cabinets. The two de
distribution panels presently located in the Unit 2 control
building switchgear hallway will be used to supply one division
of ATTS, and the two new cabinets will be used to supply the
redundant division of ATTS. These new cabinets will be located
in a separate area from the de switchgear hallway to meet the
separation requirements of Appendix R.

4.2.3.5 Exempt _ ions to Appendix R

Paragraph III.G.2 of Appendix R requires separation of redundant
safe shutdown cables and equipment by a fire barrier having a
3-h rating as fire area boundaries. The pathway 1 components in
the control building common corridor are separated from the
pathway 2 components located in the Unit 2 control building
switchgear hallway by the control building south corridor. This
corridor is 25 ft long and equipped with early warning fire |detectors and a closed head sprinkler system. The sprinkler
system will act as a water curtain between the pathway 1 and 2 |hcomponents and thus provides the required separation.
Therefore, an exemption from the requirement for a 3-h fire
rated barrier between fire areas is requested on the basis that
it will not enhance overall facility safety.

,
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4.2.4 CONTROL BUILDING OIL CONDITIONER ROOM - UNIT 2

4.2.4.1 A y Description

This fire area contains approximately 2100 ft of open area on
el 130 ft. (See figure 4-9.) The room contains the
electrohydraulic and turbine lube oil reservoir and conditioner
equipment and is enclosed by reinforced concrete walls or
masonry walls constructed for 3-h fire resistance, except for
the east wall which is at least 2-h rated. Personnel access to
the room is provided through the opening in the north wall on
which is installed a double leaf swinging fire door of 3-h fire
resistance. This door is provided with a ramp for maintenance
access. The ramp is approximately 18 in, high and is sized to
contain all oil within the room. The west wall of this area
separates the area from the outside. The south wall separates
this area from the Unit 2 condenser bay. The east and north
walls separate this room from the cafety-related switchgear
room, control building corridor, and control building heating,
ventilation, and air-conditioning (HVAC) room. A metal
equipment hatch in the ceiling provides access to the turbine
operating floor on el 164 ft.

Ventilation ducts in the north and east walls are provided with
3-h rated fire dampers which are designed to close automatically

O upon sensing high temperature within the duct. A 1-in. hydrogen
line (enclosed with a 2-in. guard pipe) passes through the width
of the room along the west wall from the condenser bay into the
control building corridor. The combustible loading within the
area consists of turbine line oil (6400 gal in the oil reservoir
and 895 gal in the oil conditioner) for a total fire loading of
558,006 Btu /ft . In cddition, approximately 795 gal of fire
retardant oil (flash point 445 F) is contained in the
electrohydraulic unit. A summary of this area is contained in

.

table 4-11.

I
t
'

4.2.4.2 Fire Protection Systems

; Primary fire suppression capability within this area is provided
i by the open head, deluge water spray system installed throughout
i the room to provide general area protection. Actuation of the
| deluge system is effected through the operation of the early |'

warning fire detection (pilot head system) installed in the |
| room. Secondary suppression capability is provided by the
i standpipe system for fire brigade use. Hose stations are

provided for protection of this area. In the event of a single
; piping failure in the fire water supply system, supplemental
! hose lines can be supplied from hose stations located throughout
i the plant. Floor drains provided for this room are blocked.
! Flooding is of no concern for this area, except as it relates to

( preventing the spread of burning oil into the adjacent control

.
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building corridor. The ramp provided at the doorway opening is
approximately 18 in. high and is designed to contain all oil
within the room. This ramp will prevent overflow due to the
water spray system and/or hose stream use for sufficient length
of time to extinguish the fire.

4.2.4.3 Safe Shutdown Analysis

4.2.4.3.1 For this area, it was assumed that all of the safe
shutdown components of pathway 1 were lost in a fire and pathway
2 components would be used for shutdown. The pathway 2 systems
that may be affected by a fire in this zone are:

o Plant service water.

e RHR system,

Diesel generator 2C and power feeds.o

Core spray system.e

4.2.4.3.2 The following raceways, circuits, and components of
pathway 2 must be protected:

Raceway Circuit Component

2E23313 RIE409M01 2R23-S004
2E23313 RIE412M01 2R23-S004
2E23298 PEE 802C08 2P41-F037C
2E23298 PUE805CO3 2P41-F316B
2E23294 EAE886CO8 2 Ell-COO 1D
2E23294 PUX817C04 2P41-F3102E23294 RIE803C03 2R23-S004
2E23294 RUE 803C05 Diesel Gen. 2C2E23294 RUE 804C04 Diesel Gen. 2C2E23294 RUE 805C04 Diesel Gen. 2C2E23294 RUE 807CO3 Diesel Gen. 2C
2E23294 RUE 813CO3 Diesel Gen. 2C
2E23294 RUE 829CO2 Diesel Gen. 2C2E23290 EAE388C07 2E11-COO 2B
2E23290 EFE807M03 2 Ell-F201B/D2E23290 PEE 802C06 2 Ell-F204D E2E23290 RHE802CO3 2R22-S007 [2E23290 EBE802C17 2E21-COOlB
2E23290 EBE802C19 2E21-C001B
2E23290 EBE821C04 2E21-COOlB
2E23287 EAE884C08 2 Ell-COOlB
2E23287 EAE884C09 2E11-COOlB
2E23287 RUE 811CO2 Diesel Gen. 2C
2E23287 RUE 819CO2 Diesel Gen. 2C
2E23287 RUE 821Pll Diesel Gen. 2C
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.g] Raceway Circuit
.

' Component
7

V -
#2E23312 RHE202M02 2R23-S004

2E23299 IPUXO44C04 2P41-N303B
2E23289 / EAE888C08| t 2 Ell-COO 2B

'2E23289 PUE836C12 2P41-COO 1B ''
i ,

2E23289 T RUE 801COS ' Diesel Gen. 2C -
'

'2E23295 eEAE886C09 2E11-COO 1D'

'#2E23295 PUE814CO3 ,2P41-F303B
2E23295 PUE856CO2 ; '2P41-F339B
2E23295 RUE 821F05 Diesel Gen. 2Cg

2R23-S004 | _ ,r,2E23297 RIE803E03 r

2E23297 RUE 821P13 Diesel' Gen. 2C B
|

.9 <
,

4.2.4.3.3 The following raceways are, required for shutdown and
are embedded in concrete, therefore further protection is not
required.

2E23313
2E23298
2E23294 ,/_ p- 7, ,

-
, ,

2E23290 -

<

' $ ," / 2E23287' ',/ '

2E23312 '

2E23299i
j

' 2E23289
s 2E23295

' 2E23297 /,

.

4.2.4.4 Modifications y g,

|

The wall betheen the oil conditioner. room and the west de and.
#'600-V switchgear rooms will be upgraded to a 3-h fire resistance

'

construction. ,~

/ .'4.2.4.5 Exemption to Appendix R ,
i

'

| , e
! None.
1 ( ,
I

1

),j-
'

' t
. re
; , , .

,

i
'

/ i

: O
w .

| ,
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~
. 2. 5 CONTROL BUILDING STATION BATTERY ROOMS 2B AND 2A - UNIT 2

0
4.2.5.1 Area Descrip_ tion

2Battery room 2B contains approximately 900 ft of floor area
on el 112 ft. (See figure 4-2.) The room contains one safety
division of station batteries and is enclosed on all four sides
by reinforced concrete walls constructed for 3-h fire
resistance. The single doorway opening is provided with a
watertight door. Two ventilation ducts penetrate the east wall
of the room. Each duct penetration is provided with a 3-h rated
fire damper which is designed to close automatically upon
sensing high temperature within the duct. No penetrations exist
in the west wall, which separates the area from station battery
room 2A. Electrical cables within the room are installed in
conduit. The combustible loading consists of a maximum of 3.60

2Btu /f t /h for hydrogen gas, 2450 Btu /ft for battery
2casings, and 26,184 Btu /ft for cable insulation. A summary

of this zone is contained in table 4-12.

Battery room 2A is similar to 2B but opposite train.

4.2.5.2 Fire Protection System _s.

Early warning fire detection is installed at the ceiling to
provide prompt detection of fire conditions in the room. The
forced air ventilation system is designed to prevent explosive
concentration of hydrogen gas within the room. Failure of the
normal ventilation system power in the area is designed to
initiate an alarm in the control room.

Suppression capability for a fire in this room is provided by
the standpipe system for fire brigade use. Hose stations are
provided for protection of area. In the event of a single
piping failure in the fire water supply system, supplemental
hose lines can be supplied from remote hose stations located
throughout the plant. Floor drains are provided for this room;
however, flooding is of no immediate concern for this area,
since all batteries are located in racks with tops of batteries

|approximately 9 ft above floor level. In addition, curbing is
provided on the doorway opening, and a watertight door is
installed.

4.2.5.3 Safe Shutdown Analysis

4.2.5.3.1 For room 2B it was assumed that all of the safe
shutdown components of pathway 2 were lost in a fire and pathway
1 components were used for shutdown. No pathway 1 components
require protection from a fire in room 2B. For room 2A the
converse case was analyzed. No pathway 2 components require hprotection from a fire in room 2A.
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- 4.2.5.4 Modifications

None.

'4

4.2.5.5 Exemptions to Appendix R

Appendix R, paragraph III.G.2.A, requires a 3-h barrier between
redundant shutdown paths. The single doorway in each area
contains'a watertight door instead of a fire rated door.
Replacing'these doors with fire rated doors would degrade plant
safety as the watertight doors are necessary to protect the l

station batteries from circulating water flood. Therefore, an
exemption from the requirement of paragraph III.G.2.A is
requested for the watertight doors.

O

O
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4.2.6 UNIT 2 REACTOR BUILDING NORTH OF COLUMN LINE R19

0
4.2.6.1 Area Description

The reactor building is divided into two fire areas. The
dividing line is approximately along column line R19. The areas
are separated from each other by a combination of rated fire
walls, the drywell, and a proposed water curtain system. The
north fire area was analyzed for fire hazards as five fire
zones, one for each level of the building, and the two diagonal
rooms on the lower level.

4.2.6.1.1 Working Floor el 158 ft

This zone contains approximately 4300 fta of floor area (see |figure 4-6). There are pathway 1 components in the northwest
Ipart of this elevation and pathway 1 cabling throughout the

elevation.

The east wall is noncombustible and separates the zone from the
outside. The north wall is a noncombustible 3-h fire resistive
barrier separating the zone from the adjacent motor generator
(MG) set rooms. All penetrations in the north wall have been
sealed with silicone foam to prevent the spread of smoke or
flames. The west walls consist of 3-h fire resistive barrier
separating the zone from the HVAC room. The south boundary
consists of the drywell, a concrete wall north of the cleanup
phase separators, and a proposed sprinkler system along column
line R19 between the reactor water cleanup (RWCU) pumproom and
the east wall of the area.

A 20-ft square open equipment hatch is located in the northeast
corner of the zone and provides access to both el 130 ft and 185
ft.

The combustible loading in the laydown and working floor of the
zone consists of 34,367 Btufft: for cable insulation. Clean
health physics supplies are located along the east wall. A
summary of this zone is contained in table 4-13.

4.2.6.1.2 Control Rod Drive (CRD) Accumulators and Working
Floor el 130 ft

This zone contains approximately 7500 ft of high bay area.2

(See figure 4-7.) This zone contains one safety division of the
CRD accumulators and monitors. The floor level of the eastern
half of the zone is open and is used as a laydown and working
area. The ceiling level of the north portion of the zone
contains several levels of cable trays containing Division I
cables. Except for the northwest corner of the zone described
in the following sentence, Division I and II cable trays are
separated by a minimum of 40 ft. The small quantity of
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/"N Division II cabling located in the northwest corner of the zone
(_)i is installed in conduit or is wrapped with fire retardant

ceramic fiber blankets designed to provide 1-h fire resistance
rating to separate it from the Division I cabling in the area.

Remote shutdown panels 2H21-Pl73 and 2C82-P001 are located in
the northwest corner of the zone along the west wall. In
addition, both safety divisions of the low pressure coolant
injection (LPCI) motor control centers (2R24-sol 8A and B) are
located on the east side of the zone. Division I cabling for
this motor control center is located in an open tray directly
above the unit. Cabling for Division II is in conduit or is
wrapped with ceramic. fiber blanket material designed to provide
1-h fire resistance.

Both safety divisions of the low pressure coolant injection
(LPCI) motor control centers (MCCs) (2R24-SO18A and B) are
located on the east side of the zone. Division I cabling for
this MCC is located in an open tray directly above the unit.
Cabling for Division II is in conduit or is wrapped with ceramic
fiber blanket material designed to provide 1-h fire resistance.

Tne west and north walls of the zone are constructed for 3-h
fire resistance and separate the zone from the control building
and Unit 1 reactor building, respectively. The entire east wall
of the zone consists of a reinforced concrete wall which .

[ \ separates the zone from the outside. The south boundary of the
\- area consists of the main steam chase, the drywell, and a

proposed water curtain system along column line R19.

Access to the el 87-ft corner rooms is provided through two open
stairways and to el 158 ft through an open stairway in the
northwest corner of the zone. In addition, a 20-ft square
equipment hatch that is open to upper levels of the reactor
building is located in the northeast corner of the zone.

The combustible loading within the zone consists of cable
insulation for a fire loading of 116,167 Btu /fta. A summary
of this zone is contained in table 4-15.

1

4.2.6.1.3 Torus Room Below el 130 ft

2This zone contains approximately 6700 ft of high bay area
surrounding the drywell below el 130 ft. (See figure 4-8.) The
zone contains the safety-related pressure suppression chamber at
el 87 ft which is a relatively open area with adequate access
throughout the room. In addition, the zone contains cabling for
two RHR pumps along the east wall of the room (one pump from
each corner room). The intermediate level within the zone
contains a grated walkway around the drywell and is congested
above the grated walkway with safety-related piping, valves, and

--) safety-related cabling in trays. The zone also includes the
main steam pipe chase on el 130 ft and 158 ft.
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The north end of this zone is enclosed by reinforced concrete
walls which separate the zone from the two corner rooms.
Mechanical and electrical penetrations in these walls are not
all sealed. The south boundary of the zone consists of the
drywell and proposed water curtain systems on the east and west
sides of the drywell at approximately column line R19. The only |
personnel access to the zone consists of one small hatch on the
north side of the drywell on el 130 ft and direct access from
the south torus fire zone. The combustible loading within the
zone consists of cable insulation for a fire loading of 50,631
Btu /fta. A summary of this zone is contained in table 4-16.

4.2.6.1.4 Northeast Corner Room Below el 130 ft

2This zone contains approximately 700 ft of congested floor
area on each of four levels below el 130 ft. (See figure 4-8.)
The zone contains one safety division of core spray pumps and
associated cabling and two safety-related RHR pumps.

Reinforced concrete walls enclose the zone and separate it from
the torus room and the Unit I reactor building. Electrical and
mechanical penetrations in the southwest wall separating the
zone from the torus room are unsealed. Access to the el 130-ft
working floor is provided through a single open stairwell which
serves as the only personnel access to the zone. The

2combustible loading within the room consists of 29,300 Btu /ft
for cable insulation and 9191 Btu /ft for lube oil (13.25 gal |2

in each of the three pumps).

4.2.6.1.5 Northwest Corner Room Below el 130 ft

2This zone contains approximately 620 ft of congested floor
area on each of two levels below el 130 ft. (See figure 4-8).
This zone contains the reactor core isolation cooling (RCIC)
pump and turbine and associated cabling and emergency cooling
units. The north and west walls of this zone consist of 3-h
rated fire barriers separating the zone from the Unit I reactor
building and control building, respectively. The southeast wall
consists of reinforced concrete with unsealed penetrations in
the wall which separates the zone from the adjacent torus room.

Access to the el 130-ft working floor is provided through a
single open stairway which provides the only personnel access to
the zone. The combustible loading within the zone consists of

239,067 Btu /ft for cable insulation and 660 Btu /ft for the
2 1/2 gal of lube oil in the RCIC pump and turbine.

O
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('} 4.2.6.2 Fire Protection Systems
V

4.2.6.2.1 Working Floor el 156 ft

Fire suppression capability within the zone consists of the
standpipe system for fire brigade use. Hose stations are
provided for protection of the zone. In the event of a single
piping failure in the fire water supply system, supplemental
hose lines can be supplied from remote hose stations located
throughout the plant. Floor drains are provided for this zone;
however, flooding is not of concern for equipment in this zone
due to the large floor area and open stairway. The relative
open nature of the zone and the open stairwell and equipment
hatch would assist in general smoke dilution, if necessary.

4.2.6.2.2 CRD Accumulators and Working Floor el 130 ft

Early warning fire detection is installed at ceiling level to |
provide prompt notification of fire conditions throughout the
zone. Fire suppression capability is provided by the standpipe
system for fire brigade use. Hose stations are provided for
protection of the zone. In the event of a single piping failure
in the fire water supply system, supplemental hose lines can be
supplied from remote hose stations located throughout the~'
plant. The large volume of the zone and existence of the open
equipment hatch and open stairwells would assist in general
smoke dilution if necessary.

4.2.6.2.3 Torus Room Below el 130 ft

Fire suppression capability consists of the standpipe system for
fire brigade use. Hose stations are provided for protection of
the zone. In the event of a single piping failure in the fire
water supply system, supplemental hose lines can be supplied
from remote hose stations located throughout the plant. Floor
drains are provided; however, flooding is not of concern for
this zone. Excessive water in this zone would not affect other
areas since the only access is from el 130 ft.

4.2.6.2.4 Northeast Corner Room Below el 130 ft

Fire suppression capability is provided by the standpipe system
for fire brigade use. Hose stations are provided for protection
of the zone. In the event of a single piping failure in the
fire water supply system, supplemental hose lines can be
supplied from remote hose stations located throughout the
plant. Floor drains are provided; however, flooding is not of
concern for the RHR and core spray pumps in the zone since they

- () are mounted on concrete pads above floor level.
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4.2.6.2.5 Northwest Corner Room Below el 130 ft

Primary fire suppression capability consists of an automatic
sprinkler system installed at ceiling level to provide general
zone potection. Detection of fire within the zone is provided
by actuation of the thermal elements on each individual
sprinkler nozzle. Secondary fire suppression capability
consists of the standpipe system for use by the fire brigade.
Hose stations are provided for protection of the zone. In the
event of a single piping failure in the fire watcr supply
system, supplemental hose lines can be supplied from remote hose
stations located throughout the plant. Floor drains are
provided within the zone; however, flooding is not of concern
for equipment within this zone.

4.2.6.3 Safe Shutdown Analysis

4.2.6.3.1 The north half of the reactor building primarily
contains components and cables of safe shutdown pathway 1. In
the event of a fire in the area (at any elevation) the loss of
the pathway 1 components is assumed. Pathway 2 will be utilized
for shutdown after such a fire.

The pathway 2 systems that may be affected by a fire in this
area are:

Oe Drywell air system.

e Reactor pressure vessel (RPV) level system.

e Safety Relief Valves (S/RVs)

e HPCI

e RHR.

e Plant service water.

4.2.6.3.2 The following pathway 2 raceways, circuits, and
components must be protected: "

Raceway Circuit Component

2RDA901 BAX902C01 2B21-N027
2RDA902 BAX902C01 2B21-NO27
2MR2963 BAX902C01 2B21-N027

9
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) Raceway Circuit Component

(' '/\_
2E17040 EDE311M03 2E41-FOO2
2E17041 EDE711C10 2E41-FOO2
2E17041 EDE711C11 2E41-FOO2
2E17042 EDE711C11 2E41-F002

2E26992 PUE836C09 2P41-COO 1B
2E26992 PUE836M02 2P41-COO 1B

2RDA705 EDE703C01 HPCI system
2RDA705 EDE703CO2 HPCI system
2RDA706 EDE703C02 HPCI system
2RDA706 EDE703C01 HPCI system
2RDA706 BCE704CO2 ADS
2RDA706 BCE707CO2 ADS

|1|3
2MR2049 TGX307M01 2T48-F027

2MR2546 TGX311M02 2T48-F026

2RAA901 BAX902C01 2B21-NO27
2RAA902 BAX902C01 2B21-NO27

2RAB701 EDE703CO3 HPCI system
2RAB702 EDE703CO3 HPCI system

( ) 2RAB703 EDE703CO3 HPCI system

2RBL804 EAE851M02 2E11-F024B
2RBL804 EAE851CO2 2E11-F024B
2RBL804 EAE851C04 2E11-FO24B
2RBL805 EAE851MO2 2E11-F0243
2RBL805 EAE851CO2 2E11-F024B
2RBL805 EAE851C04 2E11-F024B

2RCA701 TGX711C01 2T48-F026
2RCA701 TGX711CO2 2T48-F026
2RCA702 TGX711C01 2T48-F026
2RCA703 TGX711CO2 2T48-F026

2RDA706 EDE703CO2 HPCI system
2RDA706 EDE703C01 HPCI system

,

O
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Raceway Circuit Component

2RDA707 BCE704CO2 ADS
2RDA707 BCE707CO2 ADS

2RDA707 EDE703C01 HPCI system
2RDA707 EDE703CO2 HPCI system

2RDA708 BCE702C05 ADS
2RDA708 BCE702C07 ADS
2RDA708 BCE704C02 ADS
2RDA708 BCE707CO2 ADS
2RDA709 BCE702C05 ADS
2RDA709 BCE702C07 ADS
2RDA709 BCE704CO2 ADS
2RDA709 BCE707CO2 ADS
2RDA710 BCE702C05 ADS
2RDA710 BCE702C07 ADS
2RDA710 BCE704CO2 ADS
2RDA710 BCE707CO2 ADS

2RDA708 EDE703C01 HPCI system
2RDA708 EDE703C02 HPCI system
2RDA710 EDE703C01 EPCI system
2RDA710 EDE703CO2 HPCI system
2RDA709 EDE703C01 HPCI system
2RDA709 EDE703C02 HPCI system

O2RDA901 BAX902C01 2B21-N027

2RDC701 BCE704CO2 ADS
2RDC701 BCE707CO2 ADS

2REE3Ol TGX307M01 2T48-F027
1|3

2RLA701 BCE702C05 ADS
2RLA701 BCE702C07 ADS

2RNE701 TGX707C01 2T48-F027
2RNE701 TGX707CO2 2T48-F027
2RNE701 TG:(711C01 2T48-F026
2RNE701 TGX/11CO2 2T48-F026

2E25326 EDE616M05 2E41-F006
2E25326 EDE616M06 2E41-F006
2E25445 EDE818C05 2E41-F008
2E25401 EDE802C30 2E41-N015A

O
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' \ ])
(~ 4.2.6.4 Modifications

A. Raceways 2E26992, 2RBL804, and 2RBL805 will be
|1|3protected with a 1-h fire barrier. u

B. Relocate instrument circuits of 2B21-N027 to pathway 2
side of reactor building.

C. Reroute HPCI Division I circuits in conduit and wrap
other than the ones being rerouted by the installation
of ATTS.

D. Relocate control and power of HPCI valve 2E41-F002 to
2R24-SollA.

E. Install a fire suppression system over panel |32C82-P001B. m

F. Remove power at valves 2T48-F026 and F027

G. Relocate circuits EDE703C01 and EDE703CO2.

|1|3
H. Waterproof switches of panel 2C82-P001B.

I. During the investigation of the Appendix R rule it was
determined that the safety / relief valves (S/RVs) of

\ the ADS system were required for pathways 1 and 2. In
this area it was found that the circuits controlling'

r all of the S/RVs located in the drywell were routed
through a single penetration such that a single fire
could affect all the S/RVs; i.e., the ones required
for pathways 1 and 2. This problem will be resolved
when the installation of the low-low set relief valve
logic is completed per the requirements of the Mark I
long-term program. This logic modification, which is
being installed with the AT13 system, will separate
out two S/RVs from the remaining nine, thus providing
the necessary separation required by Appendix R and
meeting the requirement of having separate and
distinct active pathway components.

J. Install a fire suppression system on the east side of
el 185 ft, el 158 ft, el 130 ft, and el 87 ft and on
the west side of el 185 ft, el 130 ft, and el 87 ft. 3
See paragraph 4.1.5.4 for a description of the extent
of these systems.
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K. Protect the following raceways within the water
curtain area with a 1-h fire rated barrier: 2E25326,
2E25327, 2E25445, 2E16800, 2E16801, 2E15321, 2E15322,
2E15320, 2E15323, 2E15324, 2E15325, 2E15357, 2E15348,
2E25353, 2E25352, and 2E15345.

L. Install a partial early warning fire detection system
on el 158 ft (east side) and on el 87 ft (east and
west sides). See paragraph 4.1.5.4 for a description
of the extent of these systems.

M. Install a fire suppression system on el 185 ft north
of column R19.

N. Deleted.
3

O. Relocate cables for 2E51-F007 from 2C82-P001B to
2C82-P001A.

P. Upgrade and extend the existing missile shield around
and behind panels 2C82-P001A and 2C82-P001B to provide
a more effective fire resistant barrier. Install a
partition between panels 2C82-P001A and 2C82-P001B
from the rear of the panels to the barrier. 1

Q. Install a halon system (or equivalent) with 2C82-P001A
and 2C82-P001B.

OR. Install a fire detection system within 2C82-P001A and
2C82-P001B.

4.2.6.5 Exemptions to Appendix R

An exemption from the separation criteria of paragraph III.G.2
of Appendix R is requested for the fire area boundary between
the north and south halves of the reactor building. The
proposed water curtain system and the proposed wrapping of both
safe shutdown trains in the water curtain portion of the floors
will assure that a fire in one area of the reactor building
will not affect the se.fe-shutdown equipment in the other fire
area. Further, the proposed existing fire and smoke detection
system will provide reasonable assurance that any fire will be
detected early and will be extinguished by prompt fire brigade
action.

An exemption from the requirement of paragraph III.G.2 of
Appendix R for an area wide automatic fire suppression and
detection system for the reactor building is requested. The
relatively low combustible loading in the area poses only a
minimal fire hazard. Further, the presence of electrical
components and hydraulic CRD units that could be damaged or
disabled by inadvertent actuation of a water system indicates
that the installation of such a system throughout the area
would degrade overall plant safety.
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,

L An exemption is requested for the separation criteria of
paragraph III.G.2 of Appendix R for the substantial concrete
shield walls on 130 ft and 158 ft. These walls are at least 3
ft thick but are not presently fire rated due to the presence of
unsealed penetrations. The heavy walls and relatively small
penetration ensure that fire will not proprogate past these
walls prior to its detection by the proposed detection systems.
Sealing these penetrations would not materially enhance fire
protection safety.

An exemption is requested for the separation criteria of
paragraph III.G.2 of Appendix R for the non-fire rated barrier
between panels 2C82-POO1A and 2C82-P001B which are located
adjacent to each other. The addition of the barrier around the
panels together with the fire suppression and detection systems
installed within the panels as well as in the surrounding area
greatly reduces the probability of a fire damaging both
pathway 1 and pathway 2 components in panels 2C82-P001A and
2C82-P001B respectively. The walls of the panels provide a
degree of separation between the pathway 1 and pathway 2
components. Therefore, the addition of a rated barrier would
not greatly enhance plant safety.

O

.

O
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4.2.7 UNIT 2 REACTOR BUILDING SOUTH OF COLUMN LINE R19

4.2.7.1 Area Description

The south half of the reactor building was analyzed for fire
hazards as eight fire zones, one for each level of the building,
the HVAC room on el 164 ft, two corner rooms and the HPCI room
below el 130 ft, and the upper elevations (185 ft and above).

4.2.7.1.1 Working Floor el 158 ft

This zone contains approximately 4300 fta of floor area. This
elevation contains the open working floor. Division II cable
trays are located only in the southeast corner of the zone. The
safe shutdown cabling is separated by a clear space of
approximately 50 ft. All safe shutdown cables in the eastern
portion of the zone are installed in conduit.

The east half of the south wall is noncombustible and separates
the zone from the outside.

The west wall consists of a 3-h fire rated barrier and separates
the zone from the HVAC room. The west half of the south wall is
a 3-h fire resistive barrrier separating the zone from the
adjacent radwaste building. The zone is separated from the RWCU g
regenerative heat exchangers in the southwest corner of the zone W
by reinforced concrete walls. The north boundary consists of
the drywell, a concrete shield wall north of the RWCU cleanup
phase separators, and a proposed sprinkler system. (See
paragraph 4.2.6.1.1.)

An open stairwell in the southeast corner of the zone provides
access to both el 130 ft and el 185 ft.

The combustible loading in the laydown and working floor of the
2zone consists of 34,367 Btu /ft for cable insulation. Clean

health physics supplies are located along the east wall. A
summary of this zone is contained in table 4-13.

4.2.7.1.2 HVAC Room el 164 ft

This room contains approximately 1800 ft: of floor area on el
164 ft. (See figure 4-6.) This zone contains safety-related
chiller units and associated cabling for the reactor building
ventilation system and one safety division of cabling for steam
leak detection system, CRD hydraulic system, remote shutdown and
primary containment isolation systems, reactor core isolation
cooling (RCIC) system, and drywell and torus pressurization.
The zone also contains both safety divisions of cabling for the
RHR and main steam isolation valve (MSIV) leakage control
systems, reactor building ventilation, standby gas treatment,
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O and drywell cooling system. Redundant safety divisions of
cabling are separated by a minimum of 3 ft horizontally or are
separated by barriers. In addition, the room contains one
safety division of various instrument racks and 7.CCs.

-The north wall of this zone consists of substantial, reinforced
concrete with a 3-h fire door on the doorway opening which
provides access to the reactor building stairwell. The west
wall consists of a 3-h fire resistive barrier separating the
zone from the control and turbine buildings. The south wall of
the room consists of a substantial reinforced concrete wall
constructed for 3-h fire resistance which separates the zone
from the radwaste building. The east wall of the room consists
of a 3-h constructed, reinforced concrete wall separating the
zone from the el 158-ft working floor. The combustible loading

2within the zone consists of 34,335 Btu /ft from cable
insulation. A summary of this zone is contained in table 4-14.

4.2.7.1.3 CRD Accumulators and Working Floor el 130 ft

2This zone contains approximately 7500 ft of high bay area.
(See figure 4-7.) This zone contains one safety division of the

'

CRD accumulators and monitors. The floor level of the eastern
half of the zone is open and is used as a laydown and working

- area. The ceiling level of the south portions of the zone
- contains several levels of cable trays containing Division II

cabling.

The west wall $f the zone is constructed for 3-h fire resistance
and separate the zone from the control building. 'The west half
of the south wall is constructed for 3-h fire resistance and
separates the zone from the radwaste HVAC room. The remainder
of the south wall and the entire east wall of the zone consist
of reinforced concrete walls which separate the zone from the
outside. The boundary of the area consists of the main steam
chase, the drywell, and a proposed water curtain system along
column line R19.

Access to the el 87-ft corner rooms is provided through two open
stairways and to el 158 ft through an open stairway in the
southeast corner of the zone.

The combustible loading within the zone consists of cable
insulation for a fire loading of 116,167 Btu /ft'. A summary
of this zone is contained in table 4-15.

4.2.7.1.4 Torus Room Below el 130 ft

This zone contains approximately 6700 ft* of high bay area
surrounding the drywell below el 130 ft. (See figure 4-8.) The

O zone contains the safety-related pressure-suppression chamber at
el 87 ft which is a relatively open area with adequate access
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through the room. In addition, the zone contains cabling for
two RHR pumps along the east wall of the room (one pump from
each corner room). The intermediate level within the zone
contains a grated walkway around the drywell and is congested
above the grated walkway with safety-related piping, valves, and
safety-related cabling in trays. The zone includes the area
designated as drywell access (pipe penetration room) on el 130
ft which contains both safety divisions of RHR injection
valves.

The south end of the zone is enclosed by reinforced concrete
walls which separate the zone from the two corner rooms.
Mechanical and electrical penetrations in these walls are not
all sealed. The north boundary of the zone consists of the
drywell and the proposed water curtain systems on the east and
west sides of the drywell at approximately column line R19. The I
only personnel access to the zone consists of one small hatch on
the south side of the drywell on el 130 ft and direct access
from the north torus fire zone. The combustible loading within
the zone consists of cable insulation for a fire load of 50,631
Btu /ft A summary of this zone is contained in table 4-16.

4.2.7.1.5 Southeast Corner Rocm Below el 130 ft

This zone contains approximately 700 ft of congested floor
area on each of four levels below el 130 ft. (See figure 4-8.)
The zone contains one safety division of core spray pumps and hassociated cabling and two safety-related RHR pumps.

Reinforced concrete walls surround the zone and separate it from
the HPCI room and the torus room. Electrical and mechanical
penetrations in the northwest wall are unsealed. The core spray
and RHR pumps are located on el 87 ft with considerable
quantities of mechanical piping, valves, electrical cables, and
chi lle rs located on three grated floor levels at el 99 ft, 108
f t, and 118 ft.

Access to the el 130-ft working floor is provided through a
single open stairway which serves as the only personnel access
to the zone. The combustible loading within the zone consists

2 2of 58,600 Btu /ft for cable insulation and 9191 Btu /ft for
lube oil (13.25 gal in each of the three pumps).

4.2.7.1.6 Southwest Corner Room Below el 130 ft

2This zone contains approximately 700 ft of floor area on each
of three levels below el 130 ft. (See figure 4-8.) This zone
contains the safety-related CRD pumps, associated cabling, and
chillers on the intermediate level at el 108 ft. The south and
west walls of the zone consist of 3-h rated fire barriers
separating the zone from the radwaste building and turbine

I
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/~' building, respectively. The northeast wall is a reinforced
concrete barrier with unsealed wall penetrations between this
zone and the torus room. Access to the el 130-ft working floor
is provided through an open stairwell which provides the only
personnel access to the zone. The combustible loading within
the zone consists of 39,067 Btu /ft for cable insulation and2

less than 2 gal of lube oil in each of the CRD pumps for an
2additional 468 Btu /ft .

4.2.7.1.7 HPCI Room Below el 130 ft

This room contains approximately 1700 ft of high bay area on2

el 87 ft. (See figure 4-8.) The room contains the HPCI and
associated cabling. The only personnel access to this zone is
through the 3-h rated fire door and airlock in the northeast
corner of the room on el 118 ft. The south and west walls of
this room are rated for 3-h fire resistance and separate the
area from the radwaste building. The east and north walls
consist of reinforced concrete barriers separating the room from
the outside and southeast corner of the reactor building,
respectively. Electrical and mechanical penetrations in the
north wall are unsealed. The combustible loading within the
area consists of 155 gal of lube oil in the HPCI pump and
turbine (14,800 Btu /f tr ) and cable insulation (9322 Btu /ft )2

for a total fire loading of 24,122 Btu /fta,

4.2.7.1.8 Upper Levels Above el 185 ft

Elevation 185 ft contains approximately 11,000 ft2 of
relatively open area. (See figure 4-16.) The zone contains
nonessential equipment systems including the RWCU equipment and
sample systems, the fan room for the reactor building air supply
system, the decontaulnation room, and a semi-open working area.

The 203-ft elevation contains the standby liquid control
equipment and reactor RBCCW, surge tank, heat exchangers, an
open working floor, and a fan room associated with the refueling
floor air-handling system.

No safe-shutdown related equipment is located on the upper
elevations.

This zone communicates with the north and south zones on el 158
ft via open stairwells, an open hatchway, and unsealed floor
penetrations.

4.2.7.2 Fire Protection Systems

( 4.2.7.2.1 Working Floor el 158 ft

See paragraph 4.2.6.2.1.
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4.2.7.2.2 HVAC Room el 164 ft

Primary fire suppression capability for general zone protection
consists of a closed head, preaction sprinkler system with
sprinklers installed at ceiling level throughout the room.
Where congestion due to cable trays, piping, and ventilation
ducts obstruct the water distribution pattern from the ceiling
level sprinklers, additional sprinklers have been installed
below the obstructions. Prompt detection of fires within the
zone is provided by early warning fire detection located at |
ceiling level throughout the zone. These detectors also serve
to automatically actuate the preaction sprinkler system.

Secondary suppression capability consists of the standpipe
system for use by the fire brigade. Hose stations are provided
for protection of the zone. In the event of a single piping
failure in the fire water supply system, supplemental hose lines
can be supplied from remote hose stations located throughout the
plant.

Floor drains are provided for this zone; however, flooding is
not of concern for equipment within this zone. The relatively
quick extinguishment of a fire involving transient combustibles
by the preaction sprinkler system would assist in minimizing the
quantities of smoke produced for a fire within this zone.

|h4.2.7.2.3 CRD accumulators and Working Floor el 130 ft

See paragraph 4.2.6.2.2.

4.2.7.2.4 Torus Room Below el 130 ft

See paragraph 4.2.6.2.3.

4.2.7.2.5 Southeast Corner Room Below el 130 ft

See paragraph 4.2.6.2.4.

4.2.7.2.6 Southwest Corner Room Below el 130 ft

Fire suppression capability is provided by the standpipe system
for fire brigade use. Hose stations are provided for protection

| of the zone. In the event of a single piping failure in the
fire water supply system, supplemental hose lines can be
supplied from remote hose stations located throughout the
plant. Floor drainage is provided, however flooding is not of
concern for equipment within the zone.

O
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4.2.7.2.7 HPCI Room Below el 130 ft

Primary fire suppression capability concists of the sprinkler
system installed at ceiling level to provide general area
protection. Fire detection within the area is provided by
operation of the thermal elements on each individual sprinkler
head. Secondary suppression capability consists of the
standpipe system for use by the fire brigade. Hose stations are
provided for protection of the zone. In the event of a single
piping failure in the fire water supply system, supplemental
hose lines can be supplied from remote hose stations located
throughout the plant. Floor drains are provided within the
room; however, flooding is not of concern for equipment in the
room. The room configuration prevents flooding of adjacent
areas since the only personnel access is at el 118 ft.

4.2.7.2.8 Upper Levels - Above el 185

Fire suppression capability for this zone is provided by the
standpipe system for fire brigade use. Hose stations are
-provided for protection of the zone. In the event of a single
piping failure in the fire water supply system, supplemental
hose lines can be supplied from remote hose stations located
throughout the plant. Floor drains are provided for this zone;
however, flooding is not of concern for this zone due to the

'O large floor area and open stairwells. The open nature of the
zone and the existence of the open stairwells and equipment
hatch would assist in smoke dilution, if necessary.'

4.2.7.3 Safe Shutdown Analysis

4.2.7.3.1 The south half of the reactor building primarily
contains components and cables of safe shutdown pathway 2. In
the event of a fire in the area (at any elevation) the loss of
pathway 2 is assumed. Pathway 1 will be utilized for the
shutdown after such a fire.

The pathway 1 systems which may be affected by a fire in this
area are:

e RHR.

e RCIC.

I
e Diesel Generator 2A.

(~v)
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4.2.7.3.2 The pathway 1 circuits, raceways and components that
must be protected are:<

Raceway Circuit Component
2RCB301 EAE337M01 2 Ell-F017A
2RKB701 EAE737C04 2E11-F017A
2RKA702 EAE737C05 2E11-F017A
2E17413 EAE737C06 2E11-F017A
2E17412 EAE337M01 2E11-F017A
2RCB301 RIE306M03 2R24-S011A
2RCB301 RIE306M04 2R24-5011A
2RCB301 RIE306M06 2R24-S011A
2E17423 RIE306M03 2R24-S011A
2E17424 RIE306M04 2R24-S011A
2E17427 RIE306M06 2R24-S011A

2E27086 EEE405M04 2E51-F007
2E22824 EEE805C14 2E51-F007
2E27087 EEE805C15 2E51-F007
2E27087 EEE805C16 2E51-F007
2E27089 EEE805C14 2E51-F007
2E27089 EEE805C15 2E51-F007
2E27088 EEE805C16 2E51-F007

2RBH803 EEE802C04 RCIC system
2RBC804 EEE802C05 RCIC system
2RBC803 EEE802C05 RCIC system
2RBB801 EEE802C05 RCIC system
2RBB801 EEE802CO3 RCIC system

4.2.7.4 Modifications

A. Reroute circuits EEE802CO3, EEE802C04, and EEE802C05 to
conduits wrapped with a 1-h fire rated barrier.

B. Reroute power and control circuits of 2E51-F007 from
MCC 2R24-S012 to MCC 2R24-S012B and wrap circuits with
a 1-h fire rated barrier.

C. Protect the following raceways with a 1-h fire barrier:

2E17412 2RCA302
2RCB301 2RKB701
2E17413 2E17423
2RKA702
2E17424
2E17427

D. See paragraph 4.2.6.4 and 4.1.5.4 for a description of
the water curtain system proposed for the area boundary.

9
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(j^) E. Protect the following racways within the water curtain;

\ area with a 1-h rated barrier: 2E16813, 2E16815,
2E16816, 2E16810, 2E16812, 2E16808, 2E16811, 2E26823,
2E26825, 2E26822, 2E27031, 2E15304, 2E25301, 2E15302,
and 2E16809.

F. A closed head sprinkler system is proposed for 185 ft
north of column line R19. The area north of R19 will
be sprinklered on this elevation except for the
decontamination room.

4.2.7.5 Exemptions to Appendix R

Appendix R requires that fire areas containing pathway 1 and
pathway 2 components that are separated by less than 20 ft of
clear space be protected by a 1-h barrier, area wide fire
suppression, and area wide fire detection. An exemption from
the requirement of area wide fire suppression is requested due
to the 1-h barrier installed on all intruding pathway cables.
An exemption to the requirement for area wide fire detection is
requested for el 87 ft and 158 ft due to the localized fire
detection of these elevations.

See paragraph 4.2.6.5 for the exemption request for the use of
the water curtain system to define the fire area boundary.

An exemption is requested from the separation criteria of
paragraph III.G.2 of Appendix R for the steam blowout panels in
the HVAC room. These panels are necessary to mitigate the
consequences of a steam line break accident. The removal of the
installation panels of fire resistive coatings would degrade
overall plant safety. Further, the sprinkler system in the HVAC
room would limit any fire spread into the area from a turbine
building fire. Therefore, modifying the panels would not
enhance fire protection safety.

O
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4.2.8 TURBINE BUILDING CONDENSER BAY - UNIT 2

<

4.2.8.1 Area Description

This area contains approximately 23,000 ft of floor area2

below el 164 ft. (See figures 4-14). The zone contains the
turbine steam condenser and drain coolers associated with the
steam turbine located on el 164 ft. The ceiling height in the
area is 54 ft. The southwest corner of the area contains the
drain cooler equipment located on a concrete mezzanine deck.
The north and south ends of the area contain electrical cabling
in trays. The main turbine front standard panel it located at
the north end of the area.

Hydrogen piping of 1-in. diameter (enclosed with a 2-in. guard
pipe) passes through the area along the west wall. Lube oil
piping associated with the electrohydraulic control reservoir
passes through the area ceiling level along the east wall.
Personnel access to the zone is provided through a large
entranceway on the north and south walls at el 112 ft and a
doorway on the south wall at the 130-ft elevation. In addition,
an open stairwell in the southwest corner of the area provides
access to the turbine operating floor on el 164 ft.

The south and east walls of the area are constructed of
reinforced concrete and separate the area from the condenser

hpump area and the east corrddor, respectively, on el 112 ft and
from the working floor and east cableway, respectively, on el
130 ft. The west wall is reinforced concrete and separates the
area from the west cableway and from the outside on el 112 ft,
respectively. Electrical penetrations in the west wall are not
all sealed. The north wall is rated for 3-h fire resistance and
separates the area from the control building. The unprotected
steel at ceiling level within the area supports the turbine
operating floor above. Unsealed mechanical penetrations in the
ceiling communicate with both reactor feedwater pumprooms on el
164 ft.

Clean health physics materials are stored in the northeast
corner of the area. The combustible loading in the area

2consists of 337,694 Btu /ft for potential turbine lube oil
spill accumulations in the area and 22,044 Btu /ft for cable2

insulation.

4.2.8.2 Fire Protection Systems

Localized fire suppression capability for the oil spill
protection portion of the area (west and north of the condenser)
is provided by the preaction sprinkler system that is installed
to provide localized protection above the drain cooler area in

O
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/~' the southwest corner of the area. The sprinkler system is g
-

actuated by early warning fire detection (pilot head system) g
installed near the ceiling in the localized portions of the area
previously described and by the fusing of the thermal elements
within each individual sprinkler head.

Fire suppression capability for general area protection is
provided by the standpipe system for fire brigade use. Hose
stations are provided for protection of this area. In the event
of a single piping failure in the fire water system,
supplemental hose lines can be supplied from remote hose
stations located throughout the plant. The floor drains
provided for this area are blocked; however, flooding is of no
concern for equipment within this area.

4.2.8.3 Safe Shutdown Analysis ,

For this area, it was assumed that all of the components of
pathway 1 were lost in a fire and pathway 2 components would be
used for shutdown. There are no pathway 2 components in this
area that are required for safe shutdown using pathway 2.

4.2.8.4 Modifications

() None.

4.2.8.5 Exemptions to Appendix R

Appendix R requires fire areas to be enclosed by 3-h fire rated
walls. An exemption from this requirement is requested for the
nonrated walls enclosing this area due to the localized fire
suppression capability, area wide fire suppression system in the
adjacent cableways, and absence of redundant safe shutdown
circuits within the area.

i
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4.2.9 TURBINE BUILDING EAST CABLEWAY - UNIT 2

4.2.9.1 Area Description

2This area contains approximately 3900 ft of floor area on el
130 ft. (See figures 4-1 and 4-9.) The cableway contains
safety-related and nonessential electrical cables in horizontal
trays affixed to both sides of the corridor. Both safety
divisions of cabling are located at the north end of the area.
One safety division of cabling in this area is wrapped with a
ceramic fiber blanket material designed to provide 1-h fire
resistance. The reactor feed pump oil conditioner unit is
located at the south end of the area. A curb 8 in, high has
been provided around the perimeter of the area to confine any
oil leakage in the immediate area.

The east wall of the area is constructed for 3-h fire resistance
and separates the area from the Unit 2 reactor building and
radwaste building. The north end of the area is separated from
the Unit 1 east cableway by a 3-h wall with a 3-h rated fire
door on the doorway opening. The north portion of the west wall
is constructed for 3-h fire resistance and separate the area
from the control building. All door openings in the east wall
are provided with 3-h rated fire doors. Cable penetrations into
the reactor building and control building are sealed with

() material rated for 3-h fire resistance.

The south end and the south portion of the west wall of the area
communicate with the working floor and train bay at floor level
with no partition separating this area from the working floor.
The area communicates with the east corridor on el 112 ft
through the open stairwell at the north end of the area. The
combustible loading within the area consists of 115,785
Btu /ft for oil in the immediate area of the reactor feed pump

2oil unit and 223,526 Btu /ft for cable insulation. A summary
of this area is contained in table 4-17.

4.2.9.2 Fire Protection Systems

Primary fire suppression capability for general area protection
consists of the automatic sprinkler system installed at ceiling
level in this area. Early warning fire detection is installed |
at ceiling level throughout the north end of the area to provide
prompt notification of fire conditions in this area. Fire
suppression capability for the oil conditioner unit is provided
by an open head, deluge water spray system with water spray
nozzles located immediately above the unit. Detection of fire
,in the reactor feed pump oil conditioner unit is provided by the
thermal detector (pilot head system) located above the unit.

O
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Secondary suppression capability for the zone is provided by the
standpipe system for fire brigade use. Hose stations are
provided for protection of the area. In the event of a single
piping failure in the fire water supply system, supplemental
hose lines can be supplied from remote hose stations located
throughout the plant. Floor drains in this area are blocked;
however, flooding is not of concern for the area since all
cables are located a minimum of 2 ft above floor level.

4.2.9.3 Safe Shutdown Analysis

4.2.9.3.1 For this area, it was assumed that all of the
pathway 2 components were lost in a fire and pathway 1
components would be used for shutdown. The pathway 1 systems
which may be affected by a fire in this area are:

e RCIC.

Emergency room coolers.e

e Plant service water.

e RHR.

e Drywell Air.

4.2.9.3.2 The pathway 1 raceways, circuits, and components that
must be protected are:

Raceway Circuit Component

2CDA801 EEE823CO2 2E51-F105
2E22824 EEE805C14 2E51-F007
2E12076 RXE303M01 2R24-S018A
2CKA701 CJE712C01 2T48-F112B
2CKA701 CJE712C02 2T48-F112B
2CKA701 EAE703C04 2E11-C002A
2CKA701 EAE703C05 2E11-C002A
2CMA701 FAE722C01 2E11-F047A
2CLA701 EAE723C01 2E11-F003A
2CLA701 EAE724C01 2E11-F073A
2CMA701 EAE727CO2 2 Ell-F024A
2CMA701 EAE728CO2 2 Ell-F027A
2CLA701 EAE718C01 2E11-F004A
2CLA701 EAE718CO3 2 Ell-F004A
2CKA701 EAE720C04 2E11-F006A
2CMA701 EAE729CO2 2E11-F028A
2CMA701 EAE730CO2 2E11-F026A
2CLA701 EAE731CO2 2E11-F011A

O
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(~N Raceway Circuit Component

2CMA701 EAE732CO2 2E11-F048A
2CLA701 EAE733C02 2E11-FOl6A
2CLA701 EAE743C01 2E11-F104
2CLA701 EAE770CO2 2E11-F091A
2CKA701 EAE795C01 2E11-F065A
2CKA701 EAE795C02 2E11-F065A
2CMA701 EAE795MOS 2E11-F065A
2CKA701 EEE701C12 2E51-C002
2CKA701 EEE703C10 2E51-F003
2CKA701 EEE717C06 2E51-F013
2CKA701 EEE721C01 2E51-C002
2CLA701 EFE703C01 2E11-F119A
2CKA701 TBE707CO2 2T41-B003A
2CKA701 TBE709CO2 2T41-B004A
2CYd701 TGE701C01 2T48-F113
2CKA701 TGE701CO3 2T48-F115

/ \

O
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4.2.9.4 Modifications +

The following raceways will be protected with a'l-h fire
barrier-

!

2CKA701 1

2CLA701,
2CMA701/ |

2E12076 |
'

2E22824 1

2CDA801

4.2.9.5 Exemptions to Appendix R

An exemption from the barrier requirements of paragraph III.G.2
of Appendix R is requested for the opening to the turbine
building and the nonrated wall between the cableway and the
turbine building condenser bay. The presence of the sprinkler
system in the cableway will assure that any fire in the turbine
building can not damage the cables. The intrusion of smoke
from such a fire is of no consequence as the only safe shutdown
components in the area are cables. Thus, the installation of a
fire rated barrier would not enhance fire protection safety.

O
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4.2.10 DIESEL BUILDING SWITCHGEAR ROOM 2G - UNIT 2

0
4.2.10.1 Area Description

This area contains approximately 1070 ft: of floor area on el
130 ft. (See figure 4-10.) The room contains safety-related
switchgear associated with emergency diesel generator unit 2C.
The enclosing walls, with the exception of the exterior walls,
are constructed for 3-h fire resistance with all penetrations
sealed with a material designed to provide a 3-h fire barrier.
Doors providing access to this area from the diesel generator
room and the battery room are rated for 3-h fire resistance. In
addition, personnel access is available through doors in the
east wall which separate the area from the outside. The
combustible loading within the room consists of 53,460 Btu /ft:
for cable insulation. A summary of this area is contained in
table 4-18.

4.2.10.2 fire Protection Systems

Early warning fire detection is installed at ceiling level to I
provide prompt notification of rire conditions throughout the
area. Fire suppression capability consists of the CO hose reel2
located in the southwest corner of the zone for use by the fire
brigade. In addition, fire hydrants which can be used, if

|hnecessary, to provide supplemental hose streams are located
outside the building.

A thermal detector is provided at ceiling level within the
room. Actuation of the detector initiates ventilation fans in
the room.

4.2.10.3 Safe Shutdown Analysis

4.2.10.3.1 For this area, it was assumed that all of the
pathway 2 components were lost in a fire and pathway 1
components would be used for shutdown. The pathway 1 system
that may be affected by a fire in this area is the diesel 1B.

O
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('N - 4.2.10.3.2 The following raceways', circuits, and components of
's / pathway 1 must be protected:'

Raceway Circuits Component ,

'

e

2ESB170 PUEB41M01, RHEBO8M02 Diesel 1B
2ESB168 PUED41CO2, PUED41C05, PUED41H02 Diesel 1B
2ESB168 PUED57C01, PUED57M01, RIED36C01 Diesel 1B
2ESB168 RIED36CO3, RIED36M04, RTED09C01 Diesel 1B
2ESB168 RTED10C01 Diesel 1B
2ESB167 RHED08C04, RHED08COS, RHED08C06 Diesel 1B
2ESB167 RTED01C07, RTED01C08, RTED01Cll Diesel 1B
2ESB167 RTED01C12, RTED04C01, RTED04CO2 Diesel 1B
2ESB167 .

RTED04CO3, RTED05C01, RTED08C01 ' Diesel 1B
*2ESB167 RTED13C05, RTED22C01 Diesel 1B

/ i

4.2.11.4 Modifications

Protect the' following pathway 1 raceways with a 1-h fire barrier:
,

t -

2ESB170
2ESB168
2ESB167

t

I() 4.2.10.5 Exemptions to Appendix R

The proposed modification meets Appendix R, paragraph III.G.2.C,
with the' exception of an automatic fire suppression system. An
exemption t,o the> requirement for an automatic suppression system
is requested due to the low combustible loading in the area.
The proposed 1.-h fire barrier.will ensure the availability of
the pathway 1 components.

,

e q

/
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4.2.11 4160-V TRANSFORMER ROOM - UNIT 2

0
4.2.11.1 Area Description

This area contains approximately 250 ft of open area on el2

130 ft. (See figure 4-9). The room contains one 4160/600-V
switchgear transformer which is enclosed on the north, east, and
west sides by walls rated for a minimum 2-h fire resistance,
separating the area from the switchgear rooms. The north wall
contains a doorway opening protected by a 3-h rated sliding fire
door to separate the area from the control building corridor.
The south wall is a 3-h rated wall separating the area from the
condenser bay. Ventilation duct penetrations in the east and
west walls are provided with 3-h rated fire dampers which are
designed to close automatically upon sensing excessive
temperatures within the ducts. Combustible loading in the area
consists of cabling in conduit and noncombustible transformer
oil for a negligible fire loading.

4.2.11.2 Fire Protection Systems

Early warning fire detection is installed to provide prompt
notification of fire within the area. Primary fire suppression
for this area is provided by hose stations for fire brigade
use. In addition, two CO hose stations are provided in the2
corridor near the area. In the event of a single piping failure
in the fire water supply system, supplemental hose lines can be
supplied from remote hose stations located throughout the
plant. Flooding is of no concern for this area since the
transformer is pad mounted above floor level.

4.2.11.3 Safe Shutdown Analysis

For this area it was assumed that all safe shutdown components
in pathway 2 were lost in a fire and pathway 1 components would
be used for cold shutdown. There are no pathway 1 components
located in this area that require protection.

4.2.11.4 Modifications

None.

4.2.11.5 Exemptions to Appendix R

Appendix R, paragraph III.G.2.A, requires a 3-h barrier between
redundant shutdown pathways. The north, east, and west walls of
this fire area have a minimum 2-h rated fire wall. An exemption
is requested for these walls based upon the very low combustible

hloading inside the area.
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(^ 4.2.12 WEST dc SWITCHGEAR ROOM - UNIT 2
D}'

4.2.12.1 AREA DESCRIPTION

This area contains approximately 300 ft: of floor area cn el
130 ft. (See figure 4-9). The area contains one division of
125/250 V-dc switchgear which is enclosed on the north, east,
west, and south sides by walls rated for a minimum 2-h fire
resistance, separating the zone from the control building
corridor and the 600-V switchgear. The doorway opening on the
east wall is provided with a 3-h rated sliding fire door.
Ventilation duct penetrations in the east and west walls are
provided with 3-h rated fire dampers designed to close
automatically upon sensing excessive temperature within the
ducts. The redundant division of de switchgear is provided in a
separate enclosure on the same elevation. The combustible

2loading within the area consists of 47,520 Btu /ft of cable,

insulation.

4.2.12.2 Fire Protection Systems

Early warning fire detection is installed at ceiling level to
provide prompt notification of a fire ceiling level to provide
prompt notification of a fire within the area. Primary

i suppression capability for a fire in this area is provided by
hose stations for fire brigade use. In addition, two CO hose5

2
stations are provided for protection of the area. In the event
of a single piping failure in the fire water supply system,
supplemental hose lines can be supplied from remote hose
stations located throughout the plant. No floor drains are
provided for this area; however, flooding is of no concern for
the area.

4.2.12.3 Safe Shutdown Analysis

For this area it was assumed that all safe shutdown components
in pathway 1 were lost in a fire and pathway 2 components would
be used for cold shutdown. There are no pathway 2 componentsj

located in this area that require protection.

4.2.12.4 Modifications

The 2-h west wall will be upgraded to 3-h to provide adequate |
separation from the oil conditioner room. 3

O
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4.2.12.5 Exemptions to Appendix R

OAppendix R, paragraph III.G.2.A, require's a 3-h barrier between
redundant shutdown pathways. The north, east, and south walls
of this fire area have a minimum 2-h rated fire wall. An
exemption is requested for these walls based upon the very low
combustible loading inside the area.

O
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( 4.2.13 EAST de SWITCHGEAR ROOM - UNIT 2(
4.2.13.1 Area Description

1 Sis area contains approximately 300 fta of floor area on el
130 ft. (See figure 4-9.) The area contains one division of
125/250 V-dc switchgear which is enclosed by 3-h rated fire
barrier on the east side, separating the area from the east
cableway. The north, south, and west walls are rated for a
minimum 2-h fire resistance and separate the area from the 600-V
switchgear, health physics offices, and from the control
building corridor. The doorway opening on the west wall is
provided with a 3-h rated sliding fire door. Ventilation duct
penetrations through the east, west, and south walls are
provided with 3-h rated fire dampers designed to close
automatically upon sensing high temperature within the duct.
The redundant safety division of de switchgear is provided in a
separate enclosure on the same elevation. The combustible
loading within the area consists of 41,876 Btu /ft of cable2

insulation.

4.2.13.2 Fire Protection Systems

Early warning fire detection is installed at ceiling level to
f provide prompt notification of a fire within the area. Primary
N- fire suppression capability for this area is provided by hose gstations for fire brigade use. In addition, two CO hose2

stations are provided for protection of the area. In the event
of a single piping failure in this fire water supply system,
supplemental hose lines can be supplied from remote hose
stations located throughout the plant. No floor drains are
provided for this area; however, flooding is of no concern for
the area.

4.2.13.3 Safe Shutdown Analysis

For this area it was assumed that all safe shutdown components
in pathway 2 were lost in a fire and pathway 1 components would
be used for cold shutdown. There are no pathway 1 components
located in this area that require protection.

4.2.13.4 Modifications

None.

4.2.13.5 Exemptions to Appendix R

Appendix R, paragraph III.G.2.A, requires a 3-h barrier between
N- redundant shutdown pathways. The north, west, and south walls

of this fire area have a minimum 2-h rated fire wall. An
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exemption is requested for these walls based upon the very low
combustible loading inside the area.
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(^T 4.2.14 WEST 600-V SWITCHGEAR ROOM - UNIT 2
V

4.2.14.1 . Area Description

This area contains approximately 500 ft of floor area on el2

130 ft. (See figure 4-9.) This room contains one division of
600-V switchgear which is enclosed on the south side by 3-h |rated fire barriers, separating this area from the Unit 2
condenser bay, respectively. The north, west and east walls are
rated for a minimum 2-h fire resistance and separate the room
from the west de switchgear and transformer room. The doorway
opening in the north wall is provided with a 3-h rated sliding
fire door to separate this area from the control building
corridor. Ventilation ducts penetrate the east and west walls.
Each duct penetration is provided with a 3-h rated fire damper
designed to close automatically upon sensing high temperatures
within the duct. The combustible loading within the room
consists of 25,533 Btu /ft for cable insulation.2

4.2.14.2 Fire Protection Systems

Early warning fire detection is installed at ceiling level to
provide prompt notification of fire conditions within the room.
Primary fire suppression capability is provided by hose stations a

O\ for fire brigade use. In addition, two CO hose stations are |2
provided for protection of the area. In the event of a single
piping failure in the fire water supply system, supplemental
hose lines can be supplied from remote hose stations located
throughout the plant. Floor drains are not provided for this
area; however, flooding is no concern for the area.

4.2.14.3 Safe Shutdown Analysis

For this area it was assumed that all safe shutdown components
in pathway 1 were lost in a fire and pathway 2 components would
be used for cold shutdown. There are no pathway 2 components
located in this area that require protection.

4.2.14.4 Modifications

The 2-h west wall will be upgraded to 3-h to provide adequate
separation from the oil conditioner room.

O
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fire area have a minimum 2-h rated fire wall. An exemption is
requested for these walls based upon the very low combustible
loading inside the area.

!
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f-s 4.2.15 EAST 600-V~SWITCHGEAR ROOM - UNIT 2
;

4.2.15.1 Area Description

2This area contains approximately 500 ft of floor area on el
130 ft. (See figure 4-9.) The room contains one division of
600-V switchgear which is enclosed on the east and south sides
by 3-h rated fire barriers, separating this area from the east
cableway and Unit 2 condenser bay, respectively. The north and
west walls are rated for a minimum 2-h fire resistance and
separate the room from the east de switchgear room and
transformer room. The doorway opening in the north wall is
provided with a 3-h rated sliding fire door to separate the zone
from the control building corridor. Ventilation ducts penetrate
the north, east, and west walls. Each duct penetration is
provided with a 3-h rated fire damper designed to close
automatically upon sensing high temperatures within the duct.
The combustible loading within the room consists of 21,384
Btu /ft* for cable insulation.

4.2.15.2 Fire Protection Systems

Early warning fire detection is installed at ceiling level to
provide prompt notification of fire conditions within the room.

O,/ Primary fire suppression capability is provided by hose stations
for fire brigade use. In addition, two CO hose stations are2s

provided for protection of the area. In the event of a single
piping failure in the fire water supply system, supplemental
hose lines can be supplied from remote hose stations located
throughout the plant. Floor drains are not provided for this
area; however, flooding is of no concern for the area.

4.2.15.3 Safe I'.utdown Analysis

For this area it was assumed that all safe shutdown components
in pathway 2 were lost in a fire and pathway 1 components would
be used for cold shutdown. There are no pathway 1 components
located in this area that require protection.

4.2.15.4 Modifications

None.

4.2.15.5 Exemptions to Appendix R

Appendix R, paragraph III.G.2.A, requires a 3-h barrier between
redundant shutdown pathways. The north and west walls of this
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fire area have a minimum 2-h rated fire wall. An exemption is
requested for these walls based upon the very low combustible
loading inside the area.
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(~})
4.3 SAFE SHUTDOWN ANALYSES OF AREAS COMMON TO UNITS 1 AND 2

w

4.3.1 CONTROL BUILDING LPCI INVERTER ROOM, COMMON

4.3.1.1 Area Description

This area contains approximately 1000 ft of open floor area
on el 147 ft. (See figure 4-11.) This area contains both
safety divisions of the de/ac inverters for the low pressure
coolant injection (LPCI) system motor control centers (MCCs) for
both units. The walls, except for the non-rated exterior west |wall, enclosing this area are constructed for 3-h fire
resistance. This area is separated from the cable spreading
room on the north wall by a 3-h rated fire door. Access to the
operating floor of the Unit 2 turbine building is provided
through an open stairwell enclosed at the 164-ft elevation with
a nonrated metal-framed structure. Ventilation duct
penetrations through the walls enclosing this area are provided
with 3-h rated fire dampers designed to close automatically upon
sensing high temperature within the duct. Three lube oil vapor
vent lines pass through this room near ceiling level directly
above the inverters. All cabling within the room is enclosed in
conduit. The combustible loading within this area is
negligible. A summary of this area is contained in table 4-19.

Ov
4.3.1.2 Fire Protection Systems

Fire suppression capability for this area is provided by the
standpipe system for fire brigade use. Hose stations are
provided for protection of the area. In the event of a single
piping failure in the fire water supply system, supplemental
hose lines can be supplied from remote hose stations located
throughout the plant. Floor drains are provided for this area;
however, flooding is of no concern for this area since the
inverters are mounted on concrete pads above floor level and
since excess water could flow under the door into the cable
spreading room. Two means of access are provided for the area
to facilitate fire brigade operations.

4.3.1.3 Safe Shutdown Analysis

A fire within this area could damage the dc/ac inverters for the
LPCI system for both units. However, an alternate power source
is available to the LPCI MCCs from the emergency power system.
A fire within this area would not be expected to spread beyond
the room due to the relatively low fire loading and the fire
resistance of the barrier walls.

O
V
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4.3.1.4 Modifications

|9To promptly alert the operators of a fire in this area, so that
the transfer can be accomplished from the control room, early
warning fire detection will be added to this area.

4.3.1.5 Exemptions to Appendix R

None.

O
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4.3.2 CONTROL BUILDING CORRIDOR, COMMON
,

)
j

4.3.2.1 Area Description

This area contains approximately 3800 ft: of floor area on el
130 ft with a ceiling height of approximately 16 ft. (See
figure 4-1.) The corridor contains both safety divisions of
cabling for Unit 1 and Unit 2 which are located adjacent to one
another throughout most of the length of the corridor. The
north and south sides of the area are separated from the oil
conditioner rooms by 3-h fire resistive walls. The area is
separated from the health physics laboratory and the Unit 1 and
Unit 2 annunciator rooms in the center of the corridor by 3-h
fire resistive walls. All doorway openings leading directly off
this area are provided with rated fire doors. All ventilation
penetrations in the north, east, and south walls of the corridor
area are provided with 3-h rated fire dampers designed to close
automatically upon sensing high temperatures within the ducts.
The east portion of the south wall of the area is open and
communicates with the Unit 2 control building switchgear
hallway. A large opening in the east wall connects the area to
a fan room in the service building which is open to the outside
via large air intake grills. The north side of the west end of
the corridor is separated from a freight elevator and enclosed
stairwell by 2-h fire resistive walls with 1 1/2-h rated fire

_,

( ) doors on the openings. The stairwell and elevator provide
m/ access to all other elevations of the control building.'

The combustible loading of the corridor consists of 333,799
Btu /ft* for cable insulation. In addition, a 1-in. hydrogen
gas line (concentrically enclosed by a 2-in. protective pipe)
passes along the west wall of the corridor from the Unit 1 oil
conditioner room on the north wall to the Unit 2 oil conditioner
room on the south wall. A compressed gas cylinder containing a
mixture of 10-percent methane and 90-percent argon is located in
the center of the area in a concrete block enclosure. A summary
of this area is contained in table 4-20.

4.3.2.2 Fire Protection Systems

Early warning fire dectection is installed near ceiling level to
provide prompt notification of fire conditions throughout the
area. Primary fire suppression capability in the north and
south ends of the corridor is provided by a preaction sprinkler g
system installed at ceiling level. Additional sprinklers are
installed beneath the lowest cable trays in the north corridor
and are designed to protect against exposure fires. Actuation
of the preaction sprinkler system is effected by operation of
the early warning fire detectors and by operation of the thermal |
element within each sprinkler nozzle.

_s

s 1

i /
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Secondary suppression capability is provided by the standpipe
system for fire brigade use. Hose stations are provided for hprotection of the area. In the event of a single piping failure
in the fire water supply system, supplemental hose lines can be
supplied from remote hose stations located throughout the
plant. In addition, two carbon dioxide (CO2) hose reels are
provided for protection of this area. Floor drains are normally
covered; however, flooding is of no concern for this area. The
corridor is accessible from either end to facilitate fire
brigade operations.

4.3.2.3 Safe Shutdown Analysis

4.3.2.3.1 Safe Shutdown Analysis, Unit 1 Components

4.3.2.3.1.1 For this area, it was assumed that all of the safe
shutdown components in pathway 1 were lost in a fire and pathway
2 components would be used for cold shutdown. The pathway 2
systems which may be affected by a fire in this area are as
follows:

e Suppression chamber level,

e Residual heat removal (RHR) room coolers.
e Plant service water.

e Diesel generator (DG) 1C and its power feeds.

e High pressure coolant injection (HPCI).

Suppression chamber temperature.e

e Reactor recirculation.

o Safety Relief Valves (S/RVs).

e Core spray system.

e Instrument air to the drywell.

e 125 V-dc cabinet R25-SOO2.

O
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/' 4.3.2.3.1.2 The raceways and circuits and affected components
\ must be protected or repaired'to attain hot or cold shutdown as

indicated in the following list:

Raceway Circuit Component

.IMO8-01 R23-SOO4-ES8-C14 T48-NO10B
TEJ8-02 (Torus water
TEA 8-03 level)
TEA 8-04

TMO8-01 R23-S004-ES8-C14 T41-B003B
TEJ8-02 (RHR and core
TEA 8-03 spray room
TEA 8-04 coolers)

TM08-01 R23-SOO4-ES8-Cl4 P41-F036
TEJ8-02 (Service
TEA 8-03 water to
TEA 8-04 T41-B003B)

TMO8-01 R23-SOO4-ES8-C14 R24-SO12
TEJ8-02 (Power feed to
TEA 8-03 T41-B003B and
TEA 8-04 E41-F111 (pas-

sive))

TM08-01 H21-P202-ESC-RMO3C R43-P001C
TEJ8-01 (DG 1C control
TM08-01 H11-P652-ESC-C35 panel)

TEJ8-01

TM08-01 H21-P232-ESC-C07 H11-P627
TEJ8-01 (Channel B

core spray
control room
panel)

TM08-01 H11-P652-ESC-C35 R43-S001C
TEJ8-01 H11-P652-ESC-C37 (DG 1C

H11-P652-ESC-C39 skid)
H11-P652-ESC-C47
H11-P652-ESC-C28H

TM08-01 H11-P652-ES8-C32 R23-S004
TEJ8-Ol (600-V DG

switchgear 1D)

TM08-01 H11-P652-ESC-C28 R23-S007
TEJ8-01 (600-V DG

switchgear 1G)

() TM08-01 H11-P652-ESC-C47 H21-P232
TEJ8-01 (Local relay

panel for DG
3

IC)
i
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Raceway Circuit Component

TEJ8-01 H21-P202-ESC-P01A H11-P625
TM08-01 H21-P202-ESC-P02A (Control room
TEJ8-01 electrical
TM08-01 auxiliary

panel)

TML8-01 R25-SO65-ES8-M21 E11-F065B
TEB8-04 E11-F065D
TEB8-03 (RHR pump

suction valves)
TEH8-02 R23-S004-ES8-C08A R24-S018B
TEH8-03 (600-V
TEA 8-03 essential
TEA 8-04 MCC 1E)
TEA 8-03 R23-S004-ES8-C08B R24-S018B
TEB8-01 (600-V

essential
MCC 1E)

TEH8-01 R22-S007-ES8-C01 E11-C002B
TEH8-03 R22-S007-ES8-C05 (RHR pump B)

H11-P618-ES8-C073
H11-P618-ES8-C074
H11-P618-ES8-C075

hH11-P618-ES8-C083

TML8-01 R25-S065-ES8-M15 T48-N009D
TEB8-04 T47-P612
TEB8-03 (Suppression

chamber switch
and recorder)

TML8-01 R25-S065-ES8-M15 T48-NOO9B
TEB8-04 T47-R612

| TEB8-03 (Suppression
chamber switch
and recorder),

I

ESS-II-477 R25-S065-ES8-M02 R24-S018B
R25-S065-ES8-M09

4.3.2.3.2 Safe Shutdown Analysis, Unit 2 Components

4.3.2.3.2.1 For this area, it was assumed that all of the safe
shutdown components in pathway 1 were lost in a fire and

O
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,Q pathway 2 components would be used for shutdown. The pathway 2
(/ systems which may be lost in a fire in this area are:

e RHR system.

e Plant service water.

e Diesel generator 2C and power feeds.

e Core spray system.

e Drywell air.

e HPCI.

4.3.2.3.2.2 The following raceways, circuits, and affected
components of pathway 2 must be protected.

Raceway Circuit Componept

2CVA801 AAE807MO6 2T48-F104
2CVA801 AAX816M01 2C71-P001B
2CVA801 AAX831M01 2E11-F023

*

2CVA801 BBE806M01 2E41-F003
2CVA801 CMX802M01 2C71-P001B

O' 2CVA801 EAX813M01 2E21-F019B
2CVA801 EFE807M04 2E11-F210B/D
2CVA801 GEX809M01 2R25-S063
2CVA801 GEX809M02 2R25-S063
2CVA801 PEE 801M01 2P41-F037B/C

2CZA801 EAE812C07 2E11-COO 2B
2CZA801 EAE884C07 2E11-C001B
2CZA801 EAE886C07 2E11-C001D
2CZA801 EAE888CO6 2E11-C002B
2CZA801 PEE 802C09 2P41-F037C
2CZA801 PUE805C06 2P41-F316B
2CZA801. PUE814C04 2P41-F303B
2CZA801 PUE834C04 2P41-F316B
2CZA801 PUE836C16 2P41-C001B
2CZA801 PUE856C01 2P41-F339B
2CZA801 PUX817C05 2P41-F310
2CZA801 RIE803C04 2R23-S004
2CZA801 RIE803E02 2R23-S004
2CZA801 RUE 803C06 Diesel Generator.2C
2CZA801 RUE 804COS Diesel Generator 2C
2CZA801 RUE 805COS Diesel Generator 2C
2CZA801 RUE 807C04 Diesel Generator 2C
2CZA801 RUE 813CO2 Diesel Generator 2C
2CZA801 RUE 829CO3 Diesel Generator 2C
2CZB801 RUE 801C09 Diesel Generator 2C

g 2CZB801 RUE 811CO3 Diesel Generator 2C
2CZB801 RUE 819CO3 Diesel Generator 2C
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Raceway Circuit Component

2CZB801 RUE 821F06 Diesel Generator 2C
2CZB801 RUE 821P02 Diesel Generator 2C
2CZB801 RUE 821PO4 Diesel Generator 2C
2CZB801 RUE 821CO3 Diesel Generator 2C
2CZB801 EFE807M04 2E11-F210B/D
2CZB801 PEE 802C07 2P41-F037B
2CZB801 RHE802C04 2R22-S007
2CZB801 EBE821C10 2E21-C001B
2CZB801 EBE821C05 2E21-C001B
2CZB801 EBE802C18 2E21-C001B
2CZB801 EBE802C20 2E21-C001B

4.3.2.4 Modifications

The following raceways are required for hot shutdown and will
be protected with a 1-h fire barrier. The existing sprinkler
system will also be extended over the affected areas; however,
certain equipment will be shielded from the direct impingement
of water. This will prevent the water from adversely affecting
this equipment.

Unit 1 Unit 2

TM08-01 2CVA801

hTEJ8-02 2CZA801
TEA 8-03 2CZB801
TEA 8-04
TEJ8-01
TEH8-03 |
TML8-01
TEBS-02
TEB8-02
TEH8-01
TEB8-03
TEB8-04
TEH8-02
TEB8-01

The sprinkler systems presently installed in the north and
south corridors will be extended to provide full sprinkler
coverage in the west corridor area. The north corridor
sprinkler system will be extended to cover the eastern end of
the north corridor adjacent to the health physics area.

The existing early warning fire detection system will be
extended to cover the entire area.

4.3.2.5 Exemptions to Appendix R

An exemption is requested from the barrier requirements of h
paragraph III.G.2 of Appendix R for the fan room opening. The
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O- opening is necessary for the heating, ventilation, and
air-conditioning (HVAC) system function. A fire outside the
area would be controlled by the presence of the full sprinkler
system in the corridor. A similar exemption is requested for
the open fire area boundary between the common corridor and the
Unit 2 switchgear hallway. The sprinkler system will act as a
water curtain in a manner similar to the water curtain systems
proposed for the reactor building.

A fire barrier is proposed for de panel R25-S002. The proposed
barrier will consist of a rated fire door and support walls
constructed of 1-h fire rated construction. The barrier will
be open on the top but will extend from floor level to the top
of the cabinet.

It is noted that the proposed and existing sprinkler systems do
not provide full coverage for the fire area; that is, the
restrooms and decontamination rooms in the health physics area
and the HVAC room will not be sprinkled. No safe shutdown or
safety-related equipment is in any of these rooms. An
exemption from the full coverage interpretation of Appendix R
is requested for these rooms as the extension of the sprinklers
into the rooms would not affect fire protection safety.

Two safety-related de panels (R25-S001 and R25-S002) are
located in the north hallway approximately 13 ft apart.

() R25-S001 is a pathway 1 panel; R25-S002 contains pathway 2
circuits required for safe shutdown for a fire in this area.

The corridor is sprinklered in the area of the panels and will
be fully sprinklered when the proposed sprinkler system
extensions are completed. Early warning' fire detection and the g
high traffic through the area assure that any fire will be
rapidly detected and extinguished prior to damaging both panels.

The essential panel (R25-S002) will be protected by a barrier.
The top of this barrier will not be closed; therefore, the
barrier will not be fire rated. The construction of the
barrier and the fire door will be of at least 1-h fire rated
construction except for the open top. As the open top is
needed for ventilation, the closure of the top would degrade
overall plant safety. An exemption from the 1-h fire rated
barrier requirement of paragraph III.G.2.c of Appendix R is <

requested for the proposed panel enclosure.

O
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4.3.3 RPS AND VERTICAL CABLE CHASE ROOMS - COMMON

O
4.3.3.1 Area Description

2This area contains approximately 700 ft of floor area on el
130 ft. (See figure 4-1.) The room contains cabling of both
shutdown pathways for both Unit 1 and Unit 2. The proposed fire
door addition will isolate the large concentration of cablec in
the vertical cableway at the east end of the area from the other
components. (See modifications.) This will also isolate the
redundant pathways except as noted in paragraph 4.3.3.4.1.

This area is enclosed by 3-h fire resistive barriers on all four
sides. Two doorway entrances on the west wall of the area
provide access to the control building corridor and are provided
with 3-h rated fire doors. Ventilation duct penetrations
between the reactor protection systems (RPSs) rooms and the
control building corridor are provided with 3-h rated fire
dampers which are designed to close automatically upon sensing
high temperature. The north and south walls separate this area
from the Unit 1 and 2 annunciator rooms, respectively. The east
wall separates the area from the health physics laboratory.
Vertical cable trays penetrate the floor and ceiling at the east
end of the area. All penetrations are or will be sealed with a
3-h rated material. The combustible loading within the area

2consists of 900,397 Btu /ft for cable insulation in each
unit. A summary of this area is contained in table 4-21. |h
4.3.3.2 Fire Protection Systems

Early warning fire detection is installed to provide prompt g
notification of fire throughout the area. Primary fire
suppression capability in the vertical cable chase at the east
end of the area is provided by a preaction sprinkler system.
Actuation of this sprinkler system is effected by operation of
the early warning fire detectors and by actuation of the thermal |
element within each water spray nozzle.

Secondary suppression capability is provided for the cable chase
and for other portions of the area by the standpipe system for
fire brigade use. Hose stations are provided for protection of
the area. In the event of a single piping failure in the fire
water supply system, supplemental hose lines can be supplied
from remote hose stations located throughout the plant. No
floor drains are provided for these rooms; however, flooding is
of no concern in this area.

O
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4.3.3.3 Safe Shutdown Analysis

4.3.3.3.1 Safe Shutdown Analysis, Unit 1 Components

4.3.3.3.1.1 For this fire area, it was assumed that the area is
separated into two areas for analysis. The first area is the
RPS room in which it was assumed that all pathway 2 components
would be lost in a fire and the pathway 1 components would be
used for shutdown. The second area is the vertical cable chase
in which it was assumed that all pathway 1 components would be
lost in a fire and the pathway 2 components would be used for
shutdown.

The pathway 1 or pathway 2 systems which may be affected by a
fire in these areas are as follows:

Pathway 1 Pathway 2

Drywell air HPCI
MCC R24-sol 8A Drywell air

Reactor pressure vessel (RPV) level

4.3.3.3.1.2 The following Unit I raceways, circuits, and

S affected components must be protected or repaired to attain hot
or cold shutdown:

Raceway Circuit Component
.

1

ESS-I-499 R22-sol 6-ES7-C23 R24-SO18A
ESS-I-499 R25-SO64-ES7-M33 R24-SO18A
ESS-I-499 R25-SO64-ES7-M44 R24-SO18A

V
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4.3.3.3.2 Safe Shutdown Analysis - Unit 2 Components

O
4.3.3.3.2.1 For this area, it was assumed that all of the safe
shutdown components in pathway 1 were lost in a fire and pathway
2 components would be used for shutdown.

4.3.3.3.2.2 There are no pathway 2 components that require
protection.

4.3.3.4 Modifications

4.3.3.4.1 Unit 1

Raceway ESS-I-499 is required for safe shutdown and will be
protected with a 3-h barrier in the RPS room. A 3-h fire rated
door will be added to separate the vertical cable chase from the
north RPS room. This will separate the pathway 1 affected
circuits from the pathway 2 affected circuits except for
ESS-I-499. As indicated in paragraph 4.1.3, the power circuits
for the above listed instrumentation will be routed from an
isolated instrument bus or routed separately from the pathway 1
circuits in the vertical cable chase.

O

O
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4.3.3.4.2 Unit 2
'

Add a 3-h fire rated door to separate the vertical cable chase
from the south RPS room.

4.3.3.5 Exemptions to Appendix R

None.

.

O

.

1

O |
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4.3.4 EAST CABLEWAY - COMMON

O
4.3.4.1 Area Description

2This area contains approximately 3500 ft of floor area on el
130 ft. (See figure 4-1.) The cableway contains safe shutdown
electrical cables in horizontal trays affixed to both sides of
the corridor for Unit 1 and Unit 2. These safe shutdown cables
are located in the south end of the area. One safety division
of the Unit 1 cabling in this area has been wrapped with a
ceramic fiber blanket material designed to provide 1-h fire
resistance.

The east wall of the area is constructed for 3-h fire resistance
and separates the cableway from the Unit 1 reactor and radwaste
building. The south end of the area is separated from the Unit
2 east cableway by a 3-h fire wall with a 3-h rated fire doorway
on the doorway openings. The south portion of the west wall is
constructed for 3-h resistance and separates the area from the
control building. The north portion of the west wall is
reinforced concrete and separates the area from the condenser
bay. All door openings, except the entrance to the turbine
building in the east and west walls, are provided with 3-h rated
fire doors.

Cable penetrations into the reactor, radwaste, and control
buildings are sealed with material rated for 3-h fire |hresistance. The north end of the area communicates directly
with the turbine building working floor around the railroad bay
at floor level with no partition separating this area from the
working floor. At ceiling level the area is separated from the
turbine building northeast switchgear mezzanine by a reinforced
concrete wall with unsealed cable penetrationc. The combustible
loading within the area consists of 223,526 Btu /ft for cable
insulation. A summary of this area is contained in table 4-22.

4.3.4.2 Fire Protection Systems

Primary fire suppression capability for this area consists of
the automatic sprinkler system installed at ceiling level
throughout the area. A noncombustible barrier shield is
installed to separate the two safety divisions of cabling where
they are located in close proximity at the south end of the
area. At this point, additional sprinklers are installed on
both sides of the barrier to ensure that a single fire will not
damage both safety divisions of cabling. Early warning fire |
detection is installed at ceiling level throughout the area to p

provide prompt notification of fire conditions.

Secondary suppression capability for this area is provided by
the standpipe system for fire brigade use. Hose stations are
provided for protection of the area. In the event of a single
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r" piping failure in the fire water supply system, supplemental
(_j} hose lines can be supplied from remote hose stations located

throughout the plant. Floor drains in this area are blocked;
however, flooding is of no concern for this area since all
cables are located a minimum of 18 in. above floor level.

4.3.4.3 Safe Shutdown Analysis

4.3.4.3.1 Safe Shutdown Analysis, Unit 1 Components '

4.3.4.3.1.1 For this area, it was assumed that all of the safe
shutdown components in pathway 2 were lost in a fire and pathway
1 components would be used for cold shutdown. The pathway 1
systems which may be affected by a fire in this area are as
follows:

o Plant service water.

e RHR.

e Reactor core i' solation cooling (RCIC).

e S/RVs
,

s- e Instrument air to drywell.

4.3.4.3.1.2 There are no pathway 1 components that require
protection.

4.3.4.3.2 Safe Shutdown Analysis, Unit 2 Components

4.3.4.3.2.1 For this area, it was assumed that all of the safe
shutdown components of pathway 1 were lost in a fire and pathway
2 components would be used for shutdown. The pathway 2 system
that may be affected by a fire in this area is the drywell air
system.

O t

U
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4.3.4.3.2.2 The following raceways, circuits, and components
must be protected:

Raceway Circuit Component

2MR2543 TGX711CO2 2T48-F026
2MR2544 TGX311M01 2T48-F026

4.3.4.4 Modifications

4.3.4.4.1 Pathway 2 component (Unit 2) 2T48-F026 must stay open
for pathway 2 operation. This valve shall be locked in the open
position.

4.3.4.5 Exemptions to Appendix R

Appendix R, paragraph III.G.2.A, requires a 3-h barrier between
redundant shutdown pathways. The wall separating the east
cableway on el 130 ft and the condenser bay is not 3-h rated due
to the unsealed penetration. There are no safe shutdown
circuits located in the condenser bay, and the east cableway
contains a complete area sprinkler system and detection system
south of column line T4. The east cableway on el 130 ft is open
to the turbine working floor north of T4. There are no safe
shutdown circuits located north of T7 or on the turbine working |hfloor (approximately 90 ft down the sprinklered corridor). An
exemption is requested for the non 3-h wall and the opening to
the turbine working floor.

The presence of the sprinkler system in the corridor will assure
that any fire in the turbine building cannot damage the safe
shutdown cables. The intrusion of smoke from such a fire into
the corridor will be of no consequence as the only components in
the corridor are cables. Thus, the installation of a rated fire
barrier at the end of the corridor and the sealing of the
penetration to the turbine building would not enhance fire
protection safety.

O
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(~~] 4.3.5 RIVER INTAKE STRUCTURE
C/

4.3.5.1 Area Description

2This area contains approximately 3200 ft of floor area on el
111 ft. (See figure 4-12.) The building contains both safety
divisions of RHR service water pumps and associated cabling and
the MCCs for both units. In addition, the area contains both
safety divisions of plant service water pumps and associated
cabling and the MCCs for both units. Cabling is located at
ceiling level both in conduit and in cable trays. The diesel
generator 1B service water pump is located at the north end of
the building. The intake structure is well separated from other
buildings at the plant and is, therefore, not subject to fire
exposure from surrounding areas. The enclosing walls are
reinforced concrete and separate the area from the outside.

Four RHR service water pumps and four plant service water pumps
are provided for each unit. Two pumps of each type are required
to ensure safe plant shutdown for each unit. Concrete curbs 6
in. high are provided around the perimeter of each safety
division (two pumps) of RHR pumps. Each curb is designed to
prevent oil leakage from one safety division of pumps from
spreading to the redundant safety division of RHR pumps located
adjacent to the area. RHR and plant service water pumps for~_

( ) Unit 1 are located on the west wall with Unit 2 pumps located on
x/ the east wall. The two units are separated by approximately 30

ft. The eight plant service water pumps are located adjacent to
one another (4-ft separation) along the south wall of the
building.

Safety-related cabling is routed both in cable trays and in
conduit. As much as practical, Division 1 and Division 2
cabling is located on opposite sides of the structure. When
both safety divisions of cabling are located in close proximity
to one another and where divisional interactions occur, one
safety division of cabling has been wrapped with a ceramic fiber
blanket material designed to provide a 1-h fire resistance
rating. No redundant circuits in conduit pass over the opposite
division of cable tray. The combustible loading within the zone
consists of 42,570 Btu /ft: for cable insulation, and 12,440
Btu /ft for oil (24 gal in each RHR service water pump and 62

gal in each plant service water pump). A summary of this area
is contained in table 4-23.

4.3.5.2 Fire Protection Systems

Early warning fire detection is installed at ceiling level to I

provide prompt notification of fire conditions throughout the
area. Primary fire suppression capability for localized

7-

( ) protection of RHR and plant service water pump motors
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is provided by a wet pipe sprinkler system with directional
closed nozzles installed immediately above each pump and motor hunit. Actuation of the sprinkler system is effected upon
actuation of the individual thermal element within each water
spray nozzle. Water spray barriers are installed to separate
each safety division of RHR and plant service water pumps (two
pumps in each safety division) to ensure that water spray over
one safety division of pumps will not impair the operation of
the redundant safety division of pumps. A water spray barrier
has also been installed between each unit of four RHR service
water pumps and its associated MCCs to prevent water spray
system discharge from inadvertently spraying MCCs. In addition,
a 1/2-in. steel plate barrier has been installed to separate RHR
service water pumps and MCCs for each unit and to separate the
plant service water pumps from the remainder of the equipment in
the structure. These barriers do not extend fully from ceiling
to floor but are partial barriers designed primarily to confine
water spray to the intended area of operation.

Secondary suppression capability for the safety-related pumps
and fire suppression capability for general area protection is
provided by the standpipe system for fire brigade use. Hose
stations are provided for protection of the area. In the event
of a single piping failure in the fire water supply system,
supplemental hose lines can be supplied from adjacent yard
hydrants.

Floor drains are provided; however, flooding is not of concern hfor the equipment in this area. Electrical panels are pad
mounted above floor level. The concrete curbs provided around
each safety division of RHR and plant service water pump are
designed to contain any oil leakage to the area immediately
surrounding the affected safety division of pumps. Two means of
access are provided to facilitate fire brigade operations.

A fire in this area could damage one safety division of RHR or
plant service water pumps and associated cabling and the MCCs
for either unit. Such a fire wculd not be expected to spread to
the redundant safety division of RHR pumps, and resultant damage
would be expected to be minimized due to the protection afforded
by the water spray systems and the confinement provided by the
concrete curbs. The water spray shields provided should confine
water spray to only one safety division of pumps at any given
time, thereby ensuring operability of the redundant RHR and
plant service water systems.

A fire in this area could damage one safety division of cabling
associated with the RHR or plant service water pumps for either
unit but would not be expected to spread to the redundant safety
division of cableline due to prompt fire detection, effective
action of the fire brigade, and the protection afforded by the
ceramic fiber wrapping in addition to spatial separation.

O
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'

f 4.3.5.3 Safe Shutdown Analysis

With one exception (conduit 2ESB231) and in the vicinity of the
pumps, separation of pathway 1 and pathway 2 raceways for Unit 2
is provided. This separation varies from greater than 20 ft to
6 ft. The circuits for Unit 1 are routed in cable trays with
limited separation.

r

4.3.5.4 Modifications

Protect conduit 2ESB231 in a 1-h fire barrier. Protect all Unit
1 cable trays with a 1-h fire barrier.

4

4.3.5.5 Exemptions to Appendix R
.

The proposed modification meets Appendix R, paragraph III.G.2.C
with the exception of an automatic fire suppression system. An
exemption to the requirement for an automatic suppression system
is requested due to the low combustible loading in the area as a
result of wrapping all cable trays in the area. The automatic
suppression system provided for the pumps will provide
protection for the redundant pathway of pumps. The combustible
loading for the area would be 12,440 Btu /ft for oil following
the modification.

.

y
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4.3.6 EAST CORRIDOR, CONTROL AND TURBINE BUILDING AND CONDENSATE
PUMP AREA el 112 ft 0 in.

4.3.6.1 Area Description

This area contains approximately 20,400 ft of floor area on2

el 112 ft. (See figures 4-2 and 4-14.) The north portion of |
this area is in the control building and contains the Unit 1
water analysis room and the corridor connecting the turbine
building. This control building portion is enclosed by 3-h
rated walls on the north, east, and west sides. The turbine
building portion of this area contains the condensate pump area
and the narrow hallway, beneath the east cableway, connecting
the control building portion to the condensate pump area. The
turbine building portion is separated from the reactor building
by 3-h fire rated walls and all other adjacent rooms by
reinforced concrete walls. There is an open stairway in this
area that connects to the Unit 2 east cableway. The combustible
loading for this area is 33,650 Btu /ft ,2

4.3.6.2 Fire Protection Systems

Fire suppression capability for this area is provided by the
standpipe system for fire brigade use. Hose stations are
provided for protection of the area. In the event of a single
piping failure in the fire water supply system, supplemental |hose lines can be supplied from remote hose stations located
throughout the plant. Floor drains are provi*ded; however,
flooding is not of concern for the area.

4.3.6.3 Safe Shutdown Analysis

For this area, it was assumed that all of the pathway 1
components were lost in a fire and pathway 2 components would be
used for shutdown. There are no pathway 2 components in this
area that are required for shutdown using pathway 2.

4.3.6.4 Modifications

None.

4.3.6.5 Exemptions to Appendix R

Appendix R requires that fire areas be surrounded by 3-h fire
rated barriers. An exemption from this requirement is requested
for the nonrated walls separating this area from the condenser
area and the west cableway. Also an exemption is requested for
the open stairway connecting to the east cableway. The east

O
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4.3.7 TURBINE BUILDING WEST CABLEWAY el 112 ft

O
4.3.7.1 Area Description

2This area contains approximately 7500 ft of floor area on el
112 ft. (See figures 4-14 and 4-15.) This area is a long,
narrow cableway with electrical cabling in horizontal trays
affixed to both sides of the corridor. The west wall of the
area separates the cableway from the outside (below grade
location). The east wall between the cableway and the control
building is a 3-h fire rated wall. The remaining walls are
nonrated concrete walls separating the cableway from the main
condenser areas and the steam jet air ejector areas.

4.3.7.2 Fire Protection Systems

Primary fire suppression capability for this area is provided by
a closed head sprinkler system installed at ceiling level
throughout the area. Fire detection for the area is provided by
the thermal elements in each sprinkler head. Secondary
suppression capability is provided by the standpipe system for
fire brigade use. Hose stations are provided for protection of
the area. In the event of a single piping failure in the fire
water supply system, supplemental hose lines can be supplied
from remote hose stations located throughout the plant. Floor
drains are provided; however, flooding is of no concern for this h
area since all cables are located in trays a minimum of 2 ft
above floor level.

4.3.7.3 Safe Shutdown Analysis

For this area, it was assumed that all of the pathway 1
components were lost in a fire and pathway 2 components would be
used for shutdown. There are no pathway 2 components in this
area that are required for safe shutdown by pathway 2.
Additionally, there are no pathway 2 components in the adjacent
rooms that are nccessary for shutdown using pathway 2.

4.3.7.4 Modifications

None.

4.3.7.5 Exemptions to Appendix R

Appendix R requires fire areas to be enclosed by 3-h fire rated
walls. An exemption from this requirement is requested for the
nonrated walls separating this area from the turbine building
areas. The sprinkler system in the area will prevent damage to
the cables should hot gases from a fire in the adjacent area
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O- enter through the unsealed penetrations. The entrance of smoke
;W into the area is of no consequence as the only safe shutdown

,

related components in the area are cables.
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~ TABLE 4-14

AREA DESCRIPTION - 4160-V TRANSFORMER ROOM, UNIT 1

f
.

Building: Control building, el 130 ft

Construction: |
*

Walls - Reinforced concrete with masonry block around fire
! rated sliding door

Floor - Reinforced concrete

Ceiling - Reinforced concrete

Ceiling height: 16 ft4

Room volume: 4000 ft' j

Ventilation: 9600 f t'/ min

Congestion and accessibility: Very low congestion due to cables

Combustibles: Negligible combustible loading

' O Existing fire protection systems: Early warning fire
detection, CO hose reels,2
hose stations

.

+:

O
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TABLE 4-2
.

AREA DESCRIPTION - WEST 600-V SWITCHGEAR ROOM, UNIT 1

i

Building: Control building, el 130 ft

Construction:

Walls - Reinforced concrete and reinforced concrete block walls

Floor - Reinforced concrete

Ceiling - Reinforced concrete

Ceiling height: 16 ft

Room volume: 9600 ft'

Ventilation: 9600 f t'/ min
,

,

Congestion and accessibility: Moderate congestion near ceiling

Combustibles: 25,533 Btu /ft'

Existing fire protection systems: Early warning fire |
O detection, CO hose reels, u2

hose stations

;

(:)
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% TABLE 4-3
1

AREA DESCRIPTION - ANNUNCIATOR ROOM, UNIT 1

Building: Control building, el 130 ft

Construction:

Walls - Reinforced concrete and concrete block

Floor - Reinforced concrete

Ceiling - Reinforced concrete

Ceiling height: 16 ft

Room volume: 4000 ft'

Ventilation: 1200 f t'/ min

Congestion and accessibility: Moderately congested near ceiling

Combustibles: 81,852 Btu /ft for cable insulation

Early warning fire |
O . Existing fire protection systems:

|detection, hose stations, CO 2
'

hose reels

*

,

,

!

i
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TABLE 4-4

AREA DESCRIPTION -
CONTROL BUILDING WORKING FLOOR (el 112 ft), UNIT 1*

Building: Control building, el 112 ft

Construction:

Walls - Reinforced concrete and concrete block
.

Floor - Reinforced concrete

Ceiling - Reinforced concrete

Ceiling height: 16 ft

Room volume: 144,000 ft'

Ventilation: Not applicable

Congestion and accessibility: Pad mounted air compressors, three
for each unit in this zone,moder-
ate congestion due to cable trays
between el 120 ft and el 123 ft

() easily accessible.

2Combustibles: 34,799 Btu /ft for cable insulation, 1160
Btu /ft* for flammable gas potential

Existing fire protection systems: Localized closed head, water
spray protection early |
warning fire detection, general E

zone protection by standpipe
system

O
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() TABLE 4-5

ZONE DESCRIPTION -
REACTOR BUILDING WORKING FLOOR (el 158 ft)

AND HVAC ROOM (el 164 ft), UNIT 1

Building: Reactor building, el 158 ft and 164 ft (north and
south)

Construction:

Walls - Reinforced concrete

Floor - Reinforced concrete

Ceiling - Reinforced concrete

Ceiling height: 25 ft (el 158 ft) and 19 ft (el 164 ft)

Room volume: 238,000 ft'

Ventilation: Not applicable

Congestion and accessibility: Moderate congestion due to
stacked cable trays between el

-( ) 176 ft 6 in. and el 178 ft.
Easily accessible

2Combustibles: 13,635 Btu /ft for cable insulation and a
concentration of clean health physics supplies
along the east wall of the working floor. For the
HVAC room, the loading is 34,335 Btu /ft for

2cable insulation and 106,950 Btu /ft for
charcoal in filters.

Existing fire protection systems: Standpipe system for use by
the fire brigade. Hose
stations provided throughout
the working floor. Closed
head sprinkler coverage and
detection system for the HVAC
room. Deluge system on the
charcoal filters.

A
U
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(~' TABLE 4-6

ZONE DESCRIPTION - REACTOR BUILDING
CRD ACCUMULATORS AND WORKING FLOOR (el 130 ft), UNIT 1

Building: Reactor building, el 130 ft (north and south)

Construction:

Walls - Reinforced concrete

Floor - Reinforced concrete

. Ceiling - Reinforced concrete

Ceiling height: 26 ft

8Room volume: 390,000 ft

Ventilation: Not applicable

Congestion and accessibility: Very congested near the ceiling,
moderate congestion in the
general area.

.( ) Combustibles: 105,262 Btu /ft* for cable insulation

Existing fire protection systems: Early warning fire
detection, standpipe
system for fire brigade use,
hose stations

O
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TABLE 4-7 -

ZONE DESCRIPTION - TORUS ROOM, UNIT 1

Building: Torus room, reactor building below el 130 ft (north
and south)

Construction:

Walls - Reinforced concrete

Floor - Reinforced concrete

Ceiling - Reinforced concrete

Ceiling height: 40 ft

Room volume: 536,000 ft'

Ventilation: Not applicable

Congestion and accessibility: Only access to the zone is via
two hatches on the north and
south sides of the 130-ft
elevation. The floor area below

(s) the torus.at the floor is low
congestion. The ceiling above
the torus is highly congested.

Combustibles: Combustible loading consists of cable insulation.

Existing fire protection systems: Hose stations

O
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- TABLE 4-8
.

AREA DESCRIPTION -
CONTROL BUILDING ANNUNCIATOR ROOM, UNIT 2

Building: Control building, el 130 ft

Construction:

Walls - Reinforced concrete and concrete block

Floor -' Reinforced concrete
.

Ceiling - Reinforced concrete

Ceiling height: Approximately 14 ft 0 in.

Room volume: Approximately 3500 ft'

Ventilation: 3-h rated fire dampers

Congestion and accessibility: Moderately congested near ceiling
.

Combustibles: Cable insulation 81,852 Btu /ft

f Existing fire protection systems: Early warning fire detection |S

stations, standpipe system'

|for fire brigade use, CO 2
hose reels

.

O
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TABLE 4-9

AREA DESCRIPTION -
CONTROL BUILDING HEALTH PHYSICS AREA, UNIT 2

Building: Control building, el 130 ft

Construction:

Walls - Reinforced concrete and masonry

Floor - Reinforced concrete

Ceiling - Reinforced concrete

Ceiling height: Approximately 14 ft 0 in.

Room volume: Approximately ^7,600 ft'

Ventilation: 3-h fire rated damper

Congestion and accessibility: Moderate congestion due to
numerous offices and laboratories

Combustibles: 5160 Btu /ft
Existing fire protection systems: Early warning fire detection,

standpipe system for fire
brigade use, hose stations,
two CO hose reels2

O
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' TABLE 4-10

AREA DESCRIPTION -
CONTROL BUILDING SWITCHGEAR HALLWAY, UNIT 2

Building: Control building, el 130 ft

Construction:

Walls - Reinforced concrete

Floor - Reinforced concrete

Ceiling - Reinforced concrete

Ceiling height: Approximately 14 ft 0 in.

Room volume: Approximately 5600 ft'

Ventilation: Not applicable

Congestion and accessibility: Moderately congested near ceiling

Combustiblea: Cable insulation 333,799 Btu /ft*

O Existing fire protection systems: Early warning fire detection, |standpipe system for fire
brigade use, hose stations,
two CO hose reels2

-
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TABLE 4-11

AREA DESCRIPTION -
CONTROL BUILDING OIL CONDITIONER ROOM, UNIT 2

Building: Control building, el 130 ft

Construction:

Walls - Reinforced concrete

Floor - Reinforced concrete

Ceiling - Reinforced concrete

Ceiling height: Approximately 14 ft 0 in.

Room volume: Approximately 29,400 f t'

Ventilation: 3-h rated fire dampers

Congestion and accessibility: Low congestion, easily accessible

2Combustibles: Turbine lube oil 558,006 Btu /ft

/'
~

-Existing fire protection systems: Open head deluge water spray |
system, early warning fire u
detection, standpipe system
for fire brigade use, hose
stations

*

.

(

.

1
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(} TABLE 4-12

AREA DESCRIPTION -
CONTROL BUILDING STATION BATTERY ROOM 2B, UNIT 2

' Building: Control building, el 112 ft

Construction:

Walls - Reinforced concrete

Floor - Reinforced concrete

Ceiling - Reinforced concrete
,

Ceiling height: Approximately 15 ft 0 in.

Room volume: Approximately 13,500 ft'

Ventilation: 3-h rated fire damper

Congestion and accessibility: Low congestion, easily accessible

2Combustibles: Hydrogen gas 3.60 Btu /ft /h
2Battery casings 2450 Btu /ft() Cable insulation 26,184 Btu /ft*

Existing fire protection systems: Early warning _ fire detection, |
standpipe system for fire
brigade use, hose stations

.

O
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(~'} TABLE 4-13
's.J

ZONE DESCRIPTION -
REACTOR BUILDING WORKING FLOOR (el 158 ft), UNIT 2

Building: Reactor building, el 158 ft (north and south)

Construction:

Walls - Reinforced concrete

Floor - Reinforced concrete

Ceiling - Reinforced concrete

Ceiling height: Approximately 25 ft 5 1/2 in.

Room volume: Approximately 219,300 ft'

Ventilation: Not applicable

Congestion and accessibility: Congested near ceiling, easy
accessibility

Combustibles: Cable insulation 34,367 Btu /ft'

N/ Existing fire protection systems: Standpipe system for fire
brigade use, hose stations

[v

_ - - _ _ _ _ _ . _ _ _ _ _



('] TABLE 4-14
%)

ZONE DESCRIPTION -
REACTOR BUILDING HVAC ROOM, UNIT 2

Building: Reactor building, el 164 ft

Construction:

Walls - Reinforced concrete

Floor - Reinforced concrete

Ceiling - Reinforced concrete

Ceiling height: Approximately 19 ft 0 in.

Room volume: Approximately 53,200 ft'

Ventilation: Not applicable

Congestion and accessibility: Congested near ceiling, easy
accessibility

2Combustibles: Cable insulation 34,335 Btu /ft

Existing fire protection systems: Early warning fire detection, |~
hose stations, preaction
sprinkler system, standpipe
system for fire brigade use

AMENDMENT 3 646
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/~} TABLE 4-15
'(_/'

ZONE DESCRIPTION -
REACTOR BUILDING WORKING FLOOR, UNIT 2

L

! - Building: Reactor building, el 130 ft (north and south)

, _ Construction:
;

'

Walls - Reinforced concrete
:
1 Floor - Reinforced concrete

. Ceiling - Reinforced concrete

Ceiling height: Approximately 24 ft 0 in.
,

Room volume: Approximately 360,000 f t'

Ventilation: Not applicable

Congestion and accessibility: Heavily congested near ceiling,
easy accessibility

f
2Combustibles: Cable insulation 116,167 Btu /ft

, Existing fire protection systems: Early warning fire detection, g
hose-stations, standpipe

3
system for fire brigade'use4

*
.

'

i
:

*
1

.

U

f

t

:
i AMENDMENT 3 6/85
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TABLE 4-16

ZONE DESCRIPTION -
REACTOR BUILDING TORUS AREA, UNIT 2

Building: Reactor building, below el 130 ft (north and south)

Construction:

halls - Reinforced concrete

Floor - Reinforced concrete

Ceiling - Reinforced concrete

Ceiling. height: Approximately 40 ft 5 1/2 in.

Room volume: Approximately 542,700 ft'

Ventilation: Not applicable

Congestion and accessibility: Heavily congested near ceiling,
accessible only through 2 openings
in the el 130-ft floor

() 2Combustibles: Cable insulation 50,631 Btu /ft

' Existing fire protection systems: Rose stations, standpipe
system for fire brigade use

.

O



|

TABLE 4-17

AREA DESCRIPTION -
TURBINE BUILDING EAST CABLEWAY, UNIT 2

Building: Turbine building, el 130 ft

Construction:

Walls - Reinforced concrete and masonry

Floor - Reinforced concrete

Ceiling - Reinforced concrete

Ceiling height: Approximately 14 ft 0 in.

Room volume: Approximately 54,600 ft'

Ventilation: Not applicable

Congestion and accessibility: Congested along walls, easy
accessibility

Combustibles: Cable insulation 223,526 Btu /ft*

() 2Oil 115,785 Btu /ft

Existing fire protection systems: Automatic sprinkler system, |
open head deluge water spray u-
systems, thermal detectors,
standpipe system for fire
brigade use

O
AMENDMENT 3 646
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O TABLE 4-18

- AREA DESCRIPTION -
DIESEL BUILDING SWITCHGEAR ROOM 2G, UNIT 2

Building: Diesel building switchgear room 2G

- Construction:

Walls - Reinforced concrete

Floor - Reinforced concrete
;
'

Ceiling - Reinforced concrete

Ceiling height: Approximately 20 ft 0 in.4

Room volume: Approximately 21,400 ft'
4

Ventilation: 4000 ft'/ min room ventilator ,.

! Congestion and accessibility: Congested near ceiling, easy
accessibility

2Combustibles: Cable insulation 53',460 Btu /ft

Existing' fire protection systems: Early warning fire detection, |
CO hose reel, fire hydrants,2
thermal detector3

i

.

:

1

r

!
.

O
,

'

AMENDMENT 3 6/86,,
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( TABLE 4-19

AREA DESCRIPTION -
CONTROL BUILDING LPCI INVERTER ROOM

Building: Control building, el 147.ft

Construction:

Walls - Reinforced concrete

Floor - Reinforced concrete

Ceiling - Reinforced concrete

Ceiling height: Approximately 14 ft 0 in.

Room volume: Approximately 14,000 ft'

Ventilation: 3-h fire rated dampers

Congestion and accessibility: Heavily congested, easily
accessible

. Combustibles: Negligible

Existing fire protection systems: Standpipe system for fire
brigade use, hose stations

;

:

I

.

O

;
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TABLE 4-20

AREA DESCRIPTION -
CONTROL BUILDING CORRIDOR

,

Building: Control building, el 130 ft |
1 Construction:

Walls - Reinforced concrete or masonry block

Floor - Reinforced concrete

; Ceiling - Reinforced concrete

i Ceiling height: 16 ft

! Room volume: 60,800 ft'

Ventilation: Not applicable'

Congestion and accessibility: Very congested along the narrow
corridor

Combustibles: 333,799 Btu /ft for cable insulation2

.

'

Existing' fire protection systems: Early warning fire |.detection, preaction
sprinkler system, hose
stations, two CO hose reels2

.

O
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TABLE 4-21

m
AREA DESCRIPTION -

RPS AND VERTICAL CABLE CHASE ROOMS

Building: Control building, el 130 ft |
Construction:

Walls - Reinforced concrete and masonry block

Floor - Reinforced concrete

Ceiling - Reinforced concrete

Ceiling height: 16 ft

Room volume: 14,400 ft'

Ventil,ation: 4000 ft'/ min
Congestion and accessibility: Moderate congestion near ceiling

in the RPS room, highly congested
in the vertical cable room

2Combustibles: 900,397 Btu /ft for cable insulation
s

Existing fire protection systems: Early warning fire
detection, preaction
sprinkler system,
hose stations, CO hose reels2

i

.

, . AMENDMENT 3 6/86
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{Y) TABLE 4-22<

AREA DESCRIPTION -
EAST CABLEWAY

Building: Turbine building east cableway, el 130 ft

Construction:
,

Walls - Reinforced concrete and masonry block

Floor - Reinforced concrete

Ceiling - Reinforced concrete

Ceiling height: 16 ft
,

Room volume: 56,000 ft'
4

Ventilation: 4300 f t'/ min

! Congestion and accessibilit.y: Extremely congested near ceilings
'and on walls. Easily accessible

2Combustibles: 223,526 Btu /ft for cable insulation_s
'

Existing fire protection systems: Automatic sprinklers, hose
stations, and noncombustible
barriers are installed to
separate the two divisions.

.

k

,

1

O

O
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TABLE 4-23'

AREA DESCRIPTION -
RIVER INTAKE STRUCTURE

Building: Intake structure

Construction:

Walls - Reinforced concrete

Floor - Reinforced concrete

Ceiling - Reinforced concrete

Ceiling height: 15 ft

8Room volume: 48,000 ft

Ventilation: 190,000 ft'/ min maximum

Congestion and accessibility: This zone is highly congested.

2Combustibles: 42,570 Btu /ft for cable insulation and 12,440
-- Btu /ft for oil

Existing fire protection systems: Early warning fire |
detection, thermally activated a
sprinkler heads directed
pumps, spray barriers between
divisional pumps and also
between MCCs and pumps

.

O
"
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~ 5.0 APPLICATION OF NATIONAL FIRE PROTECTION ASSOCIATION (NFPA)
j CODES

5.1 GENERAL

The proposed additional fire detection and suppression systems
will be installed at Plant Hatch following the special hazards
design basis technique allowed by the National Fire Protection
Association codes. This technique will utilize a combination of |
NFPA 13, 15, 72A, 72B, 72C, 72D, and 72E to ensure the maximum
effectiveness of the system to limit the fire hazard at Plant
Hatch and to take into account the unique structural
configuration and protection problems inherent in a power
plant. These codes and regulations are basically tailored for
protection of rooms or areas with relatively regular surfaces
and features.

This is a situation seldom realized in the highly congested
conditions encountered in the majority of the rooms in a power
plant. In recognition of such conditions and of the special
hazards encountered in a nuclear power plant, sound engineering
judgment must be exercised in the design and installation of its
fire protection systems rather than routine, absolute compliance
with rules which are not always appropriate to the situation.

~

fl Occasionally, minor deviations from the codes, principally in
'j sprinkler head or detector placement relative to the ceiling,-

must be taken because of congestion; e.g., cable trays, piping,
ducting, in the area of a suppression system. Such deviations
are taken only when they will result in equal or superior
protection to that which would result from an inflexible
conformance to codes or regulations, if such were possible.

5.2 SPECIFIC CODE DEVIATIONS

The following paragraphs outline certain general code deviations
that have been necessary in past installations of fire
protection systems. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC)
approval of these deviations from NFPA codes is requested. Each
of the following paragraphs contains a justification for the
requested code deviation.

5.2.1 DEPARTURE FROM NFPA 13, 14, AND 15 WITH RESPECT TO
HANGER SELECTION AND SPACING

NFPA criteria governing the hanger design, selection, and
spacing criteria for fire suppression systems outlined in NFPA
13, 14, and 15 do not provide for a seismic hanger support
system.

,

)
'

m
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In order to achieve the necessary system integrity for a Class 1
support system, the piping configuration is subjected to a
sophisticated rigid analysis for hanger location. The type of
hanger assemblies required to withstand the excessive loads and
movement above NFPA allowances results in each hanger assembly
as a unique design requirement. The resulting installation is
an engineered system of superior integrity as opposed to the
generalized instructions set forth by NFPA for such structures
as warehouses, health care facilities, and general office
structures.

It is, therefore, necessary to depart from these codes for pipe
supports.

5.2.2 DEPARTURE FROM NFPA 13, 14, AND 15 WITH RESPECT TO
COMPONENT SELECTION

The NFPA codes specify the use of components listed for fire
service by Underwriters Laboratory (UL). Components listed by
UL will be used to the extent practicable, but not all
components will be UL listed.

Underwriters Laboratory does not list every component utilized
in the fire protection systems. In selected cases, more
stringent operability requirements, contrary to fire protection
desires, dictate the selection of nuclear grade devices.
However, in each case, an engineering evaluation is performed to
ensure all criteria is satisfied prior to the final selection.

Closed head directional spray nozzles are utilized because of
the ability of the nozzle to deliver better water dispersion
with the excessive congestion that exists. The directional
spray nozzles were reviewed by the NRC and accepted for use in
the subject utility during the initial Fire Protection
Reevaluation. Additional considerations for head selection
included overspray control for equipment and devices not
involved with the specific hazard.

The component selection is judged equal and better than NFPA
guidelines due to the ability to provide water coverage and
protection for the hazard while controlling water overspray and
flooding potential.

Multibushing reductions were used in a limited number of cases
due to nonavailable American Society of Testing Materials (ASTM)
A-234 forged steel reducing fittings and excessive congestion
for the pipe runs. Flow capability and pressure retention is
verified at the conclusion of installation by flow test and
hydrostatic pressure tests. In light of the quality control
provisions required for this facility, fabrication material,
acceptance testing and frequency of inspection, each system is
judged superior in quality and exceeds the provisions set forth
by NFPA guidelines. |h
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c '') 5.2.3 DEPARTURES FROM NFPA 13 AND 15 WITH RESPECT TO SPRINKLER
1_' HEAD / NOZZLE PLACEMENT

Sprinkler head / nozzle placement do not follow NFPA 13 and 15
criteria in all locations. Deviations exist where congestion
will not allow placement of the device within NFPA allowable
tolerances. An engineering analysis (as permitted by the
special hazards philosophy discussed in the NFPA codes) is
performed on each head / nozzle that cannot be located per NFPA
guidelir, This analysis is performed on a case by case basis.

to ense . hat the system performance meets or exceeds NFPA
criter Sprinkler head placement was selected with
considero _on for water distribution requirements, head
obstruction, heat stratification, and heat banking as a result
of excessive congestion of ductwork, trays, and piping to ensure
timely delivery of a sufficient heat flux level such that the
sprinkler head actuates. In addition, the sprinkler densities
and the selection of lower operating temperature elements, which
exceed the minimum directions provided by NFPA, were
incorporated to maintain acceptable time lag for suppression
system operation.

In view of the material presented above, the system departures
from NFPA are judged equal or better than the location criteria
outlined for conventional structures through the applicable
sections of NFPA 13 and 15.,,

.

/

5.2.4 DEPARTURES FROM NFPA 72E WITH RESPECT TO DETECTOR
PLACEMENT

Smoke / heat / fire detector placement does not follow NFPA 72E
criteria in all locations. The location of each detector
utilized several variables, such as smoke and heat
stratification, heating, ventilation, and air conditioning
(HVAC) airflow (s), ceiling congestion, distance from floor to
ceiling as well as the building's configuration and the
manufacturer's recommendations (as instructed by NFPA 72E) when
placing the detectors. Detectors are placed per NFPA 72E when
the engineering analysis provides an acceptable system
performance. The NRC recognizes the lack of solid criteria
provided by NFPA 72E as well as the limited state of the art
knowledge in fire detection equipment and location. In view of
this art of detection, the detection equipment and installation
is judged as equal to the NFPA 72E series with respect to
installed equipment.

a. " Acceptance and Verifications for Early Warning Fire
Detection Systems," prepared by the NRC by the Reactor,

j Engineering Analysis Group, Department of Nuclear Energy,
Brookhaven National Laboratory, Upton, N.Y., May 1980.- '
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5.2.5 DEPARTURES FROM NFPA 13, 14 15, AND 20 WITH RESPECT TO
WELDING PROVISIONS

Exemption is requested from the no welding provisions of NFPA
13, 14, 15, and 20. Justification for this exemption resides in
the controls required for hot work activities, which are in
accordance with other NFPA guidelines. These controls and the
requirements for Seismic Class 1 installation and restricted
movement during modification or maintenance activities often
require welded assemblies. These features in conjunction with
the fire watch and extensive training of site personnel assure
that potential fire conditions are controlled in an acceptable
manner.

O

O
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